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1
Introduction: The Transformation
of Social Democratic Parties

Gerassimos Moschonas, the author of In the Name of Social Democracy,
has argued that although the social democratic and labour parties of
Europe were founded with the intention of transforming capitalism,
their success in doing so pales in comparison to how capitalism has
transformed social democracy.1 This is indeed the case, not merely
for the European social democratic parties but for their Australasian
counterparts. It is rarely a surprise when parties of the right enthusi-
astically embrace neoliberal, market-oriented economic policies. But
for parties of the left to do so, not merely as concessions in the face of
objective economic conditions but at the ideological, programmatic
level, indicates that a dramatic change has taken place within social
democracy in general—indeed, a change in social democracy’s very
‘essence’. The question is, why has this occurred?

Over the last 25 years, virtually all social democratic parties
have presided over some degree of market deregulation, commer-
cialization, and privatization of the public sector, and at least the
piecemeal implementation of welfare-state retrenchment. One might
expect working-class parties, even ones with fairly autocratic inter-
nal lives, to be largely immune from an intellectual, ideological
embrace of neoliberal doctrine. Workers and union leaders tend not
to demand that austerity measures be imposed upon themselves.
Yet social democratic parties have hardly inoculated themselves and
are increasingly led by advocates of the free market, deregulation,
and privatization. Social democratic parties have generally made no
concerted effort to find alternatives to neoliberalism—their role in
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2 Neoliberal Labour Governments and the Union Response

government in recent decades has been, at best, to slightly dull the
sharpest edges of the market. This has been true both for the conti-
nental European social democratic parties and for the union-based
labour parties of Britain, Australia, and New Zealand. In the case
of the New Zealand Labour government of 1984–90 and the British
Labour government of 1997–2007, the shift at the macroeconomic
level has involved a radical refutation of traditional left policies.
A similar shift also occurred in Australia under Labor governments
between 1983 and 1996, but it was less radical and was accompanied
by some renovation of the welfare state. Various explanations for this
dramatic change have been offered.

Explanations

Globalization

The dominant explanation for the end of national Keynesianism and
welfare-state retrenchment, whether under a party of the right or
left, comes from the comparative political economy literature, which
commonly argues that the globalized capitalist economy is univer-
sally forcing economic convergence. The culprit is the internation-
alization of goods-producing capital and rising public debt, which
affects many countries but made small, export-oriented states—such
as New Zealand in the early 1980s—particularly vulnerable.2 The
‘wage-earner’ model of the welfare state, based in protectionism and
common to both New Zealand and Australia, could no longer stand
the pressures of a changing international economy.3

Yet the diverging records of the New Zealand and Australian labour
parties, among other parties of the left worldwide, show that glob-
alization does not dictate a uniform response. Differing state and
union structures—in the case of Australia, a more effective collective
bargaining arena and a more centralized labour movement—made
the establishment of corporatist structures, the expansion of the
social wage, and the redistribution of an expanded employment base
possible. Changes were negotiated and more gradual than in New
Zealand.4 In the Scandinavian countries, with their centralized bar-
gaining arrangements, as well, it was possible for social democratic
governments to resist significant rollbacks until the advent of a severe
employment crisis, and even then it has been difficult to roll back
entitlements drastically.5
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It is hardly the position of this author that globalization is irrele-
vant. But as Pierson says, ‘Simple versions of the globalization story
flatten national differences. If globalization creates a set of overriding
imperatives, national characteristics decline in significance.’6 More-
over, national politics declines in significance. To follow such logic
is to miss the real dynamics at work—the dynamics of class politics
inside each country, and even inside each country’s main left-wing
party, and how these affect national responses to the global economy.

The shrinking proletariat

The shift of social democratic parties to the right is often explained
with reference to the shrinking of the traditional, industrial work-
ing class. Perhaps the most important theorist to discuss what the
lack of a majority industrial working-class means for social democ-
racy is Adam Przeworski. Przeworski asserts that the working class
has always been a minority in society. The working class consists
of ‘manual workers employed in mining, manufacturing, construc-
tion, transport, and sometimes agriculture’, and at no point has this
section of the population ever surpassed 50 per cent in any country.7

This definition is certainly narrower than the traditional Marxist
definition of the working class or proletariat, which consists of all
of those who must sell their labour power in order to survive and
obtain an income for themselves and their families. Such an extended
definition incorporates white-collar, salaried employees and blue-
collar labourers. Yet white-collar workers, Przeworski notes, ‘neither
act as proletarians nor think like proletarians’.8 Salaried employ-
ees have not identified as working class and hence have frustrated
Marxist predictions.9 Craftsmen, small merchants, and peasants did
not become productive manual workers and hence did not become
easily ‘captured’ by social democratic appeals. Instead, they were
‘transformed into a variety of groups the status of which is theoret-
ically ambiguous . . . nonmanual workers, ouvriers intellectuals, service
workers, technicians, “the new middle classes” ’.10

Przeworski argues that, to win elections, social democrats were
forced to appeal beyond their core base of industrial workers to poten-
tial middle-class allies. As a result, from a movement to do away with
capitalism entirely, social democracy changed into a party commit-
ted to nothing more radical than political democracy and ‘the pursuit
of efficiency, employment, and equality—a second best and the best
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that was possible’.11 The lack of a proletarian majority made such
a shift objectively necessary, lest social democracy be permanently
excluded from political power. Moreover, the share of the electorate
that consists of industrial workers has continued to shrink since 1960,
so rapidly that ‘we now speak of “deindustrialization” ’.12 As a result,
in order to govern, social democratic parties must appeal to ‘middle-
class values’ and stress social issues to the exclusion of class.13 The
implication is that the economic programmes of social democratic
parties must move to the right and become more pro-market.

It is true that the industrial working class has never constituted
a majority of the population in any advanced capitalist society.
It is also true that all social democratic parties have been forced to
respond to deindustrialization and the corresponding drop in the
blue-collar workforce. Much of this new work—in food and catering,
health, and business and information services—has been ‘beyond
the established reach of the labour movement and its cultures and
institutions’.14 The impact of post-Fordism—characterized by flexi-
ble working patterns, new management techniques, and the decline
of primary industries—has led to a loss in the collective strength of
workers via the weakening of their unions.15 (In Britain, deindustrial-
ization was a deliberate strategy of Margaret Thatcher’s Conservative
government—a means by which to break the unions.16) By the
early 1980s, the New Zealand Labour Party (NZLP) found its core
working-class vote to be concentrated in urban districts, particularly
in low-income areas; in the more multi-class suburban and hinter-
land districts, the National Party held the advantage.17 According to
the logic of the shrinking working-class argument, the ever-smaller
number of real workers in New Zealand is the primary reason for
Labour’s shift to the right. In order to retain office, Labour had to
enact market-friendly policies in order to ensure the vote of affluent
business and professional people in marginal districts that would oth-
erwise go to the newly formed, free-market NZLP.18 The Australian
Labor Party (ALP) and New Labour in Britain have simply acted
according to the same logic.

However, there is no evidence that the shrinking of the indus-
trial working class correlates with the electoral history of the left.
The real problem that many social democratic parties have had
has been one of the loss of the allegiance of their traditional core
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constituency, not the shrinking of that core constituency.19 More-
over, the minority status of industrial workers does not automatically
require social democratic parties to turn against their traditional poli-
cies. There has long been a constituency for social democracy among
salaried employees, who benefit substantially from welfare-state poli-
cies, particularly if they are universally available.20 In Sweden, there
has long been strong white-collar worker support for the welfare
state; indeed, in the middle of the twentieth century, the tradi-
tional working class allied with the emerging white-collar sectors to
form a coalition in support of the welfare state. With white-collar
support, the Swedish Social Democratic Party remained commit-
ted to expanding and improving welfare-state services throughout
the 1980s and early 1990s.21 Seeking the white-collar vote, then,
does not automatically equate with moving rightwards on economic
policy.

It is notable that in New Zealand the Labour Party’s policies in
power did not reflect the programme that it ran on in 1984. That
programme gave the impression that a new Labour government
would be as economically interventionist as the right-wing National
government that preceded it. There was no visible indication that
Labour was planning on implementing radical neoliberal policies far
to the right of the National programme; there was no public pro-
grammatic shift of the sort that is ostensibly necessary in order to
attract the middle-class vote. Moreover, the shrinking working-class
argument does not explain why labour and social democratic par-
ties have made appeals not only to the middle strata but to big
business. For example, the support of business was an important
element in New Zealand Labour’s election in 1984. The party lead-
ership had carried out considerable lobbying of business, much as
Tony Blair’s New Labour would later do. In 1985–86, it went so far
as to appoint ideologically right-wing businessmen to the boards of
state-owned enterprises, the Bank of New Zealand and the Reserve
Bank.22 The ALP also courted the business community in the run-up
to the 1983 election, though its administration of retrenchment was
quite restrained in comparison to that of its New Zealand counter-
part. It is not at all clear why a shrinking industrial proletariat makes
this sort of appeal to capitalists—themselves a far smaller minority of
the population—objectively necessary.
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The culture shift and decline of the relevance of class

Some scholars have explained the shifting politics of social demo-
cratic parties as a result of the increasing importance of non-
economic, or not directly economic, issues. In New Zealand, for
example, by the late 1960s, economic concerns became increas-
ingly displaced by foreign policy (the Vietnam War in particular),
environmentalism (reflected by the creation of the Values Party in
1970), Maori rights, feminism, and gay and lesbian rights. Such
issues fit into the postmaterialist paradigm that has supposedly sup-
planted the old, predominantly class-centred mass politics, as posited
by Inglehart. At high levels of economic development, public sup-
port for traditional leftist economic policies diminishes, and political
conflict based on social class is replaced by cleavages based on
non-material values.23 With the abandonment of class politics, pre-
sumably, comes the end of the growth of the welfare state and even its
retrenchment, not to mention market deregulation and pro-market
reform of the public sector.

In the case of New Zealand, it is true that the bipartisan ‘lib-
eral social democratic consensus’ was broken in the late 1960s by ‘a
series of highly emotional non-economic issues’.24 And while some
of the more radical participants in these movements joined the
Values Party—the world’s first green party—or remained in direct-
action pressure groups, the more mainstream and ambitious activists
joined the Labour Party, thereby leading to a change in the party’s
class composition. Some Labour members from this generation who
later opposed the government’s neoliberal programme said nothing
against that programme because they wanted to avoid damaging
Prime Minister David Lange’s campaign against nuclear power.25 The
new politics thus took precedence over the old politics. And it is also
true that New Labour in Britain has appealed to what might be called
the postmaterialist constituency: an examination of Labour Party
manifestos in the 1990s shows a declining percentage of references
to social class and an increasing percentage of references to post-
materialist issues. For example, by 1997, there were 44 references to
environmental protection in the Labour Party’s Election Manifesto,
but none to socialism.26

But other research defies the thesis of a generalized decline in
class-based voting in the advanced industrial world, putting much
of the postmaterialist paradigm into question. Bean argues that,
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given a sufficient sample size and regional coverage, one can deter-
mine that ‘there has been a decline in class voting in New Zealand
since the 1960s’, but he acknowledges that ‘social class remained the
socio-political cleavage, albeit in a milder form, into the 1980s’.27

For New Zealand in particular, in his multi-country study of 1994,
Lijphart sees only the socioeconomic class cleavage operating in New
Zealand; Barker and McLeay found that voters still overwhelmingly
chose political parties based principally on socioeconomic issues in
the 1996 and 1999 elections; Boston, Levine, McLeay, and Roberts
also believe that Labour and National ‘still derive their distinctive-
ness primarily from socio-economic and related issues’; and just over
half of the respondents to Brechtel and Kaiser’s survey of experts
in 1997 classified New Zealand politics as unidimensional, with
the survey as a whole giving the left–right dimension a ranking
of 4 out of 5 (i.e. high) on a scale of relevance.28 Evans argues
that only in Scandinavia, Norway in particular, is there ‘consis-
tent and robust evidence of declining class-vote relations . . . generic
theories of the decline of class voting and class politics in indus-
trialized societies are empirically unsupported, as by extension are
theories that claim that all social structural bases to politics are in
decline’.29 Ironically, beginning in the 1970s, a populist-sounding,
state-interventionist National Party under the leadership of Robert
Muldoon was able to win over traditional Labour voters—the party
of the New Zealand right won over workers by appealing to their
class interests.30 Subsequently, even if Labour was obtaining a smaller
proportion of its votes from its traditional base by the 1980s, even
if 36 per cent of manual worker trade unionists in three Auckland
electorates had not voted Labour for three consecutive elections,
and even though the party increased its support among the mid-
dle class, most of the working class still voted for the Labour Party
in the 1984 election.31 Even when Labour lost older working-class
voters to the right-wing Muldoon government of the 1970s, this
was due to ‘that government’s promise of a generous universal
superannuation scheme’, and when it further lost such voters in
1984, this was ‘caused by Labour’s application of an income sur-
charge to National Superannuation in 1984’.32 Muldoon’s appeal to
what was called ‘Rob’s Mob’ and his essentially social democratic
intention ‘to protect the New Zealand of [the] “ordinary bloke”
had strong appeal to the traditional working class’.33 Class, and
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by extension the welfare state and the regulation of markets, still
mattered.

The rise of postmaterialist politics—which, in any event, did not
become closely associated with New Zealand Labour in the minds of
voters in the 1980s34—did not negate the importance of social class as
an issue for the majority of working-class voters at the election of the
fourth Labour government, and therefore cannot be the core reason
for Labour’s economic right turn—unless the rise of postmaterialism
is linked to the marginalization of the organized working class, the
unions, and inside Labour itself.35 In the Australian case, postmaterial-
ism was strongly associated with support for the ALP in the 1980s, but
support for unions, state ownership, the welfare state, and substan-
tial taxes on private profits were also still associated with the ALP.36

There, the culture shift clearly did not affect class voting and was not
the key reason for the ALP’s drift towards neoliberalism.

An alternative explanation

Why is it, then, that social democratic parties and governments have
moved to the right at the level of macroeconomic policy, in some
cases very radically and dramatically? And what is the effect of these
parties’ embrace of neoliberalism on the welfare state? After all, social
democratic leaders have often said that their market-supporting poli-
cies are intended to ensure the economic viability of the welfare
state, not to undermine it37; and some, most notably Pierson, have
claimed that ‘the welfare state has proved to be far more resilient than
other key components of national political economies and far more
durable than existing theories of the welfare state would lead one to
expect’.38 How resilient has the welfare state in fact been under the
left-governed version of neoliberalism?

My claim is that the degree to which unions have lost control over
labour parties to their neoliberal leadership is what determines the
parties’ shift in macroeconomic policy. It is the unions’ willingness
and ability to be engaged in the internal politics of labour parties
which determines whether the party leadership either tries to work
with the unions in governing (as in the Australian case) or simply
treats the unions as an obstacle to the implementation of market-
oriented policies (as in the New Zealand and British cases). A union
movement that is at least relatively cohesive and united will prove to
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be a more credible political ‘player’—one which labour-party leader-
ships are forced to take seriously—than one which is organizationally
fragmented. This is the advantage of a centralized labour move-
ment, despite the danger of oligarchy entailed by centralization.39

And while the welfare state per se has not been radically overhauled
under neoliberal labour-party governments, what has been imple-
mented is not mere incremental adjustment. In all three examples
under review—the New Zealand and British cases in particular—
the access to and provision of social services has been restructured
in the interests of market-defined efficiency and fiscal constraint.40

Even in Australia, where the real level of welfare benefits increased
under Labor, the welfare system was made more selective and hence
reduced access to services for some working-class families. More-
over, large numbers of moderate-income workers effectively paid for
improvements to the social wage through higher taxes.41 And in
all three cases the most significant cutbacks and market-oriented
reforms are in the realm of public services. This is consistent with
Clayton and Pontusson’s account of an anti-service (as opposed to
anti-entitlement) bias in welfare-state retrenchment and supports
their critique of Pierson’s failure to acknowledge that public sector
reorganization represents a form of systemic retrenchment.42

My key case study is the New Zealand Labour government of the
1980s, where the historic party of the trade unions implemented
a pro-market programme more radical than that of Ronald Reagan
or Margaret Thatcher. Through comparison to the labour govern-
ments of Australia in the 1980s and 1990s and of Britain since 1997,
it can be determined that the left parties which most completely
embrace market forces are those in which the influence of unions
has most diminished. This fact can be best explained by the nature
of the unions’ political strategy—by how they act within, and in
relation to, their historic parties. It is union political strategy which
determines how easily a left party’s leadership is able to implement
neoliberal macroeconomic policies. In the case of New Zealand, it
will be illustrated that it was fundamentally the depoliticization of
union activity which allowed for such a dramatic change in the
balance of class forces inside the NZLP—in essence, a change in
the party’s class character—and prevented a strong union challenge
to the Labour government’s agenda of the 1980s. The government
was able to run roughshod over the unions. Much stronger political
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engagement within labour-party politics by Australian unions, how-
ever, forced the 1980s ALP government to act differently: the union
leadership had to be consulted as new economic policies were intro-
duced; hence, changes were far more gradual and at least partially
balanced by more traditional welfare-oriented programmes. British
union strategy began as very accommodating towards the New
Labour leadership, and generally remained so, though public sector
unions were able to stave off market-oriented reform of the public
sector through industrial militancy. Discussion of these differences
in union strategy will occur in Chapter 5.

The title ‘labour party’ describes a type of party that is the single
mass party of the labour movement of a country. It has developed
in Britain, Australia, New Zealand, and Canada—countries where a
party of the trade unions emerged, dominating the political life of
the working class.43 This type of party differs from the more com-
mon type of social democratic party which originally emerged in
Europe and functioned as an ideological tendency on the left. There
are good reasons to focus upon labour parties in particular. Labour
parties are traditionally the ‘purest’ working-class parties, created by
and based directly upon unions of blue-collar and (to a much lesser
extent) white-collar workers. Further, the labour governments under
examination—the Lange government in New Zealand in the 1980s,
the Hawke and Keating governments in Australia in the 1980s and
1990s, and the Blair government in Britain from 1997 to 2007—all
functioned in versions of either the single-member-district, first-
past-the-post ‘Westminster’ parliamentary electoral system or (in the
Australian case) a single-member-district, preferential parliamentary
electoral system.44 Under such electoral systems, only one party has
been the party of the unions and the left. In no cases did these parties
have significant rivals for votes on the left—the Communist Parties
of Britain, New Zealand, and Australia were never significant electoral
forces. This eliminates the need to discuss how the presence of Com-
munist and left-socialist competitors affects social democratic party
policies, as would be necessary were other examples used.

To limit this study to labour parties also permits a focus on that
distinctive variant of social democratic thought and practice, dubbed
‘labourism’. Labourism is trade unionism extended into the arena of
government. The principle of mainstream trade unionism—‘a fair
day’s wage for a fair day’s work’—is pursued through parliament,
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safeguarding wage-labourers’ wages and benefits and seeking full
employment as the guarantor of their welfare. Unlike social democ-
racy before the First World War, it never sought a road to a society
beyond capitalism—it merely promised to civilize capitalism on
behalf of the working class. But it was explicitly a project which
centres on the political representation of workers as a class, orga-
nized through trade unions, even as this project was not meant as
incompatible with the interests of national capital. Labourism is now
in deep crisis, as are many of the unions that built and supported
labour parties and social democratic parties generally. The dimin-
ished power of the unions and the subsequent embrace of market
liberalization by labour-party governments are directly connected
phenomena. As the leadership changes the party’s electoral appeal,
downplaying any remaining association with the working class, and
makes rightward shifts in economic, social, and industrial relations
policy, the only thing standing in the way of the leadership’s plans is
the unions. If the unions lack a coherent strategy and the discipline
to implement that strategy, they will find themselves essentially with-
out political influence in the parties they once founded to represent
their interests.

It is generally accepted that there has been a change in the organi-
zational character of what Duverger calls ‘mass parties’ within most
liberal democracies.45 As Mény and Knapp point out, it was social
democratic parties that defined the mass party. This ‘tool developed
by the urban working classes . . . to make the most of the opportunities
offered by a wider suffrage’ was financed by ‘membership dues . . . [as
a] substitute for the personal or business finance of bourgeois politi-
cians’, with trade union links ‘or simply party members knocking on
doors to get the vote out’ replacing traditional elite networks, and ‘a
range of “satellite” organizations . . . [ensuring] party loyalties’.46 This
model of the mass party has been eroding for decades, as the operat-
ing conditions of parties has changed through the ‘communications
revolution’ which has brought television (and now the Internet) into
almost every household and generated extraordinary growth in the
advertising and public relations industries. The once-common pub-
lic meeting held by both national and local politicians has been
marginalized. Politics is now more ‘capital-intensive’ than ‘labour
intensive’. Traditional mass parties, which relied on labour-intensive
(and more amateur) techniques, have begun to look ‘antiquated and
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as slow as the dinosaurs—and equally doomed to extinction, given
the erosion of the working-class communities from which they drew
their lifeblood’.47 Social democratic politicians, in adapting to these
realities, and at times with their parties’ trade union links increasingly
endangered, have become increasingly dependent upon the ‘personal
or business finance’ that they previously shunned. As a result, these
parties increasingly fail to represent the basic economic and political
interests of union members and by extension those of working-class
people generally.

This explanation is intended as an application of the theory of
working-class power resources. This theory claims that variations in
organizational assets such as unions and left-wing political parties
account for cross-country disparities in distributional outcomes.48

It has been used to explain why certain welfare states are espe-
cially expansive, such as those of northern Europe, which have
small developed states with open economies, extensive social demo-
cratic institutions, and at times strongly coordinated labour market
institutions.49 Korpi and Palme, for example, attempt to use the
power-resources theory to explain welfare-state decline: they anal-
yse retrenchment as distributive conflict involving a remaking of the
early postwar social contract based on the full-employment welfare
state, noting that there have been important differences in countries’
levels of cutbacks.50 Against the perspective that the forces driving
retrenchment emanate principally from the advance of postindus-
trial society, with the earlier class-based actors largely replaced by
new interest groups of welfare-state clients, Korpi and Palme stress
the continued relevance of class politics in Western democracies in
the context of retrenchment.51

But Korpi and Palme do not discuss the relevance of cases where
the party of the left, the party that embodies working-class power
resources, was the initiator of retrenchment and liberalization. Korpi
and Palme argue against critics of their approach by noting that

the return of unemployment on a mass scale since the 1970s must
be described as a basic regress of welfare states, a crushing of one
of their central parts . . . it can be argued that both the arrival and
the demise of full employment reflect significant elements of class
conflict and partisan politics.52
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They claim that ‘[g]lobalization and postindustrial developments
have affected many of the parameters within which distributive
conflicts take place. Yet . . . the probability for major cuts in these
insurance programs has to a significant extent been associated with
partisan government composition.’53 This is largely true where ‘major
cuts’ are concerned. But it is surely relevant that governing social
democratic parties have done little to reverse the cuts in insur-
ance programmes that were made under Conservative governments
and pledge themselves to deficit reduction, low taxes, and even
‘welfare-to-work’ schemes. Moreover, where public sector reform
is concerned, even Swedish social democratic governments have
emphasized cost reduction and budgetary constraints.54

Like Korpi and Palme, Huber and Stephens stress the importance
of rising and persistent unemployment as a cause of welfare-state
retrenchment—as well as trade interdependence and the global-
ization of production and finance—but with no notable attention
paid to the internal processes and characteristics of the parties
that were once firmly identified with welfare-state expansion, as
well as how they might play a role in cross-country divergence
in rollback.55 Echoing Pierson, Gilbert points to aging populations
in explaining the crisis of the welfare state, as well as declining
birth rates, immigration, and (again) globalization; his observa-
tion of convergence towards the ‘enabling’ state, even as it notes
that traditional welfare supporters on the left are implementing
reforms associated with a conservative policy agenda, lacks either
an analysis of sociological changes in social democratic parties
or the reasons why such parties have implemented—or simply
accepted—different degrees of retrenchment and liberalization.56

Furthermore, save partially for Huber and Stephens, these writ-
ers have not applied their explanations to the Australasian cases
in particular; they have not attempted to explain how and why
labour-party governments in New Zealand and Australia in the
1980s diverged. Those who use the class–power paradigm to explain
the decline of the welfare state have generally failed to analyse
the decline of organized working-class power within (historically)
working-class parties and the subsequent programmatic change that
these parties have undergone. This work intends to remedy that
defect.
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Conclusion: From parties of labour to parties
of neoliberal consolidation

No political party is ever pure in its class composition, and certainly
not in its class support. In Britain, for example, it is well known
that the Conservative Party has often drawn substantial working-
class support, at times from up to one third of all working-class
voters,57 just as some of the most left-wing Labour activists and
parliamentarians have been drawn from the upper classes, such as
Michael Foot and Tony Benn. But labour parties were assured of their
predominantly working-class character by virtue of their indirect
structure—they did not have to recruit the majority of their members
individually but instead received them automatically through trade
unions. Such a structure does not prohibit individual membership,
but the number of direct members is often small in comparison to
the number of indirect members. The parties were established in the
first place as a means to protect the rights of working people, trade
unionists in particular, and to advance their interests via reforms—
though not to create a qualitatively different form of society (i.e.
socialism), regardless of the rhetorical flair of some of the parties’
leaders or desires of some of their activists and supporters.58

All social democratic parties have been affected, both in their cam-
paign platforms and in terms of policies actually implemented, both
when in opposition and when in office, by changes in the global
capitalist economy over the last 30 years. All have at least partially
either accepted the welfare-state retrenchment begun by previously
governing parties of the right or, as in the case of the NZLP, prepared
the way for more serious retrenchment under a subsequent govern-
ment of the right.59 All have rejected the idea that the government
can and should have a significant role in steering the economy. The
promotion of state ownership in specific industries has given way
to partial or outright privatization. Perhaps most importantly, social
democratic parties have practically abandoned their long-standing
commitment to the redistribution of wealth from the affluent to
the popular classes.60 But the labour parties have changed the most
radically in their economic and social programmes, in contradic-
tion to what one might expect given their direct union affiliations.
The Labour governments of New Zealand in the 1980s and Britain
from 1997 to 2007, in particular, governed overtly against their
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union bases and specifically against public sector unions. While no
neoliberal labour government has been able to implement sweeping
welfare-state rollback, the macroeconomic policies of the 1980s NZLP
government attacked a fundamental principle of the welfare state:
‘the idea that the economy should not be allowed to function in
a socially damaging manner, but should be regulated in the public
interest’.61 The 1983–96 Australian Labor government believed that
the ‘traditional downwards, passive and universal model of welfare
was no longer appropriate’, supporting instead a vision of welfare
that ‘imposed greater responsibility on the individual’.62 This pre-
figured British New Labour’s espousal of a ‘welfare-to-work’ scheme
which would encourage (and, in some cases, oblige) welfare recipients
to take part in schemes designed to prepare them for work, with Old
Labour approaches involving job creation and better benefits rejected
as costly and counterproductive.63

Through the adoption and promotion of neoliberal ideas, norms,
and practices, Western labour parties have incorporated themselves
as active agents in the reproduction and hegemony of neoliberal
capitalism.64 To the limited extent that this was not true for the
ALP, it was because of that party’s continued close relationship
with the trade unions, in contrast to the thorough hostility to the
unions under the 1980s NZLP government and British New Labour.
When the influence of trade unions is specifically excluded, even
de-legitimized, labour parties effectively stop being labour parties,
and the trade unions—and, by extension, the working class—are dis-
enfranchised. The so-called modernization of social democratic and
labour parties thus leads to a crisis of working-class political repre-
sentation. In Moschonas’ words, workers have been ‘deprived of a
political representation that is at once uncontested and more or less
effective’.65 The result is ‘labour parties’ that do not represent orga-
nized labour, ‘social democratic parties’ that do not implement social
democratic policies.

The next three chapters will track the process of transformation in
the New Zealand, British, and Australian labour parties. Chapter 2
will illustrate how the elite of the NZLP became ever-more dis-
tant from, and antagonistic to, its trade union base, to the point
where the two virtually became divorced. Chapter 3 will describe
the parallel history of the British Labour Party through its recent
incarnation as New Labour, a party which still needed its union base
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even as it attempted to politically marginalize it. Chapter 4 will focus
upon the ALP and examine how—despite its leadership’s embrace of
neoliberalism—the relationship between the party and the unions
differed greatly from the other two examples under review, thereby
limiting the leadership’s ability to abandon its traditional economic,
industrial, and social policies. Each of these chapters will attempt
to explain these variations in terms of the political and industrial
strategies of the unions of each country. The final chapter will test
my argument through a rigorous comparison of each country and
will explain why the lacunae in the arguments of working-class
power-resources theorists matters and must be corrected.



2
The New Zealand Labour Party

In this chapter, I analyse the New Zealand Labour Party’s (NZLP)
embrace of neoliberal policies during its 1984–1990 government.
I argue that this government provides the prime example of a
working-class party which so repudiated its historic base and con-
stituency that it effectively changed its class character. The failure
of the New Zealand labour movement to remain engaged with the
party’s internal politics made possible a change in the leadership
of the party, which sought to implement policies of ‘a distinctly
Hayekian flavour’.1 While other factors may be relevant in explaining
how the government was able to implement such radical measures
once it had obtained power, only a focus upon the change in the
internal life of the NZLP can explain why the government was so
open to New Right economic ideas and came to have such a firm ide-
ological commitment to them. All other accounts ultimately centre
on how the party in power could be so successful in its project and
therefore miss what is truly important—that the project itself was
initiated by an ostensible labour party.

The chapter is divided into four sections. I begin by analysing the
Labour government’s policy choices—its far-ranging, quickly imple-
mented, and consistently neoliberal macroeconomic policy, its social
policies which did not represent a radical change from those of prior
Labour Party (or National Party) governments, and its essentially
anti-union industrial policy. A second section scrutinizes union–party
relations—in particular, how the union movement’s dependence on
state enforcement of compulsory unionism led to the movement’s

17
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depoliticization, leaving it thoroughly unprepared for the Labour
government’s political turnaround. The third section addresses other
explanations that have been offered regarding the reasons why the
Labour Party governed as it did.

Policy changes

Economic policy

After it took office in 1984, Labour, the party of the left, did what
National, the party of the right, had not come close to doing:
overturning six decades of state interventionism and instituting a
near-complete reliance on market forces with little role for mitigation
by the government. This radical policy encompassed the entire econ-
omy: the dollar was devalued by 20 per cent; the system of import
licences was dismantled and import tariffs were reduced; most gov-
ernment subsidies to New Zealand producers were phased out; the
financial sector was deregulated; a floating exchange rate was insti-
tuted, as was an extensive programme of state asset sales to reduce
the role of government in non-core activities and to reduce gov-
ernment debt; a goods and services tax (GST) was introduced; the
income tax was reduced; and the statutory framework for govern-
ment finances and activities was changed, as was the Reserve Bank’s
role of balancing full employment and low inflation to a policy of
focusing exclusively on maintaining low inflation.2 As many have
noted, the ‘New Zealand experiment’ was in many ways similar in its
elements to the structural adjustment programmes imposed on vari-
ous countries by the International Monetary Fund, with its stress on
fiscal discipline, reductions in public expenditure, tax reform, dereg-
ulation, foreign direct investment, financial liberalization, a floating
exchange rate, trade liberalization, privatization, and assertion of
private property rights.3

This was not at all what those who voted for Labour had expected.
Before its election, the Labour Party had made few specific elec-
tion promises; it offered little more than general criticisms of Prime
Minister Robert Muldoon of the National Party and calls for the
nation to pull together to save the economy. David Lange, who
became prime minister in 1984, had condemned the National gov-
ernment’s ‘prolonged attack on working people, and trade unions
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in particular’ and said he would refuse to ‘cave in to the interna-
tional corporations, the huge world banks, and the so-called overseas
experts’.4

Upon taking power, Labour inherited an economy in worse shape
than at any time since the Second World War, one characterized
by high and rising unemployment, rapidly declining living stan-
dards (particularly for those with lower incomes), unsustainable
external and internal deficits, and negligible growth. Inflation had
been checked, but the cost was the severe unemployment level.
Per capita income in New Zealand was around 125 per cent of
the OECD average in 1950—by 1985, it had fallen to only 75 per
cent.5 Conspicuously, neither Lange nor his deputy, Geoff Palmer,
both lawyers, had any background in economics. They left the bulk
of economic decision-making to a group of three ministers—Roger
Douglas, Richard Prebble, and David Caygill. And this ‘gang of three’,
as Halimi summarizes,

was simply reflecting the views of senior finance ministry offi-
cials, often trained by the OECD, the World Bank and American
universities, and keen to see their country transformed into the
prototype market society. Labour’s David Lange made possible
what Conservative Robert Muldoon had refused to allow. Ultra-
liberal senior officials had convinced the gang of three. They then
won over the prime minister and his deputy, and the five gov-
ernment members got their proposals approved in cabinet . . . the
international climate [could not] have been more favourable.
As Don Brash recalls: ‘At the end of 1984, finance ministers in six
OECD countries—New Zealand, Australia, Spain, France, Sweden
and the United Kingdom—were strong and effective advocates
of liberalisation, and all but one of these [the UK] was a mem-
ber of a left-of-centre government’ . . . . The finance ministry was
completely won over by the lessons taught at the University of
Chicago, which stressed theoretical rigour rather than physical
data, too often inclined to sully the purity of the model. Society
would just have to adapt.6

Edwards claims that ‘Labour’s economic policy was very much in flux
between 1979 and 1984, with leading Labour politicians and activists
beginning to advocate radical measures for change’—and this was not
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‘an entirely elite phenomenon, as various party conferences passed
economic policies that were a precursor to Rogernomics . . . . Such
moves were not necessarily viewed as right-wing ones, especially
since it was National that was blocking such change’.7 It is true
that as late as 1981 ‘the Labour Party saw no contradiction between
the implementation of a “responsible” economic policy and the
advancement of its social goals in employment, regional develop-
ment, etc . . . . There was none of the now-familiar Douglasite rhetoric
that social goals must be postponed in favour of the implementation
of economic policies’.8 But Labour’s electoral defeat in 1981 led to a
hard break with this mentality:

A caucus subcommittee reported on electorate reaction to Labour
Party policy and stated that the focus on unemployment had rein-
forced the public impression of the Labour Party as ‘soft on the
undeserving’ . . . . It was stated that social welfare policies appeared
to have won few votes . . . the best course would be to make
economic restructuring the first priority and postpone welfare
concerns.9

This orientation was embraced by the Labour caucus.
Lange soon told the public that there would be ‘some major

changes, telling one audience that all sections of the community
had to accept that there would be “winners, losers, costs and ben-
efits” as a result of the changes Labour wished to see made’.10 Despite
the efforts of the president of the party, Jim Anderton, who wished
to block Labour’s neoliberal direction, the Labour government faced
little leftist opposition. Alternative policies were rarely debated, as
the government developed ‘a “blitzkrieg” style of reform which
overwhelmed critics’,11 while some of those critics remained loyal
to Labour due to Lange’s campaign against nuclear weapons. The
unions, too, remained quiet, as the continued existence of the ‘closed
shop’ in certain sectors was not yet being called into question.12 The
unionized rank and file of Labour, according to Labour MP Mark
Gosche, typically lacked a serious understanding of economics; their
membership in the party was active on matters of industrial relations,
but not broader economic policy.13 Furthermore, as political com-
mentator Chris Trotter of the New Zealand Dominion Post points out,
Labour had just come into power on the heels of
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a legacy of failed massive state programs and controls, which
might have been the first resort of a social democratic government
anyway . . . but [such programs] had been discredited before
[Labour] even took office. And then suddenly you had coming
down like Moses from Mount Sinai . . . a bunch of monetarists in
the Reserve Bank and the Treasury, saying ‘Have I got a deal for
you! You want some new ideas? Here they are!!’14

The initial lack of the neoliberal macroeconomic policies’ popularity
did not lead the Labour government to regularly attempt to convince
the electorate through public discourse about the normative merits
of its policies, as Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher did in Britain.
Douglas, the key engineer of such policies for both Labour govern-
ments in the 1980s, apparently thought that the general public would
simply come to agree with him about the value of the reforms.15

In addition, public attention was deflected from economic matters
by other issues. The Labour government took a strong stance against
nuclear testing by the French in Muroroa and the exploding of the
Greenpeace boat and refused to let a nuclear-capable American war-
ship come to New Zealand, followed by legislation to prevent future
visits. At the same time, financial deregulation let loose a wave of
speculative investment, and the government’s initial monetary and
fiscal policies, coupled with wage increases due to the removal of
Muldoon’s wage and price controls, led to an economic boom.16

These factors were sufficient for Labour to be re-elected in 1987 on
an even more vague set of electoral promises (a full manifesto was
published only two weeks after the election).17

Douglas and his allies then advanced many unpopular policies
that were either not forecast in pre-election policy statements or
that directly violated campaign promises, such as a proposal for a
flat-rate income tax, privatization of state-owned assets, and fees for
university students.18 Douglas attempted to push further forward into
neoliberalism precisely as the New Zealand economy slid into reces-
sion in October 1987. At that point, internal divisions in the Labour
Party became evident, as Lange, initially an ally of Douglas—one
with the unenviable job of defending ‘Rogernomics’ to the Federation
of Labour (FOL)—reverted to social democratic principles and ‘uni-
laterally declared the flat-tax proposal a non-starter, despite earlier
Cabinet approval and public announcement’.19
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Social policy

Prior to the 1980s, New Zealand’s welfare state included publicly sup-
ported education, housing, health, legal aid, income maintenance,
and other services. Concessions made by the 1984–90 Labour gov-
ernment to the party’s traditional social democratic wing, as well as
its affiliated unions and working-class voters, included a refusal to
slash welfare programmes and benefit levels or withdraw completely
from the provision of housing, health care, and education.20 These
compromises helped maintain Labour’s existing base of working-
class support—to a degree—and allowed the party to cobble together
an electoral alliance of the prosperous beneficiaries of Rogernomics
(urban professionals, affluent liberal social activists) with that base.21

Labour’s appeal for much of its stay in power in the 1980s was
actually due to its ability to balance out its unpopular, radically
pro-market economic policies with much more popular social poli-
cies: it claimed to introduce competition into the formal welfare
system in order to save it, by making it more sustainable even as
it increased spending on social assistance. Similarly, in health and
education, the government increased spending even as it introduced
greater competition in the provision of education (such as through a
voucher-like system for primary education) and charged tuition fees
for tertiary education (providing low-income students with targeted
allowances, however, making the reform redistributive). In 1988,
Labour’s Royal Commission on Social Policy even made the case
for an increased role for the state in order to alleviate the social
effects of economic restructuring, though such recommendations
were ultimately ignored.22 Labour thereby ‘managed to appeal to
long-standing values of equality even as it sought to promote indi-
vidualism and self-reliance and challenged long-standing values of
security with economic reforms that radically altered the structure
of the economy’.23 Geoffrey Palmer, deputy prime minister 1984–89,
maintains that despite his government’s neoliberal macroeconomic
policies,

One thing that we did not do was to cut the social welfare ben-
efits or anything of that sort. We maintained the social welfare
programmes, the income maintenance programmes, we enhanced
them in some respects, we were trying to do things for women; we
had big women’s policies. We were not a minimalist government.
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We were not a government that said that the state’s purpose is to
do nothing. We were committed to the welfare state.

Russell argues that the data bears out Palmer’s claims: spending on
health, education, and welfare increased steadily between 1984 and
1989; unemployment benefits rose by 260 per cent, sickness benefits
by 166 per cent, and accommodation benefits by 142 per cent; spend-
ing on health increased by nearly 60 per cent and per capita spending
on education doubled.24

Despite these numbers, however, by the Labour government’s sec-
ond term, there was a distinct encouragement of families, employers,
and local communities to take on greater responsibility for welfare.
In Koopman-Boyden’s words, there was a shift in the balance between
the competing interests of welfare and capitalism. New policies were
cast within the framework of welfare capitalism, which gives ‘priority
to work-related social provision with equality of opportunity and the
encouragement of competition as the objective’—rather than welfare
capitalism, which gives ‘priority to social provision based on citizen-
ship, the objective being a fairer and more equal society’.25 Douglas
and the Treasury advocated a welfare system that reflected the goals,
management structure and ethos of private enterprise. Health, edu-
cation, and social welfare departments were subjected to a series of
taskforce reviews with working parties dominated by private sec-
tor entrepreneurs and economists devoted to the Chicago School,
rather than social policy experts.26 The provision of police protec-
tion services, hospital services for the mentally handicapped, and
the provision of information services were increasingly under fis-
cal constraint, with the private sector and community or voluntary
organizations replacing the state’s role. The Labour government also
put forth long-term plans to withdraw the old-age pension for those
between 60 and 64 years of age.27

Social policy under the 1984–90 Labour government, then,
represented a sort of balancing act between neoliberalism and tra-
ditional social democracy. There was no marked decline in aggre-
gate spending on the welfare state in this period, despite the
government’s neoliberal macroeconomic policies. However, though
Douglas and the Treasury were unable to carry out all of their
social policy goals due to the resistance of Lange, the party ranks,
and the majority of MPs, the welfare state was still partially
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restructured in the interests of market-defined efficiency and fiscal
constraint.28

Industrial policy and union–party relations

The reforms of the first Labour government (1935–49) won the loy-
alty of the New Zealand working class. Furthermore, they established
a ‘historic compromise’—the working class and its party would not
use the government to overthrow capitalism, but to stabilize it. While
the working class benefited from full employment and the welfare
state, the business community benefited from an extended era of
prosperity, with manufacturers in particular gaining from import
controls.29 It was the alliance between the Labour Party and the
Federation of Labour union leaders that provided the basis of this
compromise. Labour enacted compulsory unionism in 1935, thereby
raising many previously weak unions, particularly in the white-collar
and agricultural sectors, to great size. In return, the unions affili-
ated to the Labour Party and provided it with funds and a base of
support.30

But by the time of the third Labour government (1972–75), the
unions played almost no role in the formulation of government pol-
icy. The government did not even seek the advice of the affiliated
unions on any of its industrial relations policy. Nor did it consult
the party’s national council, the industrial relations subcommittee of
the executive, or the policy committee. The Joint Council of Labour,
which usually built the union movement into the party’s policy-
making process, met 22 times between 1952 and 1957 but only twice
between 1970 and 1975.31

Immediately prior to Labour’s electoral victory in 1984, some on
the party’s left wing put forth the idea of transplanting the corporatist
‘Accord’ framework of Australia—which rested on formalized coop-
eration between the Labour Party government and the Australian
Council of Trade Unions—to New Zealand, and a number of consul-
tative ‘summits’ were held.32 But these forums’ debates soon became
effectively irrelevant, as Labour’s shadow finance ministers had been
working to take the New Zealand economy in an unanticipated
direction. The unions and the corporatist faction of the party were
also simply outmanoeuvred by Labour’s neoliberal faction. Mike
Moore—who became chair of the Cabinet Committee in the Labour
government—had raised the idea of a union—government ‘trade-off’
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in Labour’s policy debates in 1983. But the plan was quashed by
Stan Rodger, soon to become Minister of State Services, who claimed
that the corporatist approach was not politically feasible and would
be greatly unpopular with the voting public. He also argued that
the decentralized structure of the FOL and its consequent weak-
ness as a peak body precluded effective enforcement of agreements
entered into at the peak level.33 Moore was unable to find a cred-
ible solution to the problem of union compliance and the Labour
Party leadership became convinced of the need to avoid coopera-
tion with unions. At around the same time an alternative proposal
for renovating Labour was floated, involving ‘the idea of breaking
the formal affiliation links of trade unions to the Labour Party . . . to
move away from the Party’s identification with the working class in
order to project a more truly “national” image’.34 The proposal may
have failed, but it represented recognition by part of the party that
the planned restructuring of the New Zealand economy would not be
supported by Labour’s traditional constituency.

Lange told the FOL in 1983 that the party remained ‘the politi-
cal wing of the labour movement’ and was committed to ‘creating
greater equality in income and taxation policies’.35 He declared his
philosophical opposition to free-market policies and may even have
been honest in doing so.36 The 1984 Labour Party manifesto stated
that the restoration of full employment was ‘the top priority’.37 But
when New Zealand’s economic predicament was exacerbated by a
currency exchange crisis, which began immediately upon Labour’s
assuming office, it allowed Douglas to argue that there was no time
to pursue change through a consensual negotiated strategy. The
Labour government, lacking major commitments to unions (or spe-
cific employers), included among its neoliberal economic measures
the containment of wages by tough monetary policy rather than by
a corporatist accord.38

Because of the Treasury’s attitude that high wages and union
restrictions were a cause of unemployment and its desire for labour
market ‘flexibility’, New Zealand unions found themselves ‘being
undermined by a Labour government that [they] had spent a lot of
time and money helping elect, and not in a strong enough position
to do anything about it’.39 With the removal of specific economic
measures that were designed to ensure employment—such as import
controls—mass unemployment emerged, increasing from 4 per cent
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of the labour force in 1985 to 10.2 per cent by 1990.40 Combined with
deregulation and the impact of competition, unionism in the core
areas of mining and transport was hit hard. The meatworkers’ union,
the major surviving base of militant blue-collar unionism in New
Zealand, became further undermined by mechanization, the export
of live sheep, and a deliberate strategy by the major companies to
move away from large works in the major cities to smaller satellite
works in small towns and country areas.41

Public-sector unionism was specifically attacked through Labour’s
State-Owned Enterprises Act of 1986, which provided the basis for
converting trading departments and public corporations (e.g., the
electricity and mines divisions of the ministry of energy, and the
postal and telecommunications divisions of the post office) into
businesses to be run along private sector lines.42 As a result of this
legislation, the public service unions lost their traditional security
and public sector union membership, which peaked in 1985 at nearly
193,000, fell sharply by 1989 to 162,000. Private employers, as well,
became much more aggressive, locking out workers, increasingly
using injunctions, and initiating massive damages claims against
unions and individual trade unionists in an attempt to intimi-
date. The result was the first drop in union membership since the
1930s: after peaking in 1981 at 520,000, registered (private sector)
membership declined thereafter.43

The biggest challenge to the union movement by the government
was the introduction of private sector employment practices into the
public sector via the State Sector Act of 1988, which significantly
changed state sector wage-fixing arrangements and modified the
nature of government departments. Departmental chief executives
became the employers of staff, independent of ministerial control;
conditions were to be negotiated separately with employees of each
department in terms of the 1987 Labour Relations Act, which moved
industrial relations towards decentralized bargaining and reduced
the involvement of government.44 Public sector unions were further
undermined by the ending of job tenure and the reduction of other
long-established conditions of employment.45 However, by the time
the State Sector Act was introduced, the heretofore decentralized New
Zealand union movement had gone through peak organizational
reform and established the New Zealand Council of Trade Unions
(NZCTU), and it was eager to show that it could resolve disputes
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rather than escalate them. As a result, it discouraged open resistance
to the bill.46

But when the unions (again) put forth a corporatist alterna-
tive to ‘Rogernomics’—in which it agreed to exercise real wage
restraint in exchange for greater union involvement in the forma-
tion of economic, social, and industrial relations policy47—it was too
late. The NZCTU, unlike its more centralized Australian equivalent,
lacked the power and legitimacy to ensure compliance with its deci-
sions by the whole of the union movement. In Bray and Neilson’s
summation: ‘A Labour government committed to a market direction
of economic reform and a union movement relatively disorganised
and distanced from the Labour Party presented a mutually reinforc-
ing set of contingent causes that help to explain the steady direction
of Labour reform towards labour market flexibility’.48

As unemployment doubled between 1987 and 1989, the unskilled
and public sector workers who were most affected became a signifi-
cant oppositional movement. They and their unions split from the
Labour Party in 1989 and formed the short-lived New Labour Party
under the leadership of Jim Anderton. In 1990, after three years of
falling stock market values and recession, the visibly disunited Labour
government was displaced by a National government that soon built
upon the ‘achievements’ of Labour by bringing an end to compulsory
unionism; reducing unions to the status of incorporated societies;
substantially cutting benefits; and bringing major changes to health
administration.49

Union strategy towards the Labour Party

The influence of industrial conciliation and arbitration

The labour movements of New Zealand and Australia were both
shaped by the presence of arbitration and conciliation systems,
which never existed in Britain. In New Zealand, the Industrial Con-
ciliation and Arbitration Act (ICAA) of 1894 proved to have a tremen-
dous influence over trade unions for nearly 100 years. A combination
of legislative recognition of both employee and employer unions
and a legislative base of compulsory conciliation and arbitration but-
tressed collective relations between both participants. Trade unions
were thereby given a degree of state protection and legitimation.50
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A set of state structures in industrial relations was set up alongside
the government and the Department of Labour, most importantly
the Court of Arbitration. If a union registered under the act—which
most did—and was unable to resolve a conflict with an employer,
the Court of Arbitration stepped in. The various courts also acted as
a national tribunal, regulating wages and conditions through legally
enforceable rulings, known as ‘awards’. The court’s wage-fixing poli-
cies moderated the impact of market forces on workers, and by 1907
it adopted the principle that pay rates should be indexed to the cost
of living.51

However, from the beginning, the ICAA had a pre-emptive char-
acter. It was designed by middle-class Liberals in order to ensure
social and industrial peace. In practice, it helped to hinder the for-
mation of an independent working-class political party during the
1890s and 1910s.52 In addition, under the ICAA, strikes were made
illegal, and unions tended to become ‘little more than creatures of
the Arbitration Court’—indeed, many unions were formed in order
to take advantage of the statutory protections of the ICAA, and such
unions remained small and regional, with limited financial means,
lacking effective organizational capacity of their own.53 The unions
were shaped by the arbitration system, becoming preoccupied with
procedural matters and unlikely to be able to sustain industrial action
(which was in any case largely seen as undesirable). But the advan-
tages of being part of the state-sponsored system were substantial,
as the system of unqualified preference for unionists evolved into a
legislative basis for compulsory unionism. By 1985, some 223 regis-
tered unions and 26 state sector service organizations had a combined
membership of more than 683,000 within a full-time workforce of
over one million; in parts of the public sector—teaching, police,
firefighters, post office, railways—union membership approached
100 per cent.54

Though the ICAA had been written by the Liberal Minister of
Labour, William Pember Reeves, without the intent of conferring
advantage upon one social class over another, arbitration appeared to
increase trade union power by increasing unions’ bargaining capac-
ity, thereby advancing the relative position of wage labourers as a
class. Union membership, representing around 8 per cent of the
working population in 1901, doubled by 1911 and quadrupled by
1921, with union density reaching 26 per cent. For the Arbitration
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Board and Court’s first decade or so, decisions usually favoured the
unions, increasing real average wages and hence the motivation for
groups of workers to register as arbitration unions. By 1907, it seemed
that ‘the power balance had clearly tipped . . . in favour of unionists’,
and the early years of the twentieth century saw steady growth for
organized labour.55 With the election of the first Labour Party gov-
ernment in 1935, the unions were rewarded for their support through
the establishment of compulsory union membership. They were also
given large block votes in Labour Party conferences.56 The advan-
tages of the arbitration system seemed evident to most union leaders,
particularly when combined with Labour Party governance. Due to
compulsory unionism, many previously weak unions, particularly
in the white-collar and agricultural sectors, rapidly grew, with their
leaders becoming powerful.57 During the Second World War, through
the fall of the Labour government in 1949, union leaders were very
much involved in government affairs, with the high point being
their involvement in the tripartite Economic Stabilization Commis-
sion and the appointment of the Federation of Labour president to
the position of Minister of Labour. Trade union officials were thereby
incorporated into the political process.58

The benefits of state protection and compulsory unionism
appeared obvious. Unions’ coverage rights were guaranteed against
potential rivals; employers were obliged to negotiate with them; and
they were given easy access to compulsory arbitration by state tri-
bunals, which ensured the application of resulting awards to all
workers in the occupation or industry concerned and accepted a
responsibility to enforce the award upon all employers. By 1945,
there were 282,000 members of registered and state sector unions,
representing 59.6 per cent of the workforce.59 But state protection
and compulsory arbitration still did not come without strings for FOL
unions. They became greatly dependent on the state for membership
and resources. Delahunty argues that save for

a few honourable exceptions unions had become inert collectors
of member subscriptions, but without much connection in strug-
gle with their members. This was matched by attitudes among
members which saw the union movement as the ‘game’ of some
odd individuals, who by and large did nothing for them but take
their money.60
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The commitment to the unions by their ranks became increas-
ingly ‘thin and frail’ as the regulations and rules that governed
the unions encouraged them to be ‘bureaucratic and distant . . . far
removed from the shop floor’.61 The union leaders themselves were
under no obligation to perform on behalf of their members. Even
employers came to support compulsory unionism, recognizing that
it gave a power base to conservative, industrially passive union
leaders and allowed governments to smash more militant unions
by deregistering them and establishing compliant unions in their
place.62 Strictly defined membership rules led to the proliferation of
small unions (and an array of unions in any workplace) that could
not adequately respond to their members’ needs. As wage fixing
on the part of the Court of Arbitration usually followed the lead
of awards made to unions that were large and strategically impor-
tant, smaller and more vulnerable unions were unlikely to fight
any of their own battles. Indeed, the unions of the clerical and ser-
vice sectors were essentially ‘paper’ unions with weak-to-nonexistent
workplace structures. Further, arbitration rules were interpreted such
that unions’ role in society was limited to bargaining over wages
and (to a certain extent) conditions, not to the taking up of broader
industrial, political, and social issues. When political or secondary
strikes occurred, it was only with the tacit consent of government
officials.63

With the onset of economic crisis in the early 1970s, the efficiency
and fairness of the arbitration framework was openly challenged. This
occurred after decades in which the unions’ influence on wider eco-
nomic policy had considerably diminished, even during the two brief
periods of Labour governance from 1957 to 1960 and from 1972 to
1975. The relationship between the Labour Party and the unions gen-
erally had become quite loose, varying with circumstance. The FOL’s
main impact on economic policy came not by direct influence upon
the government, but through the presentation of successful General
Wage Order cases to the Court of Arbitration. As Walsh notes, such
influence as the unions could exert on government policy was by and
large limited to strictly industrial matters, over which it was always
consulted, most notably in the drafting of the Industrial Relations Act
1973, which was done by the FOL working jointly with the Employ-
ers Federation and did not break fundamentally with the traditional
model of arbitration.64
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Decades of an arbitration system that remained unchanged under
both Labour and National governments, as well as a welfare state
and a robust economy buttressed by interventionist and protection-
ist economic and social development strategies, which also remained
fundamentally the same under both parties,65 acted to depoliti-
cize the New Zealand labour movement—at least, to minimize the
unions’ commitment to ensuring their representation in parliament.
The National government of the 1950s and 1960s acted in a sympa-
thetic way towards union goals such as full employment and made
few serious changes to the welfare state and the protected economy,
and union leaders even had access to the government during those
years. As the differences between National and Labour in power were
minimal, one can see why union leaders failed to see much reason for
the unions to be overly concerned with political matters. The stability
of the historic compromise seemed permanent; overt involvement in
party politics appeared superfluous.

All the same, the unions’ depoliticization was not total. Affili-
ated unions through their card votes remained an important force
at Labour Party conferences—roughly 44 per cent of the vote—and
they continued to supply significant organizational resources, which
would be mobilized in the early 1980s.66 The collapse of the historic
compromise via the chaotic state of the New Zealand economy and
the harshness of Robert Muldoon’s National government towards the
unions roused them from their nonpolitical slumber. Bill Andersen,
president of the pro-USSR Socialist Unity Party (SUP), the dominant
force in the Auckland unions at the time, became secretary of the
Northern Drivers’ Union, one of the most radical unions affiliated to
Labour in the 1970s and 1980s.67 This led to a rise in industrial mil-
itancy, which broke with the FOL’s traditional policy of compromise
and moderation. By 1984, after nine years of a National government,
even the SUP, which often ran its own candidates in elections and
did not usually support Labour Party candidates, opted to support
the election of a Labour government.68

Acting as the loyal opposition

Although the National government of 1975–84 was far more strident
in its rhetoric than its actions regarding the arbitration system and
trade unions generally, it did impose two freezes on wages, and—
after confrontations with the unions over budget cuts—it did put an
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end to compulsory unionism in 1983, thereby depriving the unions
of their guaranteed membership. Prime Minister Muldoon had thus
‘reduced [the unions] to impotence, and had shown them that their
established position in the economy was no longer secure’.69 This was
reason enough for the unions to make a Labour Party victory in 1984
a priority. Upon Labour’s victory, compulsory unionism was restored.

Labour’s post-victory Economic Summit Conference brought
together representatives of the FOL with those of business (most
importantly, the Federated Farmers and the New Zealand Manufac-
turers’ Federation) in an attempt to reach a consensus on economic
policy.70 In 1981, the FOL had already published Towards An Alter-
native Economic Strategy, which included socialistic language stating,
‘Investment and production should be for social use, not private gain’
and ‘A primary objective of a trade union economic policy should be
to raise the consciousness of the working class about the economic
realities which surround them’.71 The Alternative Economic Strategy
that the FOL ultimately proposed at the Conference, however, was
corporatist but not particularly socialist. It stressed full employment,
progressive taxation, price controls, a minimum wage adjusted to
the cost of living, increasing New Zealand’s self-reliance, industrial
development, trade policy, and monetary policy.72 Yet, certain pre-
requisites for corporatism were lacking in the New Zealand labour
movement. The FOL had little power over affiliates, particularly in
terms of central funding and the right to strike, and the leadership of
the labour movement was split between the FOL and the public sector
Combined State Unions (CSU). New Zealand unions were insuffi-
ciently cohesive and united enough to gain support for a corporatist
strategy within the Labour Party.73 Moreover, most of the union lead-
ers were too narrowly concerned with wages and conditions to fight
for a corporatist arrangement, a result of years of conditioning by
the ICAA’s restrictive, depoliticizing definition of the proper scope of
‘industrial matters’.

As Labour government policy changes were done at a rapid pace,
the unions struggled to keep up. There was a degree of union oppo-
sition to tight monetary policy, reform of the public sector, and the
removal of tariffs and subsidies, but it was ‘diverse and uncoordi-
nated . . . . The opposition of public sector workers to staff cuts . . . was
scattered and relatively uncoordinated; and there were no deep links
between private and public sector unions’.74 However, Labour did not
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deregulate the labour market to the same extent as other markets.
Important parts of the traditional arbitration system were retained,
including exclusive bargaining rights for registered unions. There
were also high wage round payouts in the first two years of the Labour
government.75

The unions did little to publicly oppose the lifting of controls on
local and foreign investors, the introduction of sizeable tax reduc-
tions for companies and the wealthy, the removal of farm subsidies,
the reduction of public spending, the removal of import controls, or
the introduction of indirect taxation on goods and services. Rather,
they acted as a loyal opposition, debating economic policy at party
conferences, but hardly more.76 Union loyalty was quite surprising
in certain cases. When the Labour government put forth plans to
institute a regressive valued-added tax known as the Goods and Ser-
vices Tax (GST) in 1986, many unions opposed it, but some unions,
including the largest union affiliated to the Labour Party, the Hotel
and Hospital Workers, voted to support it, out of loyalty to the
government—specifically, to the government’s support for compul-
sory unionism.77 Fear of the return of a National government which
would undo compulsory unionism, and knowledge of the assault on
unions in Thatcher’s Britain, provided enough reason for the unions
to remain loyal to Labour.78

To an extent, the union position of loyal opposition paid off: com-
pulsory unionism was restored and large wage increases were won in
the 1985 wage round. The most prominent success that the unions
enjoyed pertained to the Labour Relations Bill of 1987. The bill’s
introduction led to a great political battle between the Treasury, the
Labour Department, and the Prime Minister’s office and an important
pro-union lobby in Labour politics. After much lobbying and bureau-
cratic in-fighting, for once the Treasury and Business Roundtable
failed to get their way, mainly because they had moved beyond mat-
ters of pure economic policy into a very politically sensitive area.
Their plans for total deregulation of the labour market were blocked.
In addition, the bill included a requirement for unions to have 1,000
members, thus starting a process of union mergers aimed at reduc-
ing the fragmentation of the movement.79 It also recognized that
a collective bargaining system implies a right to strike and for the
first time specifically stated that right in positive terms.80 Employ-
ers viewed the legislation as a betrayal.81 But their interests were
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met in one particular respect: unions were prohibited from seeking
access to second-tier (enterprise) bargaining, the process by which
workers in a firm could negotiate for benefits on top of an award.
Though relatively few unions left the award system, this provision
actually encouraged union and award fragmentation, as each enter-
prise now had separate agreements. The Labour government thereby
paved the way for the abolition of awards by the succeeding National
government of 1990.82 The unions’ partial success ultimately proved
to be of limited importance in comparison to the government’s eco-
nomic policies. Closures in manufacturing and construction, and the
restructuring of the public sector—the sale and commercialization of
state assets and departments in particular—led to a severe increase
in unemployment. Combined with a recessionary economy, this
enabled some strident employer groups to use the Labour Relations
Act to their advantage; excepting 1988, every wage round between
1984 and 1991 saw a decline in real wages.83

The attempt at internal renewal

The anti-union offensive of the 1980s led to two responses from the
labour movement: organizational restructuring and a new political
strategy. With the failure of the FOL to broaden its focus beyond
wages and benefits, the labour movement was left ‘flat-footed’, with-
out a strategy to build a defense against anti-union reforms.84 The
decline of blue-collar and the rise of white-collar unionism since the
1970s had led to peak-level pressure for unity between the private
sector FOL and the public sector CSU. In 1987, the two merged into
the New Zealand Council of Trade Unions (NZCTU), with 530,000
affiliated members. The NZCTU assumed responsibility for devel-
oping general union policies and providing overall leadership to
the unions.85 Union leaders hoped that with internal renewal they
could ‘present themselves as mature economic partners and then the
government would modify its direction to incorporate them’.86

In 1987, President Rex Jones and the NZCTU leadership advo-
cated ‘strategic unionism’ and a compact patterned after the Accord
between the Australian labour movement and the Hawke-Keating
federal Labor governments. Strategic unionism rested on a trade-
off in which it agreed to exercise real wage restraint and discourage
industrial action and political protest in exchange for greater union
involvement in the formation of economic, social, and industrial
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relations policies by the government. Strategic unionism was pro-
moted as a ‘third way’ between Robert Muldoon-style state inter-
vention (government subsidization of industries, wage and price
controls) and the strident monetarism of Rogernomics. The aim of its
proponents was to improve working-class living standards through
job creation and expanded welfare, superannuation, and pensions.87

But no comprehensive corporatist political programme was offered.
Genuine corporatism, as Jesson explains, had been ruled out by
Labour’s embrace of market forces; the NZCTU strategy of ‘construc-
tive engagement’ was just ‘a way of limiting the damage’.88 But the
Labour government still refused to consult with the NZCTU leader-
ship in any significant economic policy decisions. Like the FOL before
it, the NZCTU had little power over its affiliates. Joining the NZCTU
did not clearly tie unions to its leadership’s corporatist strategy.
At the same time, strategic unionism discouraged industrial action
and political protest, as they would undermine the labour move-
ment’s credibility as a ‘mature economic partner’ in a corporatist
arrangement.89

Strategic unionism, then, effectively backfired. Given the NZCTU’s
lack of control over individual unions and its discouragement of
union militancy, employers and the government had no fear of union
opposition to pro-market reform and therefore saw no need to make
concessions to the unions in the form of a greater say over proposed
policies.90 Nor were the unions as united strategically as it might have
appeared at the 1987 conference, where they all acted virtually in
unison. Many in the unions had come to oppose the conciliatory
manner of Jones and were now firmly opposing the Labour govern-
ment’s policies. There were disagreements over industrial matters as
well. The unity of blue-collar, white-collar, private and public unions
represented by the creation of the NZCTU proved to be more orga-
nizational and symbolic than truly solidaristic. Indeed, many unions
remained ambivalent about strategic unionism and the compact, and
some traditional blue-collar unions opted not to join the NZCTU.
The NZCTU’s emphasis on negotiation and compromise with both
employers and government reinforced the alienation of both blue-
collar unions outside the NZCTU and those that remained just barely
inside the federation.91 Ultimately, the compact was scrapped; a
much more limited ‘Agreement for Growth’ was signed in April 1990,
six weeks before an election that led to Labour’s defeat and National’s
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victory. The document merely represented the NZCTU’s willingness
to accept further wage cuts in return for a government commitment
to involve the leadership in formulating economic policy. With the
NZLP’s defeat, it was never put into practice.92

Employers may have been upset simply by the unions’ attempt to
negotiate a corporatist arrangement with Labour and by the unfore-
seen decline in enterprise bargaining, which resulted from the Labour
Relations Act.93 But they need not have worried. The NZCTUs still
refused to openly criticize the government when it privatized govern-
ment agencies and deregulated industries. Fearful to move from loyal
opposition to outright opposition, the NZCTU became estranged
from its membership and allies and thus weakened further. Many
looked to the NZCTU for leadership but heard nothing.94 Still too
disunited and fragmented after decades under the arbitration sys-
tem, and increasingly alienated and separated from a Labour Party in
which it had not been seriously involved for years, the labour leader-
ship could not formulate a corporatist plan that the party leadership
would have to take seriously, yet it was unwilling to repeat the indus-
trial militancy of the Muldoon years under a Labour government to
force concessions from it.

It is primarily the alienation of the New Zealand labour movement
from its historic party, which accounts for the triumph of Douglas
and his comrades. Years of indifference by the union leadership to
politics—its single-minded concern with attaining wage benefits—
destroyed the unions’ ability to influence the course of political
events. This was made obvious in the months before the 1984 elec-
tion, when the Labour Party Joint Council was debating economic
policy: ‘The FOL [Federation of Labour] and State Services union
leaders knew at the time of the policies [which] Roger Douglas was
suggesting. Peter Harris, Rob Campbell and one or two others par-
ticipated in the policy debates, but the rest of the union leadership
did nothing effective about it’.95 Had the FOL not been so quick
to support the status quo at the Conference, had there been more
prominent trade unionists seeking to advance union interests in par-
liament, and had the FOL leadership not been willing to let the Joint
Council become obsolete,96 then it is conceivable that the policies
of the ‘Auckland cabal’ might have received a far greater challenge
from within the Labour Party. Under the 1984–90 Labour govern-
ment the union movement proved to be strategically adrift, without
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enough influence within its historic party even to significantly mod-
erate the Labour government’s commitment to privatization, labour
market deregulation, and the commercialization of state enterprises.

Alternate explanations for the Labour government’s
policy choices

In explaining how Labour was able to execute such a radical pro-
gramme, many have emphasized the importance of New Zealand’s
governmental structures and the role of the Treasury. Nagel and
Schwartz have both noted that New Zealand’s political institutions
lacked checks and balances that could block, delay, or water down
Labour’s programme; no presidential veto, need to compromise with
a second chamber, judicial review existed to get in Labour’s way.
As one-party majorities controlled parliament, leaders did not need to
negotiate with coalition partners; they had an ‘elected dictatorship’.97

Both writers also note that the Treasury was the most important
source of economic advice to the Cabinet, an aspect of New Zealand’s
political system, which many writers believe to be the most impor-
tant factor in explaining the Labour government’s economic right
turn. Schmidt stresses the ‘elite conspiracy’ of a ‘small coterie’ led
by Roger Douglas; Boston points out that even though the Treasury’s
power is not ‘entrenched constitutionally’, it has power that rests ‘not
merely on its role as a control department, but also on the particular
rules governing the process of Cabinet decision-making, its political
support, its capacity to influence the framework within which pol-
icy options are considered, the quality of its staff, and the absence of
strong bureaucratic rivals’.98 However, these explanations are inade-
quate; they explain the means by which the Labour government was
able to implement neoliberal reforms, but not why it did so. They
may mention ‘the discrediting of the old economic solutions’ and
even the changing class basis of Labour leaders,99 but in failing to dis-
cuss the failure of the unions to keep a strong grip on the party that
was supposedly theirs, they do not stress what is most important—
that the class character of the entire party was radically changing,
which is why there was no significant revolt within the party against
‘Rogernomics’ until 1988, when Jim Anderton MP and certain unions
(the Hotel and Hospital Workers, the Distribution Workers) formed a
pole of attraction for those intransigently opposed to government
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policy.100 That Anderton and his followers found the Labour Party
unreformable—leading to their departure and founding of the New
Labour Party in 1989—attests to how deep the changes in the party
truly ran.

The problem of the political structure

Geoffrey Palmer, who became deputy prime minister in 1984, later
said of the danger of alienating traditional Labour supporters through
these policies:

Well, we were not a Government who really worried too much
about those matters . . . . If you compare us with the Australian
Labor Government, they never went too far because they always
wanted to kept their core union support on board. And we did
offend people. But, looking back on it, I don’t see how we could
have avoided it.101

The policies were in fact controversial and often deeply unpopu-
lar, yet the reformers in favour of them usually prevailed. This was
because New Zealand was especially well suited to engage in this
type of dramatic and unprecedented series of economic reforms. New
Zealand’s political structure provided few impediments to a govern-
ment that wishes to implement its policies. Once the prime minister
and Cabinet agreed to a policy, they could quickly push it through
Parliament. The government could use the approach of passing a bill
under urgency: ‘Under urgency, a bill can pass Parliament in as lit-
tle as one or two days without ever being referred to a parliamentary
select committee for public consultation’.102 Prior to 1993, parliament
operated in a way that was conducive to minority rule; while formal
decisions in the House were taken by majority vote, the parties voted
as disciplined blocs, with each member required to follow the major-
ity in his or her party’s caucus, regardless of personal judgement or
constituency preferences. As Nagel explains, in the 1980s,

a new rule of cabinet solidarity . . . [required] all members of the
Labour cabinet . . . to support its decisions in caucus . . . . During
the Labour government of 1984–90, out of a caucus of fifty-six
or fifty-seven, twenty were (at most times) members of cabinet;
in addition, another eight or so held other offices that induced
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them to vote with the Ministry . . . Consequently . . . eleven votes
in cabinet could control the passage of laws in a parliament
of ninety-five or ninety-seven members . . . . This arithmetic logic
was compounded further by the reformers’ superior preparation
and understanding of economics (aided by the Treasury), the
force of their personalities, and their skilful exploitation of group
dynamics.103

Before 1993, New Zealand was considered perhaps the purest exam-
ple of the Westminster system of majoritarian democracy, as Lijphart
labels it.104 This fact has been used to explain why the Labour Party
moved so dramatically to the right on economic policy: all those who
wanted to replace Muldoon had to join the Labour Party, which was
consequently a very broad anti-Muldoon coalition including both
unions and economic liberals who were unhappy with Muldoon’s
Keynesian and statist policies. The Westminster system is defined
by parliamentary sovereignty, fusion of legislative and executive
power through Cabinet government, a unicameral legislature, a uni-
tary system with weak local authorities and no provinces or states,
frequent (usually triennial) elections, and single-member-district plu-
rality elections that promoted the dominance of two political parties,
one or the other of which normally had a disciplined parliamentary
majority.105 It ensures that the party in office does not risk facing
a majority opposition in the parliament during an election period
and therefore has the opportunity to carry out its policies without
compromise.106

It is true that New Zealand’s electoral system, which aggregated
votes by districts, did leave Labour with a systemic disadvantage—
its vote was excessively concentrated.107 But the ‘logic of the
Westminster system’ thesis cannot explain the reasons for Labour’s
rightward shift. The British and Australian labour parties also work
under the first-past-the-post system, yet the British party leadership
never planned to initiate such a far-reaching pro-market programme
as the New Zealand party, and the Australian party leadership, while
increasingly neoliberal, embraced its trade union constituency to a
far greater degree than did the New Zealand party leadership. Fur-
thermore, it is possible for the plurality electoral system to work to
the advantage of a labour party whose core blue-collar constituency
is numerically a minority: in the British general election of 2005,
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the Labour Party won an overall majority of 66 seats (55.1 per cent)
despite winning only 35.2 per cent of the national vote.108

Moreover, at virtually the same time that the NZLP was embracing
Chicago School economics, the British Labour Party, operating under
essentially the same electoral system as its New Zealand counterpart,
had moved decidedly leftward. This was the era in which British
Labour had captured the Greater London Council (GLC) on a radical
programme under ‘Red’ Ken Livingstone, the supporters of Labour
Left leader Tony Benn led pressure for the constitutional reform of
the Labour Party, leading to a Special Party Conference, which passed
new rules for electing the leader by membership, unions, and par-
liamentary party rather than solely the latter; the radical Michael
Foot became the parliamentary party’s leader; and Benn contested
the deputy leadership, losing by less than 1 per cent.109 The Labour
Left seemed stronger than it had ever been, albeit not strong enough
to prevent defeat at the 1981 Party conference or to make the left-
wing ‘Alternative Economic Strategy’ be integrated into Labour’s
1983 manifesto.110 The manifesto made reference to nationalization
of industry and increasing union power.111 Such a programme was a
far cry from where New Zealand Labour (or Australian Labor) planned
to go. It is indeed true that the leftward turn of British Labour did
not correlate with electoral success. But this had less to do with
the radicalism of its 1983 programme—a radicalism that paled in
comparison with that of the programmes of then-elected socialist
parties in France and Greece—than with the presence of an electoral
alliance between the Liberals and the Social Democratic Party (a right-
wing split from Labour) and the well-publicized internal squabbling
between Labour’s left and right factions. As Panitch and Leys remark,
‘a visibly disunited party cannot win elections’.112

Furthermore, the existence of the Westminster system alone does
not explain why market ideologues such as Roger Douglas and Ruth
Richardson would choose the Labour Party—a party that one would
expect would be innately hostile to monetarism—rather than enter
the conservative National Party and move it towards acceptance of
their agenda. (Douglas later started his own unambiguously pro-
market party, ACT New Zealand.) Even David Lange, the Labour
prime minister, later said, ‘. . . we went beyond that which was essen-
tial and we started to pursue things for the sake of ideology’.113

This was hardly expected, as pragmatic parties in a two-party system
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are supposed to converge towards the position of the median voter,
towards static equilibrium, as stated in the theories of Downs and
Arrow.114 And for decades, both of New Zealand’s two main parties
did converge around a mildly social democratic policy framework.115

When this consensus began to break down in the face of economic
crisis, Labour, after losing office in 1975 after only one term, ‘imme-
diately instigated a turn to the left—thereby helping corrode the
postwar settlement. This left turn was illustrated by a decision at the
party’s 1977 annual conference to restore the principle of “the sociali-
sation of the means of production, distribution and exchange” to the
party’s constitution’.116 This parallels the rise of the British Labour
Left. But ultimately, in 1984, Labour implemented an economic pol-
icy agenda that deviated greatly from the post-war consensus from
the right rather than from the left. If one of New Zealand’s two main
parties was to embrace the theories of Friedrich Hayek and Milton
Friedman, one would expect it to be the obvious party of the capital-
ist class—National. Yet, it was Labour, the party of the working class,
which was to implement a radical pro-market program.117

The influence of the Treasury

A corollary of the unitary, centralized structure of New Zealand’s
political institutions was the near-monopoly position of the Treasury
(i.e., the finance ministry) with respect to economic policy advice.
It combined functions, which in the United States are assigned to
five major agencies, and the separate Reserve Bank, just as aggressive
on fiscal and exchange rate policy, eventually gained a new organic
statute, making it the OECD’s most independent central bank. One
widely accepted explanation of why Labour embraced New Right eco-
nomic theories comes from those who argue that the Labour Cabinet
was taken over by the Treasury of Roger Douglas, finance minis-
ter from 1984 to 1989. It was fiscal bureaucrats who ‘aggressively
promoted the introduction of markets for public goods. The Trea-
sury . . . used its briefing papers to the Labour government in 1984
and 1987 to lay out specific steps for deregulating the economy and
introducing market mechanisms into the public sector’.118 As Nagel
explains:

Except in a few specialized struggles . . . the main source of compe-
tent competing policy advice during the Lange ministry was the
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Prime Minister’s Advisory Group, which comprised eight to ten
members . . . . This tiny office was no match for the Treasury, which
in 1990 employed 361 staff members and spent NZ$70 million on
consultants. [ . . . ] during the reform years, the conventional rela-
tionship between elected governments and bureaucratic advisers
in a Westminster system was to a great extent reversed. The Trea-
sury became the principal initiator; to know what governments
would do, one had to read the Treasury’s briefing papers, not party
programmes. (In fact, Labour did not even publish a manifesto
before the 1987 election.)119

But to leave matters there is to beg the question of why the finance
ministry of a government of a heretofore social democratic party
would be composed primarily of ideologically driven neoliberals.
Douglas and his colleagues may have argued that they were not ide-
ologues; the New Zealand economy required thorough restructuring
to avoid collapse, and as the Labour government was responsible for
managing the economy, there was no choice but to enact policies
that would reduce business costs and remove inefficient industries.120

But it is generally agreed that those who pushed hard for privatiza-
tion and deregulation were hardly mere pragmatists; as Lange would
later say, the Treasury’s commitment to market forces was almost
on the level ‘of a religious cult’.121 Somehow this cult was able to
enter a trade union-based party and use the autocratic structure of
the New Zealand constitution in order to wholly alter the policies of
that party.

It is not enough to simply focus on the ideological predilections of
Treasury officials without discussing why those predilections existed.
When powerful, highly placed officials in a party with a working-
class base have pledged ideological fealty to right-wing economic
doctrines—the reforms were enacted ‘in the name of a revival of
the values of classical liberalism and laissez-faire’122—this means that
there has been a distinct shift in which class the party is attempting
to represent. Much as Tony Blair’s New Labour in Britain would later
do, the NZLP government established close relationships with busi-
ness figures. In 1985–86, it appointed businessmen to the boards of
state-owned enterprises, the Bank of New Zealand and the Reserve
Bank. These men, who were ideological right-wingers opposed to the
old welfare-state-and-Keynesianism consensus, thereby gained direct
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access to political power, becoming an unofficial advisory group
that exercised greater influence than many regular Cabinet mem-
bers. Like the Treasury, they saw no place in economic policy for
non-commercial concerns, let alone any influence by unions or the
government in economic management.123

Conclusion

The 1984–90 Labour government was able to implement economic
policies that went against the party’s historic legacy primarily because
of years of effective separation between the party and the unions,
itself the result of a general depoliticization by the unions. With a
lessened dependence on union funding came an increased depen-
dence on business donations.124 By 1988, Labour’s membership was
down to 25,000, making it one of the smallest labour parties in the
Western world.125 Even if, in the 1980s, the unions retained a degree
of influence over Labour with regard to policies affecting their specific
organizational interests, this does not prove that the Labour Party was
still a labour party in the strict sense of that term.

The experience of the fourth Labour government in New Zealand
illustrates the degree to which it is possible for a union-based social
democratic party to become dislodged from its traditional base. Social
democratic governments and unions around the world may have
had illusions in the permanence of the Keynesian historic com-
promise. Other governments of the left—the French Socialist Party
of the early 1980s in particular—may have retreated from tradi-
tional social democratic economic commitments in the face of a
disciplinarian world economy. Prior to the election of the Lange gov-
ernment, the British Labour Party—as will be discussed in the next
chapter—responded to economic crises in a manner that presaged
‘Rogernomics’: relaxing corporate taxes, purposively elevating infla-
tion rather than unemployment as its main enemy, and generally
distancing itself from its historic commitment to wealth redistribu-
tion and egalitarian social policies. The difference, however, is that
(at the time, at least) the Callaghan government ultimately could
not afford to embrace the monetarist techniques that seemed nec-
essary to control Britain’s inflation, because this would have risked
alienating Labour’s support from unions and workers generally. But
with Keynesianism discredited and unionists striking in opposition
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to austerity measures and declining public spending, the Labour
government found itself trying to distance itself from its historical
electoral basis—trade unions.126 But where British Labour vacillated,
losing its working-class support while remaining distrusted by classes
hostile to organized labour, the NZLP was steadfast, and outside
of the realm of labour market policy it had no trouble being so
because the New Zealand unions—unlike their British counterparts—
had drifted away from sustained political intervention. The result was
a near-thorough dismissal by the NZLP of its policy commitment to
organized labour—and the working class overall.127



3
The British Labour Party

In this chapter, I analyse the British Labour Party’s embrace of
neoliberal policies during the Blair government. I argue that Labour’s
turn to the right was principally the result of a shift to a more passive
approach to union–party relations on the part of organized labour.
The labour movement’s defensiveness created the opening through
which Blair and his colleagues moved to establish a very close rela-
tionship with business, to bring the Labour Party into what Motta
and Bailey term a ‘neoliberal power network’, actively contributing
to the reproduction of neoliberal hegemony.1

The chapter is divided into two sections. I begin by analysing New
Labour’s policy choices—its basically anti-union industrial policy, its
conscious rejection of redistributionist Keynesianism and embrace
of essentially Conservative macroeconomic and spending policies,
and its comprehensive reorientation of the welfare state. The second
section examines union–party relations. While unions adopted a mil-
itant response to spending cuts and wage controls in the 1970s, their
desperation to unseat the Conservatives at any cost led to a more pas-
sive strategy in the 1990s. Working from a reduced institutional base
within the Labour Party, the unions were unable to sway policy, even
when some of them actively sought to do so towards the end of the
Blair years.

Policy changes: How New Labour was new

In Britain, unlike New Zealand, it was not the traditional party of
the left which wholeheartedly initiated the neoliberal era, and in
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many respects Blair’s New Labour was not a policy innovator. It was
the inheritor and continuator of the economic and social legacy of
15 years of Conservative dominance: the privatization of council
housing, significant cutbacks in the State Earnings-Related Pension
Scheme (SERPS), a much stricter unemployment benefits regime, and,
above all, the overhaul of Britain’s industrial relations system. Three
Industrial Acts between 1980 and 1984 had swung the balance of
power in the workplace deliberately towards employers, and the price
of labour was lowered through the abolition of Wages Councils,
relaxation of unfair dismissal regulations, and privatization of public
industry and services.2

The New Labour leaders never intended to radically reverse such
measures. Their project, from its inception, involved the explicit
rejection of traditional social democratic policies such as public own-
ership, state investment in and influence over private industry, and
the extension of industrial democracy. Tony Blair made clear that his
government would retain the key elements of the trade union legis-
lation of the 1980s, leaving British law the most restrictive on trade
unions in the Western world.3 While remaining tied to the unions
through (reduced) union collective representation within the party,
the Labour Party acquired a great range of associations with individ-
uals with business interests and/or identities, many of whom have
played an important role in the operation of the party and/or the
government. This integration of the Labour leadership with busi-
ness interests has been suggested through its policy-making while
in office, particularly by its use of policy ‘taskforces’, which create
managed and exclusive forums for deliberation over policy direction
and detail. Business interests occupy a similar policy-making role in
government initiatives such as ‘city academies’ and public–private
partnerships and private finance initiatives (PPP/PFI).4

Labour’s 1997 manifesto made it clear: no longer was the party
even to hint at taking part in ‘bitter political struggles of left and
right. [ . . . ] Many of these conflicts have no relevance whatsoever
to the modern world—public versus private, bosses versus work-
ers, middle class versus working class’.5 The manifesto’s economic
priorities—summarized below by Hefferman—echoed those outlined
in the 1979 Conservative manifesto:

(1) Ensuring financial stability by promoting sound money and
placing the reduction of inflation at the heart of both monetary
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and fiscal policy; (2) Placing the market at the centre of economic
life through deregulation and the rejection of direct state inter-
vention; (3) Privatisation of state-owned industries and utilities so
withdrawing the state from direct control over economic activity;
(4) Controlling trade union activity by legislation and (together
with other measures) so disciplining the labour market.6

Casting aside policies, which even the right wing of ‘Old’ Labour
held dear, Blair stressed that New Labour was ‘principally concerned
with strengthening the power of capital and allowing competition
within the market to secure social reforms by virtue of “trickle down”
economics’; the party was to be explicitly ‘for and of business’.7

Industrial relations policy

Prior to the 1997 election it was made clear that the days of Labour
as the political expression of the unions’ interests were past: a Labour
government would decidedly not reverse trade union immunities
to allow secondary industrial action or alter the rules on picket-
ing. The existing laws on industrial action, picketing, and ballots
would remain unchanged.8 However, Blair claimed that his gov-
ernment would not be anti-union in the active, Thatcherite sense.
At times he seemed willing to work with the unions in the quest for
industrial competitiveness. But Blair told the Trade Union Congress
(TUC) immediately upon taking office that the flexibility of the cur-
rent labour market would be retained; industrial relations would not
return to their pre-Thatcher state.9 The unions were promised only
‘fairness, not favours’.10 Following the election victory, the power of
unions and party activists within New Labour were further restricted:
the unions would control the election of only 12 National Executive
Committee members out of 33—no longer a majority.11 The unions
would also no longer be included in any significant political consulta-
tion on economic policy—thus distinguishing the Blair government
from its continental social democratic counterparts.12

Once in government, New Labour’s remaining policy commit-
ments to the unions progressively eroded. Though Blair did not
reverse Labour’s commitment to restore to the unions their legal
right to recognition whenever 50 per cent of the relevant workforce
supported it, the Confederation of British Industry (CBI) lobbied
successfully (and unsurprisingly, given Blair’s desire to be ‘business-
friendly’13) to ensure that the recognition process would be slower
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and more complicated than originally planned; that five million
workers were excluded entirely; that the right of individual workers
to be accompanied into disciplinary meetings by a union official of
their choice would be restricted; and that employers could dismiss
workers involved in lawful disputes after eight weeks.14 The govern-
ment also went back on its commitment to give part-time workers the
same legal rights as full-time workers and to allow workers to claim
unfair dismissal after six months’ employment, rather than after two
years.15

The unions still supported the government’s 1998 Employment
Relations Bill, with Bill Morris of the Transport and General Work-
ers’ Union (TGWU) deeming it ‘a first step, not the last word, on
workers’ rights’—though it would in fact be the last word on workers’
rights, and the only Industrial Relations Act, that the unions would
hear during New Labour’s first term.16 British labour markets would
remain the least regulated in Western Europe.17 Though Blair had
stated that he desired to meet the modest objectives of the European
Union’s goal of raising social and labour standards, New Labour min-
isters opposed moves by the European Commission to increase the
right of unions to be consulted about key company decisions such as
investment, dismissals, and closures. Though it signed Britain up to
the ‘social chapter’ of the European Union Treaty of Maastricht, the
Blair government insisted that British and European global competi-
tiveness was a greater priority than the modest reformist concerns of
the EU.18

Where Labour once was almost entirely dependent on trade unions
for its financial support, New Labour was able to match the Conser-
vatives in winning seven-figure checks from major business figures.
In the crucial quarter leading up to the 2001 general election, three
wealthy individuals gave more money than the entirety of the
unions.19 Though Labour had long had informal ties with big busi-
ness figures, the rise of Blair saw a veritable revolution in the party’s
relationship with capital through the ‘blind trust’ system, in which a
trust beneficiary’s assets are managed by executors who decide how
those funds are invested and the beneficiary lacks knowledge of the
trust’s holdings. This system was ostensibly set up with the aim of
‘creating a wall between a politician and a pot of money to avoid con-
flicts of interest’20 but which were created with the express intent of
lessening the party’s dependence on union finances. With increased
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business donations to Labour came a drop in the percentage of trade
unions’ contribution to party funds, from 54 per cent in 1995 to
30 per cent in 1999.21

Economic and social policies

As summarized above, the economic strategy implemented by the
Blair government respected the major boundaries of Conservative
policy and placed foremost importance on creating a framework
for economic stability, born of a desire to avoid returning to the
economic tribulations of the 1970s.22 In New Labour’s selective with-
drawal of the state in economic and social policy, there was less
traditional privatization than there was simply the acceptance of
Conservative-initiated privatizations—rail, coal, Her Majesty’s Sta-
tionery Office (HMSO)—and the transfer of public sector responsibil-
ities to private enterprise: PPI in the health and education domains, a
publicly declared preference for private over public pension schemes,
and encouragement to buy services previously supplied through
the public sector.23 The most radical measure the government took
was to cede responsibility for setting interest rates to the Bank of
England. In doing so, Blair and Chancellor Gordon Brown made clear
to investors that New Labour could be trusted to work within the
constraints set by the workings of the world capitalist economy; it
would not politicize policy-making by trying to ‘impose its will upon
forces largely beyond its control’.24

In terms of social policy, the New Labour government’s scheme
for reducing unemployment and maximizing labour-force participa-
tion, New Deal at Work, attempted to be simultaneously neoliberal
and social democratic: it withdrew welfare benefits and toughened
incentives to (re-)enter the labour force, even as it used public funds
to assist those entering the labour market by providing child-care
support, education and training, and subsidized work.25 The White
Paper Fairness At Work established that unions’ legal right of recog-
nition should be restored whenever their level of support in the
workplace equalled 50 per cent, consultation rights for workers and
unions in the face of redundancy plans were established, and rights
to maternity leave were extended to 18 months.26 Labour’s 1997 elec-
tion manifesto promised ‘a sensible set national minimum wage’
to ‘end the scandal of poverty pay’, and a statutory minimum was
adopted, though not one linked explicitly to the general level of
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either wages or earnings, thus marking a break with previous Labour
proposals.27

Some have contended that the adoption of the minimum wage,
among other policies, is proof that New Labour ultimately remained
social democratic, as ‘real’ neoliberals are fully opposed to such
measures. Crouch argues that

it is entirely consistent with social democracy to bear in mind the
implications of policy for the functioning of markets . . . attempt[s]
to find a compromise between workers’ security needs and market
forces is entirely consistent with classic social democracy . . . . The
balance of policy actions of the government fall clearly within
the social-democratic category . . . offset by just a few neo-liberal
measures in punitive components of the ‘welfare into work’
incentives.28

Similarly, Cronin claims that the New Labour government

moved decisively from restraint to expansion as early as
1998 . . . its investment in public services [has] continued to grow
since that turn. The second Comprehensive Spending Review
(2000) . . . proposed still further increases in the funding of pub-
lic services, with large sums again devoted to health, education
and transport . . . the first post [2001]-election budget, in April
2002, contained the first clear and unambiguous rise in taxes on
income. National Insurance contributions were increased by 1p
and the upper limit upon which they were levied was removed
entirely. The extra funds were to be used specifically for invest-
ment in the health service. The spending review of 2002 proposed
still more increases that would continue to raise public expendi-
ture . . . . The trend in [rising] public expenditure was massive and
unmistakable.29

But ultimately one must judge policy by what it does not do as well
as by what it does, and by this standard, New Labour policy was
less ‘a social democracy which has to make concessions to powerful
neoliberal interests’ than ‘a neoliberalism which has to make con-
cessions to the social democratic heritage and membership of the
party’.30 In this, it echoed the New Zealand Labour government of
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the 1980s, committed to neoliberal economic policy while enacting
a compromised version of social democratic social policy.

Where the national minimum wage was concerned, the New
Labour leadership refused to specify a particular amount or to link
it in any definite way to the general level of either wages or earn-
ings, as the unions had wanted. The government then declared
that the amount would ultimately be set only after a referral to
a commission which—in a sharp break from past Labour policy—
would include business interests, not solely the national trade union
leadership.31 Once set, the minimum wage would be kept at a very
low level—£3.70 per hour.32 The union leadership did not accept this
without criticism; in 1998, TUC President John Edmonds attacked
government resolve to hold down wage levels—public sector pay
in particular—without any corresponding resolve in attacking cor-
porate greed. The Blair government would not raise the national
minimum wage until October 2000, and then by only 10p; it required
much union lobbying to force the government to further raise the
minimum wage after the 2001 election.33

The Blair government was committed to making use of market
forces ‘in the effort to improve public services’ through the sub-
contracting of services in health and local government, the further
development of the autonomy of local providers, local management
of school funding, recourse to private investment for public projects
via Private Finance Initiatives, and trying to procure private funds to
improve failing schools.34 Perhaps most notably, under New Labour
new hospitals began to be financed by private capitalists, who lease
them to the National Health Service for 30 years, after which time
they remain privately owned. Osler points out that the first six com-
pleted schemes had a capital cost of £423 million, yet involved
payments of £2.4 billion over the life of the contracts.35 Yet, by 2004,
British health spending, at 8.7 per cent of GDP, was well below the
West European average of 10.7 per cent. At that time, the number of
doctors was 1 per 1,000 of population in the United Kingdom, com-
pared to 2.7 in the United States, 3 in France, and 3.4 in Germany.
New Labour’s per capita recruitment targets for doctors and nurses,
even if projected through to 2024, still fell below the average that the
European Union (EU) achieved in 1997.36

Echoing the Conservative Party, New Labour advocated a ‘welfare-
to-work’ scheme, which encouraged (and in some cases obliged)
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welfare recipients to take part in schemes designed to prepare them
for work. Old Labour approaches involving job creation and bet-
ter benefits were rejected as costly and counterproductive. Welfare
was now conditional upon the recipient’s conduct and often their
performance of menial work. In introducing the government’s Wel-
fare Reform and Pensions Bill in 1999, Alastair Darling, the secretary
of state for social security, declared the end of ‘the something-for-
nothing approach that has characterised the past’.37 In a measure
arguably more stringent than anything proposed by the Conserva-
tives, New Labour deemed that those aged 18–25 claiming unemploy-
ment benefits for more than six months would lose all entitlement
to benefits should they refuse to accept one of the options presented
to them by the government: a job with an employer; work with
a voluntary organization; work on an environmental taskforce; or,
for those without basic skills, full-time education or training. Those
either pregnant or with dependents would still lose 40 per cent of
their entitlement were they to fail to comply with their part of this
contract.38

In its attitude towards public provision, and what Hall has called
its ‘restoration of that discredited and obscene Victorian utilitarian
distinction between “the deserving” and “the undeserving” poor’,39

New Labour made a real break with its social democratic past; its
governmental practice is best characterized as ‘change in neoliberal
continuity’.40 Given Labour’s abandonment of its traditional egalitar-
ianism, it is notable that the level of economic inequality in Britain
changed little since the Conservatives ruled; in fact, when household
spending, rather than income, is used to measure living standards,
the relative poverty rate in Britain rose after Labour assumed power—
from 20 per cent to 22 per cent between 1996/97 and 2002/03. The
rate of child poverty based on household spending rose by 11 per cent
for those same years.41

The evolution of union–party relations and union
strategy

The 1970s and the failed attempt at corporatism

Prior to the rise of Blair, many rank and file Labour Party members—
despite the best efforts of ‘modernizers’—still thought of it as the
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workers’ party, identified with the labour movement, and ‘operated
within a mental framework that was “Labourist” and putatively
“socialist”, however vaguely those terms were now defined. Equally
significant was the fact that the unions still clearly regarded the party
as their creation and property’.42 This was despite the open conflicts
that had emerged between the unions and the parliamentary wing of
the party. Union leaders and members had discovered, in the mid-
late 1970s, that whatever pressure that representatives of the major
unions might be able to put on a Labour government through party
conference votes could not compare to the pressure exerted on it by
‘a galloping collapse on the foreign exchange markets’.43

Traditional Labour economic policies had begun to meet their end
in 1974, when the party assumed office in a partially crippled econ-
omy. Yet Labour still feared that the embrace of market-centered
policies would alienate the party’s union and traditional working-
class electoral base.44 To defeat inflation, the Labour government
sought to secure agreement from the unions to hold down wages—
that is, it initiated a retreat from its promise to not implement an
incomes policy. While monetarism was not embraced in the Trea-
sury in the 1970s in the ideological fashion that the New Zealand
‘Rogernomes’ would later embody, a reflationary policy was ruled
out despite the constant growth of unemployment, as were import
controls and capital controls.45

This period was a hard one in which to attempt income restraint,
as workers tried to compensate for increases in the cost of living
through increased pay. The size of claims, the number of strikes
and the proportion of the workforce joining unions continued to
rise throughout the 1970s. Indeed, since the 1960s, the unions
had become powerful enough to usually ensure that their members
obtained continuing real wage gains, regardless of changing levels of
inflation of devaluation.46 But given that Labour had delivered on
various other campaign promises and that a Conservative govern-
ment would declare war on the unions, the TUC General Council was
willing to accept the idea that wages had to be kept down and that
Labour had to remain in office. In return, the government promised
to take measures that would increase union power at the workplace
and to provide increases in the ‘social wage’ going to pensioners,
the unemployed, and the low-paid.47 Jack Jones of the Transport and
General Workers’ Union (TGWU) and David Basnett of the General
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and Municipal Workers Union, in particular, used their substantial
influence to work with the government on developing an acceptable
incomes policy. In 1975, a flat rate wage increase of £6 was agreed
upon by the government and the TUC; while it had a slight moderat-
ing effect on wages and inflation, the improvement was insufficient,
and the financial crisis worsened.48 The financial market was ‘frus-
trated’ as the incomes policies still appeared to give too much power
to the unions, though in reality the government was able to con-
trol most of the policy agenda, which it discussed with the unions
and this control was used in order to gain the initiative in tripar-
tite talks with the TUC and the Confederation of British Industry
(CBI).49

On May 16, 1976, Harold Wilson resigned as prime minister and
James Callaghan took his place. His victory indicated the likelihood
of continuity in the path followed since 1974. The April 1976 bud-
get contained a 2 per cent cut in the standard rate of income tax,
which was made partly contingent on the government’s reaching a
satisfactory agreement with the TUC on the extension of incomes
policy. Right-wing critics seized upon this contingency, arguing that
the government was beholden to union leaders beyond the reach
of the popular vote and hence unable to function independently.
There had been a change in public attitudes towards unions for the
worse after the strike wave of the late 1960s, and even some on the
left of the Labour Party were now worried that Labour’s connection
to the unions had become too obviously visible.50 In fact, while it
was true that Labour had given the unions a greater social legiti-
macy than they had ever previously enjoyed—in terms of both their
legal rights to establish themselves in workplaces and their involve-
ment in policy administration—the real content of the government’s
economic policy after 1975 drifted ever further from the TUC’s pri-
orities, particularly as a level of unemployment was maintained that
the TUC regarded as intolerably high.51 But the union leaders were
too weakened and frightened by the economic slump to dissent from
the government’s general approach. Even the most left-wing among
them were afraid that if they were to push the government too hard,
the result would be a particularly reactionary Conservative govern-
ment. It was not just the leadership that felt paralysed; even shop
stewards generally saw no practical alternative to Labour’s pay policy
in the face of economic crisis.52
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The second stage of incomes policy in May 1976 went reasonably
smoothly, but investor confidence was not restored and the pound
continued to fall in value, even more quickly than the advocates of
a lower exchange rate advocated.53 By autumn of 1976, another £1
billion was slashed from the public budget, the government ‘had
largely exhausted its reserves of support within the ranks of the
unions’.54 In 1977–78, there were major strikes involving bakery
workers, air traffic controllers, and firemen, while in several indus-
tries a movement of shop stewards was developing in opposition
to any renewed incomes policy.55 The presence of over 100 compet-
ing unions gave each individual union more incentive and ability to
break from the policy so as to protect wage differentials; many of the
unions were able to make up the losses their members had suffered
over the foregoing years.56 By the time that Stage II of the incomes
policy ended in the summer of 1977, the union leadership could no
longer deliver pay restraint. In mid-1978, the annual TUC congress
formally rejected the incomes policy, as did the Labour Party con-
ference. But the government still imposed a 5 per cent norm, which
no union leader would publicly defend. Unions trying to break with
the incomes policy were not threatened with sanctions by the TUC,
though they still were not offered overt support.57

As Peter Hall notes, one unintentional effect of incomes policy
was to turn the unions into public antagonists with the state,58 as
January 1979 saw the ‘winter of discontent’—a wave of strikes by low-
paid public sector workers. The Labour leadership’s response was, like
that of Thatcher and the Conservatives, to call for ‘law and order’;
Callaghan went so far as to cross picket lines, even as he still claimed
that a corporatist consensus provided a way forward, despite the obvi-
ousness of the death of the social contract and the incomes policy.59

Hall explains how Labour’s incomes policies had unintentionally sab-
otaged the attempt to develop a more centralized system of wage
determination:

Although incomes policies were designed to integrate the unions
into a national system of wage determination, they actually accel-
erated a trend toward the organizational disintegration of the
unions themselves. That trend entailed growth in the numbers
of shop stewards within British plants and an increase in their
influence over wage determination at the expense of central union
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leaders. Incomes policies tended to immobilize the union lead-
ership for lengthy periods of time and encouraged the spread
of productivity agreements and plant bargaining, as part of the
age drift associated with a national norm. Both developments
increased the numbers and authority of local stewards.60

The Labour government was held responsible for an unruly labour
movement and paid the electoral price. Labour could no longer
win votes by claiming that its special relationship with the unions
equipped the party to be a better economic manager; high-profile
deals with union leaders on wage restraint, combined with their
repeated collapse due to rank-and-file militancy, furthered the image
of the unions having too much power.61 Simultaneously, Labour was
blamed for under-funded and malfunctioning welfare programmes.
The party’s supporters expressed their discontent through an ‘anti-
government backlash’ and ensured its defeat. Labour’s vacillations
between 1974 and 1979 propagated both an end to social demo-
cratic corporatism and the recommencement of sectional animosities
within the labour movement.62

The strategy of the unions towards the Labour governments of the
1970s can be described as one of critical support—until the rank-and-
file, particularly in the public sector, opted to rebel openly against
pay restraint. The TUC was willing to help keep Labour in power
for fear of a Conservative or coalition government alternative, which
would be unreservedly anti-union. Its leadership had influence with
the government and greatly feared losing it, hence its decision to
keep working closely with the Callaghan government even after
the IMF loan. It was TUC pressure which encouraged the govern-
ment to reflate sooner rather than later and its influence was clearly
observable in budgetary priorities pursued in 1977–78.63 But the
rank-and-file backlash forced the union leadership to retreat from its
support for an incomes policy negotiated at the top. This reflected the
organizational limits of the TUC’s bargaining arrangements with the
state; as a loose confederation of unions, it required much effort to
secure agreement to an incomes policy from each member union and
its ranks. When the ranks rebelled, the TUC leaders’ organizational
resources were exhausted and they could no longer act as moderating
influences; indeed, wildcat strikes in 1979 were often made official by
leaders who feared appearing out of touch with their members.64
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From Thatcher through Blair

The Thatcher years were disastrous for British trade unionism. Three
Industrial Acts between 1980 and 1984 destroyed a range of union
rights and made unions liable in the event of an industrial action that
was not authorized via a required process. The balance of power in
the workplace was deliberately tilted towards employers, and unions
were stripped of legal immunities. As the Conservatives allowed
unemployment to rise even further upon taking office, the unions
were further damaged. Employment in manufacturing industries fell
by 36 per cent in the 1980s and the effect on British unionization
rates was calamitous.65 By 1996, among the youngest workers—those
under 20—only 10 per cent were union members.66

Despite the memory of the conflicts of the 1970s, the unions
were still prepared to return Labour to office so as to unseat the
Conservatives—and without making any demands. The labour move-
ment was so desperate to unseat the Tories that they were willing
to tell Tony Blair—in the words of John Sheldon of the National
Union of Civil and Public Servants—‘just offer us something’.67 By the
time of the New Labour landslide of 1997, the unions had been
forced to swallow many bitter pills. The reconstitution of the indus-
trial and political power of unions as bargaining institutions was not
forthcoming under the New Labour government. At best, the govern-
ment promised to maintain a commitment to union recognition, but
would otherwise be concerned with strengthening individual rather
than collective rights at work—against unfair dismissal, inadequate
maternity rights, insufficient training, and the like.68 The anti-union
legislation of the 1980s would not be reversed, and Blair even boasted
of the restrictiveness of British labour law, which was to help create a
‘flexible but highly skilled labour force’.69

When New Labour assumed office, the unions initially seemed
to have little interest in promoting their specific interests within—
let alone asserting control over—their historic party. The TUC was
initially ‘anxious to promote itself as a “social partner” with both
business and government’.70 During Blair’s first term, there was
little evidence that the unions’ support for the government trans-
lated into a significant degree of influence over that government.
Union leaders appeared to believe that it could persuade the gov-
ernment to introduce progressive legislation ‘behind the scenes’, but
in practice the trade union leadership simply promoted New Labour
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policies to its members. For example, John Edmonds, General Sec-
retary of the GMB, one of the largest British public service unions,
voted down calls within the Labour Party for the national mini-
mum wage to be index linked—despite this being GMB policy—on
the grounds that he had negotiated a minor concession and feared it
being jeopardized.71 Nor did Bill Hayes of the Communication Work-
ers Union (CWU) attempt ‘to mobilize a divided workforce against
privatization of the Post Office’.72

Over time, however, there were increasing complaints by union
leaders. They were angered over New Labour’s lack of passion for
European labour law, particularly as it pertained to the protection of
temporary workers; by the Department of Trade and Industry’s denial
of penalty-free access to industrial tribunals to workers until they had
wholly exhausted their employers’ own grievance procedures; and
particularly by Chancellor Gordon Brown’s persistent refusal to link
state pensions to average earnings. By the middle of Labour’s sec-
ond term, the TUC made known its dissatisfaction with the lack of
employment rights in Britain and its fear of ‘pensioner poverty’.73

The New Labour government’s favoured means of investing in pub-
lic projects—PFI—also quickly ran into union opposition. The unions
feared that PFI and other measures involving subcontracting and
privatization in the name of ‘flexibility’ would involve

at a minimum a loss of influence, perhaps also the sacrifice of cher-
ished benefits and the acceptance of lower wages, and in extreme
cases lost jobs. Flexibility to them meant the freedom of managers
to hire and fire or, at least, to redesign jobs and to impose new
working conditions. The unions wanted none of this.74

A far more volatile conflict between unions and New Labour cen-
tred on the wages of Britain’s 5.5 million public sector workers. The
Chancellor had inherited and enforced the Conservatives’ spending
limits in the first two years of the New Labour government, so as not
to use additional funds simply to reward the existing public work-
force. Heavy public deficits in 2001 led to further wage retrenchment.
In 2002, public sector unions opposed this call for yet more pay
restraint, as well as the government’s attempt to intensify their work
processes and erode their working conditions, and a wave of strikes
by low-paid workers resulted, beginning with a strike by nearly one
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million council workers in July. Teachers’ unions in London con-
ducted the first strike over cost-of-living allowances in nearly 30
years. London Underground workers in the Rail Maritime and Trans-
port Union (RMT) also walked off the job. The longest dispute was
the first nationwide firefighters’ strike since the 1970s, lasting from
November 2002 to June 2003. Though most other strikes were much
shorter, together they led to a 13-year high in days ‘lost’ to strike
action.75

For a time, union pressure on the government seemed to have its
successes. In the run-up to the 2001 general elections, trade unionists’
votes and union funds again were relevant to policy-making; the first
post-election budget contained the first ‘clear and unambiguous’ rise
in income taxes, and there was a ‘massive and unmistakable’ trend
towards increased public expenditure on health, education, and
welfare.76 But with the end of the elections came a renewed intran-
sigence by Blair against the ‘self-indulgent rhetoric’ of TUC leaders
who opposed public sector restructuring—specifically the ‘awkward
squad’ of new, left-wing union leaders in the TGWU, the GMB, Uni-
son, Amicus (the ‘big four’ of British unions), the RMT, and the Fire
Brigades Union (FBU), all of whom presented a threat to the gov-
ernment’s privatization plans.77 Union pressure proved sufficient to
force Blair, in 2003, to pledge that new contractors providing services
for local authorities would have to offer new workers virtually the
same terms and conditions as those of colleagues already switched
from the local council to the contractor. But union pressure was not
enough to prevent consistent defeats on PFI-type issues throughout
New Labour’s second term.78

It was at this point that certain union leaders, most prominently
Bob Crow of the railway union (RMT), proposed cutting union fund-
ing for the Labour Party and directing it elsewhere. The RMT was in
fact expelled for allowing branches to support the Scottish Socialist
Party, and the FBU disaffiliated, with the GMB, the TGWU, and the
CWU all withholding crucial campaign contributions in defiance of
the New Labour government’s refusal to compromise on its plans for
the public sector, give full protection against unfair dismissal, or pro-
tect the pensions of private sector workers.79 Indeed, it was no secret
that Blair always intended a sweeping overhaul of Labour Party fund-
ing, which would have required union members to agree to annual
donations to the party through their unions, with the total donation
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made by each union subject to a cap.80 But the party leadership was
still unable to make a clean break with the unions. It remained depen-
dent on union funds, albeit to a lesser extent, and it depended on the
unions’ organizational capacity to deliver votes. At times, Blair even
required ‘Old Labour style backroom deals and union bloc votes to
avoid embarrassing defeats at conference’.81 He could not depend on
corporate funding on the same scale as the Conservatives, despite
the latter’s state of disarray, as the Tories retained networks within
the capitalist establishment that dated back centuries. New Labour
‘still ha[d] no real organic links with the ruling class’; it therefore
still needed the unions and their subscriptions.82 Hence, the speech
by New Labour’s Secretary of State for Trade, Patricia Hewitt, at the
2003 TUC:

I know very well that a lot of you here think that we have got
far too close to big business and we somehow cold-shouldered or
elbowed out the unions. I do not happen to think that is the reality
but I am worried that that is such a widespread perception, and we
have to change that. We have to make our relationship and our
partnership work better.83

It appeared that the unions were increasingly prepared to resist New
Labour’s plans to reform and restructure public services,84 either
within or outside of the party.

But appearances proved deceiving. The unions largely determined
the agenda of Labour’s annual conference held at Bournemouth in
September, 2003,85 but they did not clearly articulate an alternative
to the government’s plans for public service reform; they merely
re-stated their opposition to it.86 The unions proceeded to write up
a 56-point action plan, agreed at the Labour National Policy Forum
in July 2004 at Warwick University, primarily made up of existing
policy commitments that had not yet been acted upon. The major
issues of repealing the anti-labour laws, ending PFI and instituting
progressive taxation were not touched upon. No commitment was
given by the government either to dismiss thousands of civil servants
or to provide student grants. At the Labour conference, the ‘big four’
unions saved Blair from defeat over setting an early date for troop
withdrawal from Iraq as a payback for promises made at Warwick,
such as the protection of Bank Holiday pay and longer maternity pay.
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The Labour conference also voted to re-nationalize the railways, but
the leadership immediately made it clear that it would ignore this, as
it had ignored similar Labour conference decisions pushed through
by the unions, such as the legalization of secondary strikes and boy-
cotts and the enabling of local councils to renovate and build more
council housing instead of transferring it to private management and
ownership.87

One would have expected that the New Labour leadership’s con-
sistent refusal to honour conference decisions would have made it
plain to the unions that they could no longer avoid the question
of changing the nature of Labour’s leadership when the opportunity
arose. In May 2007, they were given such an opportunity, as Tony
Blair—now deeply unpopular for dragging Britain into the Iraq War
of 2003—announced his resignation, opening up a leadership con-
test in the Labour Party. Yet, despite the fact that hundreds of Labour
MPs received money from unions, and at times the help of union
officials, for their constituency campaigning, the big unions made
no attempt to find Labour MPs competent to stand for leader and
deputy leader on a platform of loyalty to the labour movement and
respect for Labour Party conference decisions. One labour-loyal MP,
John McDonnell, emerged on his own, promising to enact a Trade
Union Freedom Bill if elected, which would provide better protec-
tions for workers, simplify bureaucratic rules about industrial action
notices and ballots, and give unions the ability to take supportive
industrial action.88 McDonnell, like the unions, also opposed PFI and
PPP and opposed the replacement of the Trident system, the third
generation of British submarine-mounted nuclear weapons.

But McDonnell received the backing of only three small unions—
the FBU, RMT, and ASLEF. It was in keeping for the majority of
the British union leaderships’ thinking, norms, and conventions for
them to opt not to support a leadership candidate whom they saw as
an unviable candidate for prime minister, no matter how pro-union
he was. The larger unions, whose general ecretaries regularly made
speeches against New Labour (and the Iraq War, which had greatly
tarnished the ‘New Labour’ brand), such as Amicus’s Derek Simpson,
the TGWU’s Tony Woodley, and the CWU’s Billy Hayes, supported
Blair’s friend-turned-rival and Chancellor of the Exchequer Gordon
Brown. Effectively, McDonnell fell victim to a Labour Party rule
change requiring an MP to win support from 12.5 per cent—up from
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5 per cent, which McDonnell more than achieved—of the Parliamen-
tary Labour Party in order to stand for party leader. At the March
2007 meeting of the Labour National Executive Committee, not one
union representative voted to reduce the number of MPs’ nomina-
tions needed to prompt a leadership contest. They ‘knowingly backed
a seamless transition to a Brown-led Labour Party’.89

Union leaders such as Amicus’s Derek Simpson argued that it would
be difficult to motivate union members to help Labour win a fourth
term unless the party changed its policies and that union support
‘comes with a price’.90 Yet, Brown was endorsed by Amicus, TGWU,
and Unison without making any specific demands on him, such as
requiring that he retreat from imposing 3 per cent real-term pay cuts
on public sector workers. Furthermore, given that Brown kept all
competitors off the ballot, it is unclear why the unions felt the need
to endorse him at all.

Overall, the unions’ strategy towards New Labour was inconsis-
tent. Battered by the years of Conservative government, they initially
pledged thorough loyalty to the Blair government. But relations
grew tense when the government insisted on significant qualifi-
cations regarding the introduction of a minimum wage and the
procedures for establishing union recognition in workplaces. The
public sector unions in particular opposed PPP/PFI and were willing
to engage in industrial militancy in order to pressure the govern-
ment to back down from its plans for privatization and restructur-
ing of the public sector. Yet, the unions failed to take advantage
of the plummeting popularity of Blair—and then his downfall—to
steer the Labour Party’s leadership towards a consistently pro-union
position. Despite opposition to the policies associated with Blair
and his colleagues—policies which Gordon Brown vowed to con-
tinue, including the planned privatization in the NHS and Whitehall
governmental administration—the unions offered no alternative to
Brown. They may have warned him that he could face strike action
from more than 1 million public sector workers (civil servants, NHS
staff, and postal workers) over pay, privatization, and job cuts;91 they
said that ‘Labour [was] drinking in the last chance saloon and [would]
lose the next general election unless it chang[ed] direction’;92 but
they ultimately endorsed Brown, as they supported Blair in 1997,
with no conditions attached. Even the left-led ‘big four’ unions did
not issue anything resembling a developed manifesto involving a
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critique of the New Labour elite, an alternative vision, and a means
of achieving it.93

Conclusion

The Labour Party led by Tony Blair was a very different party than
that founded by British trade unionists and their allies in 1900. Most
of its policies shared little with those traditionally identified with
social democracy. It prioritized macroeconomic stability and imposed
rigorous constraints upon its ability to tax and spend, thereby ruling
out many redistributive policies associated with ‘Old Labour’. More-
over, the New Labour leadership explicitly rejected in principle the
pursuit of greater equality through the redistribution of income, as it
implied a ‘misguided’ zero-sum trade-off between the interests of the
haves and have-nots.94 Its option for tackling great poverty was to cre-
ate a specifically targeted welfare state intended to stimulate re-entry
into the labour market. New Labour’s social policies were generally
constructed on the basis of reforms introduced by the Conserva-
tives, combined with some measures of social democratic inspiration
as concessions to the party’s heritage and popular electorate: the
minimum wage, a one-off tax on the ‘windfall’ profits of privatized
utilities to finance an unemployment programme; increases in pub-
lic expenditure on health and education; a family tax credit; legal
recognition of union organization in the workplace; a maximum
48-hour working week; and new laws on sickness, maternity leave,
and redundancy payments.95

One must acknowledge that from 2000 onwards New Labour
made some advances towards reducing poverty at the lowest rung
of the income ladder, though not in reversing the trend towards
greater inequality in Britain.96 Regardless, New Labour rejected the
social democratic tradition of giving unions a key position in policy-
making. The TUC lacked the centralization necessary to make cor-
poratism successful in the 1970s and did not attempt to revive such
an arrangement in the 1990s. But Blair went beyond simply reject-
ing government intervention in wage determination—he was explicit
that ‘the relationship [between the Labour government and the
unions] in the 1970s was wrong, and shouldn’t be repeated’ and that
unions would have no greater influence than employers over his gov-
ernment’s policy agenda.97 The unions were still willing to support
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the New Labour leadership, having endured 18 years of anti-union
Conservative rule. With its block vote at the party’s annual confer-
ence reduced from 70 per cent to 50 per cent, and with the individual
membership no longer reliably pro-union, union influence within
the Labour Party was significantly diminished; unions found them-
selves unable to effectively pressure the government except through
industrial militancy, exemplified by the public sector unions’ strikes
during Blair’s second term. But union strategy subsequently swerved
off into a verbal intransigence, which was not matched by actual
deeds. This inconsistency, combined with the changed character of
the individual membership, minimized the unions’ ability to blunt
the sharpest edges of New Labour’s policy deviations from traditional
social democracy. Despite some difficulties and concessions, Blair at
least temporarily proved able to realize his goal of ending the identifi-
cation of Labour as a party that represented the particular interests of
the trade union movement. He went far beyond 1980s Labour leader
Neil Kinnock’s strategy of ‘moving back to the centre’98 towards
the consolidation of the ‘Thatcherite paradigm’99—the continuous
reproduction of the hegemony of neoliberalism.



4
The Australian Labor Party

In this chapter, I analyse the Australian Labor Party’s (ALP) embrace
of neoliberal policies under the governments of Bob Hawke (1983–91)
and Paul Keating (1991–96). The ALP of the 1980s had come to have
a leadership committed to pro-market reform, much like the 1980s
Labour government in New Zealand and the 1990s Labour govern-
ment in Britain. However, the Australian Council of Trade Unions
(ACTU) maintained an influence within its historic party, which the
unions of New Zealand and Britain both lost within theirs. I anal-
yse how this influence affected policy outcomes, particularly within
the realm of industrial relations. Through the relationship with Labor
governments known as the Accord, the ACTU obtained a temporary
‘breathing space’ from the results of financial deregulation which
New Zealand unions did not obtain during the 1980s and which
British unions did not obtain under Tony Blair.

The chapter is divided into two sections. The first section analyses
the Labor Party’s economic policy choices—its abrupt switch from
Keynesian expansionism to a preoccupation with fighting inflation
via the reduction of real wages and government expenditure, and
with financial deregulation, as a response to economic crisis. It also
discusses why the ALP agreed to the Accord and what the results were
in terms of industrial policy and how its social policy marked no
great departure from prior Labor governments despite changes in the
direction of greater means-testing. The second section explains the
historical role of state-administered conciliation and arbitration in
Australia and dissects union–labour-party relations—specifically, how
the ACTU’s strong internal organizational capacity and its promotion
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of an overtly political, rather than purely economistic, ‘strategic
unionism’ rendered it a credible partner to the ALP. The outcomes of
union strategy through the Accord are then evaluated, with reference
to the New Zealand Labour experience of the 1980s in particular.

Policy changes

Economic policy

By the time of the 1983 election that returned the ALP to federal
office, the party’s image—if not structure—had moved significantly
away from its trade unionist roots. The leadership had been influ-
enced by polls, which indicated that the unions were seen as ‘author-
itarian, undemocratic, and uncaring of the public interest’.1 Hawke
and his colleagues, despite their union roots, did not stress their link
to this apparent liability while campaigning. Courting business and
the media in the run-up to the election, they put forth an image
of themselves as ‘responsible economic managers’, opposed to the
‘profligacy’ of the last Labor government (1972–75) under Gough
Whitlam.2 As Labor’s identity as the political expression of the union
was minimized, so were ‘socialist’ ideas of planning and government
intervention into the market. Over the previous 60 years, the ALP
had frequently rewritten its official and avowedly socialist ‘Objec-
tive’; in Labor’s 1982 platform, the socialist aspects of the Labor
Objective were watered down virtually to the point of dissipation.3

The party’s economic platform stressed the need ‘to reject the poli-
cies of contraction and embrace the policies of expansion with the
goals of restoring economic growth and the simultaneous reduc-
tion of inflation and unemployment’; specifically, the goal was to
restore economic growth to 5 per cent annually and create at least
500,000 jobs by the third year of the Labor government.4 ‘Poli-
cies of expansion’ were to include increased expenditure to improve
social infrastructure and infrastructure for industry and defence, so
as to raise the productivity of private investment and improve the
competitiveness of Australian industry.5

Labor had returned to power in the midst of an economic crisis,
with a $9.6 billion budget deficit inherited from its Liberal prede-
cessor. Like New Zealand, Australia at that time experienced high
unemployment—up to 11 per cent—and inflation. Both economies
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relied on commodities for exports and protected their inefficient
manufacturing sectors; given Australia’s small domestic market and
the growing scale and transnational links of capitalist firms else-
where, protectionist measures were no longer effective in advanc-
ing capital accumulation and maintaining profit rates. Long-term
declines in commodity prices led to declining terms of trade, thereby
precipitating a major external trade imbalance. Australia had tradi-
tionally relied on foreign investment to cover a balance on current
account deficit, which in 1982–83 was A$6.6 billion. Australia’s
foreign debt at that time was 14 per cent of GDP.6

In the Hawke government’s first two budgets, reducing unemploy-
ment was considered a high priority and led to an expansionary
fiscal policy. As a percentage of GDP, budget outlays increased from
28.8 per cent in 1982–83 to 29.9 per cent in 1984–85—a percentage
higher in relation to GDP than in any other year since the Sec-
ond World War.7 But the government’s economic policies were also
characterized by a more neoliberal bent than those of prior Labor
governments. Two days after the government’s election, hostile world
financial markets led the government to devalue the Australian dollar
by 10 per cent. In December 1983, the government floated the dol-
lar, thereby giving unpredictable currency markets increased power
over government economic policy.8 It was Treasurer Paul Keating—
who would become prime minister in 19919—who spearheaded this
policy, overcoming significant opposition within the parliamentary
wing of the ALP. Keating claimed that rising speculative activities and
the power of international financial institutions made it impossible
for Australia to maintain a managed exchange rate; he and his co-
thinkers also believed this policy shift would have the ‘positive effect
of ensuring Australia’s rapid integration into the harsh realities of
global competitiveness’.10 This move towards financial deregulation
represented a fundamental break with traditional Labor practice.

In 1984, Australia dramatically recovered from recession with real
GDP growth of 5.4 per cent. But investment was not yet making a
positive contribution to that growth; business asserted that it needed
a lower budget deficit, reduced expenditure, and greater incentives—
including tax reduction—as prerequisites for serious investment.
Export markets were growing too slowly and not enough was being
done to make Australian industry more competitive internation-
ally. Though Labor won office promising expansionary fiscal policies
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which would cost an estimated net $1.5 billion (less than 1 per cent
of GDP) in the first full financial year of government, the Labor
government’s actual fiscal policies were characterized by restraint.
The Treasury under Keating maintained that large deficits and an
expansionary fiscal policy would drive up interest rates and retard
economic growth, while tight monetary policies and the cutting of
expenditure would promote recovery.11

During the 1984 election campaign—which was held 18 months
early—Hawke promised that budget revenue, expenditure, and the
budget deficit would not increase as a proportion of GDP, nor would
government spending increase any faster than the rate of national
economic growth. As the Hawke government was elected at the end
of the recession, it was able to ride the crest of economic recovery, and
hence more resources were available to ease the process of restructur-
ing. As real economic growth expanded public revenue, the costs of
industry plans and support for exports were met without solely shift-
ing funds from some programmes to others.12 But between January
1985 and August 1986, the financially deregulated Australian econ-
omy underwent a 38 per cent currency depreciation and a balance of
payments crisis, with the current account deficit rising to 6.3 per cent
of GDP. This arose from the pressures of worsening terms of trade, ris-
ing imports, and the cost of servicing foreign debt. Industry Minister
John Button claimed that there was a real possibility that the Inter-
national Monetary Fund (IMF) would intervene in Australia just as
it did in Britain during its currency crisis of the 1970s under Labour
Prime Minister James Callaghan. In May 1986, Keating warned that
Australia would become a ‘banana republic’ unless resources were
shifted strongly to the traded goods sector—export and import com-
peting industries. Acceptance of the depreciation of the Australian
dollar would, it was argued by the Treasury, encourage the transfor-
mation of Australia into a competitive producer and exporter of high
value-added manufactured products and services.13

Federal government (Commonwealth) outlays fell from 28.9 per
cent of GDP in 1982–83 to 23.7 per cent in 1989–90, largely as cuts
to grants to other governments.14 From 1988–90 until the next reces-
sion, the Australia Labor government proudly budgeted for surpluses;
in practice, it was even more monetarist than the Thatcher govern-
ment in Britain, despite its lack of interest in open preaching of the
monetarist gospel. Despite bitter battles within the ALP, the Labor
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government followed the Treasury’s other recommendations and
deregulated the banks, invited foreign banks to begin operations in
Australia, and tariff protection for manufacturing industries (automo-
tive, steel, textiles, clothing, and footwear, in particular) was reduced
so as to facilitate their restructuring, despite the large job losses that
resulted in traditional Labor electorates such as the northern sub-
urbs of Melbourne.15 The company tax rate and the top marginal tax
rate for personal income were both cut. Extensive modification of
the public sector was pursued via taking ideas and models from the
private sector. By 1990, Qantas and the Commonwealth Bank, both
major state companies, were privatized, and the state-owned telecom
monopoly was broken up; concurrently, the number of public sector
employees steadily fell.16

Private sector investment was supposed to surge into produc-
tive export industries as a result of these market-enabling reforms.
However, substantial problems emerged as a result of deregulatory
policies. As Wiseman summarizes:

much of the surge was into an orgy of unproductive (and in
some cases criminal) financial speculation, company takeovers
and other ‘get rich quick’ schemes. Such speculative investment
actually made the balance of payments problems worse as large
sums of money were borrowed abroad, leading to a sharp rise in
private sector foreign debt. Throughout the latter part of the 1980s
the terms of trade continued to worsen, imports continued to rise
and inflation was again becoming a problem. The choice of high
interest rates to slow economic growth accelerated and deepened
the recession of the early 1990s.17

Not only did Australia’s image suffer from ‘the financial excesses of
the greedy speculators and the sloppy banks’,18 but by 1993 offi-
cial rates of unemployment rose to over 11 per cent, the highest
levels since the Depression; almost one million Australians were
unable to find work, with many others forced into low-wage, inse-
cure casual employment. Although 1992 saw the Labor government
expand public expenditure in infrastructure development, education
and training, and community services, its White Paper on Unemploy-
ment in May 1994 still defined the key answer to unemployment in
terms of eliminating the barriers to making Australia competitive in
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the global marketplace.19 Though the number of students in tertiary
education increased by 44 per cent between 1987 and 1995—with
the government pursuing the goal of increasing the Australian work-
force’s skill level—this was paid for not by increased taxes on business
but by students themselves via a ‘graduate tax’ paid upon the tak-
ing up of full-time work.20 When economic recovery began in early
1992, business was the primary beneficiary: company profits doubled
from 1992 to 1994 while corporate taxes were again reduced, and
unemployment remained at a level of 8 per cent or so.21

Labor’s economic strategy, then, under both the Hawke and
Keating governments, was one of liberalization akin to the strate-
gies of the New Zealand Labour government of Lange and the
British Labour government of Blair, albeit less philosophic in its
nature and more evolutionary and pragmatic.22 The ALP’s plans
in 1983 were based on Keynesian-style expansionism to promote
growth and employment. Very quickly any lingering attachment to
Keynesianism was overtaken by international pressures and all faith
was put in making exports more competitive as a means of cur-
ing Australia’s economic woes—by means of ‘economic rationalist’,
neoliberal policies, albeit with ad hoc state interventions to secure
the future of specific industries (subsidies for Kodak, support for
Du Pont’s takeover of Fibremakers in 1990, a series of changes in
media ownership rules).23 The most influential sections of the federal
bureaucracy were the most committed to neoliberalism, echoing the
strongly neoliberal world view of the New Zealand federal bureau-
cracy in the 1980s. But the more consultative approach of the ALP
‘allowed that even its Treasury or Cabinet could make errors’ and
ensured that the government would not follow the ‘[Roger] Douglas
blitzkrieg approach’ of implementing economic adjustment.24

Industrial policy

The Hawke government made arrangements with Australian unions
in order to make certain that economic growth would not be cut
short by strong wage rises and inflation.25 These arrangements took
advantage of the industrial relations system that had existed in
Australia since 1904. Many unions were organized on a craft basis;
wages and conditions were regulated through legally enforceable
awards made by industrial tribunals; individual enterprises were often
characterized by multiple awards, the presence of multiple unions,
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and clear job delineation; the possibility existed for over-award pay-
ments and enterprise agreements that differed from existing awards;
wage relativities were important and fairly stable; and the govern-
ment operated a public job placement service.26

Unlike the New Zealand or British labour parties, in the years
immediately prior to the ALP’s election, the party had begun to coop-
erate closely with its affiliated unions. That the unions would be
consulted by the Labor government is not entirely surprising, given
that Hawke was the former ACTU president. While in Britain it was
not until 1994 that a Trade Union Congress general secretary even
spoke at any event at a Labour Party conference, Hawke had been
simultaneously president of the ACTU and national president of the
ALP from 1973–78, chairing the party’s national conferences and
acting as its official spokesperson. Hawke knew quite well that indus-
trial disputation could damage a Labor government—he had been
responsible for leading such disputation under Prime Minister Gough
Whitlam, with over 30 million working days lost during 1974 alone.
No real social contracts of any substance were negotiated between
the ALP and ACTU during the Whitlam years, and the government
made little effort to develop an effective working relationship with
the unions. ACTU representatives also found that their access to
Whitlam through the Australian Labor Advisory Council (ALAC)—a
liaison body founded in the late 1930s—was quite minimal.27

Hawke was determined to co-opt his successors in the ACTU lead-
ership into the higher ranks of his own government’s policy-making
in order to prevent disputes.28 This contrasts with the lesson that
British Labour Party leaders took after the public sector unions’
strike over wage claims in 1979—that the marginalization of the
labour movement’s influence was necessary to ensure a Labour vic-
tory at the next election—and with the determination of the 1980s
New Zealand Labour government to keep unions far away from
any influence over economic decision-making. As a result of this
close relationship, the ALP’s electoral programme committed the
party to a prices and incomes policy and an essentially corporatist
approach to policy-making. The initial version of the document,
which spelled out ACTU–ALP policy objectives on numerous issues,
the ‘Accord’, guided the Hawke government’s actions regarding
incomes, prices, employment, industry development, government
spending, and taxation.29
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Politically, the point of the Accord was to allow the Labor gov-
ernment to preserve some control over the labour market while
allowing the ACTU to have some influence over government policy.30

In economic terms, it was part of a strategy to simultaneously reduce
unemployment and inflation. The government agreed to commit
to a centralized wage system with wage indexation;31 provisions
to prevent non-wage incomes from rising faster than wages; price
surveillance; tax reform; intervention in industry to improve eco-
nomic performance and create jobs; a universal health insurance
proposal; and the annulment of anti-union legislation. The unions,
in turn, agreed to moderate the growth of award wages, that is,
‘extra claims’ outside the wage principles determined by the federal
arbitration commission, and to take into account government eco-
nomic policy when preparing wage claims.32 Despite the emphasis in
the original Accord on both the maintenance of real wages (which
would improve ‘over time’) and the ‘social wage’, and even on the
abolition of poverty (which was presumed to be coextensive with
unemployment), as Beilharz wrote in 1985:

The Accord also claims to address the question of equity, yet
this problem is clearly beyond the scope of a wages deal based
on indexation, which leaves the question of income distribution
and relativities untouched . . . the different subtexts of the Accord
bear no necessary relation to each other, are written in without
guarantee; so, for example, the Accord’s proposition to restructure
taxation progressively and to shift away from indirect taxation,
a clause clearly inserted at the behest of the ACTU, floats freely
in the text, unsecured by mechanisms which might guarantee
its implementation . . . the Accord, then, contains at least three,
largely independent subtexts—a bottom line, concerning wages;
an intermediate level, addressing issues like taxes and health and
safety; and a maximum programme, involving claims like the abo-
lition of poverty . . . . In terms of practical results it has been the
lowest common denominator—the wages/prices deal—which has
become the effective reality of the Accord.33

The National Economic Summit Conference of April 1983, which
launched the Accord, was a ‘brilliantly orchestrated . . . public rela-
tions coup, which effectively developed the Accord . . . by extracting
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capital’s consent to the arrangement’.34 Representatives of state gov-
ernments and the national government, business, and labour, as
well as other ‘interest groups’, attended the conference to present
their views on how to achieve economic recovery. The conference
proved to be a clever political device, as it secured the acceptance
by employers of the principles of the Accord, despite their lack of
involvement in its negotiation and despite the lack of formal sup-
port by the Confederation of Australian Industry (CAI), the major
employers’ federation.35 Notably, in the 1980s the ALP governed in
almost all states, ensuring that the Accord met no significant resis-
tance within the political system.36 This greatly contrasted with the
New Zealand Labour government’s approach to industrial relations
at the time, which was to dismiss any suggestion of a corporatist
arrangement, to severely circumscribe the role of the compulsory
arbitration system, and to attempt to move towards more decentral-
ized collective bargaining. The Australian Labor government opted
to embrace the union movement, corporatism, and the compulsory
arbitration system.37 Unlike its New Zealand equivalent, and unlike
Tony Blair’s New Labour government in Britain in the 1990s, the ALP
leadership was interested in ensuring overt support by the unions for
overall governmental policy.

At first, the Accord seemed to be wholly positive for workers.
Unemployment fell from 9.9 per cent in 1983 to 7.9 per cent in
1985. Unit labour costs fell while retail sales and private investment
both increased. Profits increased while, via indexation, the wages of
at least the best-placed workers were effectively maintained. At this
early stage, the left wing of the ALP spoke of the ‘potential’ of the
Accord and argued that it could function as an Australian version of
the Alternative Economic Strategy put forth by the left wing of the
British Labour Party.38 But some on the Australian left believed that
the Accord was little more than a means by which business—and
the Labor Party leadership—could domesticate the unions and gut
working-class living standards in the name of achieving economic
recovery. Comparisons were made to the British Social Contract
between 1974 and 1978, which restrained wages and discouraged
workplace union organization.39

Under the Hawke government, Australia began experiencing a clear
decline in its terms of trade. Foreign debt exploded, from $A23.3
billion in 1983 to $A108 billion in June 1989. The current account
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deficit on the balance of payments worsened, reaching 6.3 per cent
of GDP in 1985–86, a consequence of Australia’s high proportion of
raw materials in exports and its propensity to rely on foreign capi-
tal to sustain local capital accumulation.40 Inflation also continued
to be a problem. This led to ‘Accord Mark II’, which focused on
wage restraint and the improvement of productivity through microe-
conomic reform. It also initiated a shift—realized in subsequent
Accords—towards more decentralized bargaining, to streamline and
reduce the number of award classifications, that is, job categories for
the purposes of pay and conditions. This made possible the removal
of ‘restrictive work practices’ such as standard working hours, senior-
ity, demarcations between duties of different categories of workers,
and established staffing ratios, and the achieving of savings through
the intensification of labour. In 1988, centralized wage fixing based
on partial cost of living adjustments was replaced by the requirement
that wage increases could only be achieved in return for productivity
trade-offs.41

By the late 1980s, the Business Council of Australia (BCA) had
taken a position strongly in favour of decentralized enterprise bar-
gaining and for weakening the role of arbitration tribunals. This
view became dominant among Australian employers, including ones
which had previously supported centralized bargaining. The Labor
government was attracted by the BCA version of industrial relations
reform, though its links to the unions limited the degree to which
it could make it a reality.42 But the role of arbitration tribunals did
change under Labor. The federal Industrial Relations Commission
(IRC)—which replaced the Arbitration Commission and had wider
powers—made a national wage case decision in October 1991, which
focused nearly exclusively on wage increases being negotiated at the
level of the individual enterprise. Between 1992 and 1996, the IRC
lost any power to seriously affect the content of enterprise agree-
ments. The role of awards was reduced to that of a ‘safety net’; though
employees covered received some modest wage increases via national
wage adjustments determined by the IRC, these lagged considerably
behind increases through enterprise bargaining.43 In 1993, under
Prime Minister Keating, the Labor government further encouraged
enterprise bargaining by amending the federal arbitration legislation
to allow non-union bargaining, thereby undermining the unions’
prior privileged position in bringing industrial issues before the
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federal tribunal.44 Australian unions thus lost their monopoly on
bargaining rights.

Over time, with each new version of the Accord, more trade
unionists came to think that the arrangement had degenerated into
merely a way to control wages, as major initiatives on such mat-
ters as industrial democracy—upon which the Labor government had
published a discussion paper in 1984—vanished from the agenda.45

Paid real wages did in fact fall by 6 per cent between 1983–84 and
1989–90, while the Gini coefficient for households’ gross income rose
from 0.40 to 0.43 between 1981–82 and 1989–90.46 Contrary to the
Accord’s initial promise, then, real wages did not improve ‘over time’.
Furthermore, under the Keating government in particular, indus-
trial relations moved towards greater labour market deregulation
and decentralization, which cleared the way for work intensification.
Overall, one can make a convincing argument that Australian work-
ers did not do all that well out of the Accord. That said, the process of
industrial relations reform in Australia was slower and more complex
than in New Zealand, a result of ‘the battle between corporatism and
economic rationalism’ embodied by the Accord.47 Even after the 1993
Industrial Relations Reform Act, which cut coverage of the arbitration
system to a handful of conditions, collective bargaining still covered a
higher proportion of the Australian workforce than the New Zealand
workforce.48

Social policy

As in New Zealand in the 1980s, social policy in Australia was gener-
ally reactive rather than proactive, attempting to maintain existing
levels of social protection despite an increasing welfare clientele
and the opposition of capital markets to high levels of expendi-
ture on health and social programmes.49 There was, however, one
great exception to this rule: in February 1984, the Hawke govern-
ment introduced Medicare, a public health insurance scheme. It was
compulsory for all Australians and was financed by a 1 per cent
tax levy on incomes. It included an 85 per cent rebate on medi-
cal bills and free treatment at public hospitals when treated by a
doctor appointed by the hospital, though in 1991 the government
tried unsuccessfully to introduce fees. Medicare provided universal
access to high-quality health care at least cost and was consistent
with the aims of traditional Labor social policy.50 Secondarily, in
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1992 the Keating government introduced legislation that required
all employers to make a minimum contribution on behalf of their
employees’ salaries into private superannuation funds. This set-up
included industry-based schemes involving unions, though a single
central fund administered by the federal government was not cre-
ated, despite union hopes. Superannuation benefits not only focused
on workers in the paid workforce but also extended occupational
pension schemes to women and low-income earners. This at least
partially offset the increase in social inequality associated with the
government’s deregulatory policies.51

Other social policies were more consonant with Labor’s adoption
of economic rationalist policies, as benefits were made more selective.
Though Labor kept its promise to increase and preserve the single-
aged pension at 25 per cent of total male average earnings, this was
funded by the reintroduction of the means test for those over 70
(in 1983) and assets testing (in 1985). Despite significantly increased
funding for child care, families with over A$50,000 in household
income were excluded from the child care allowance.52 Combined
with the graduate tax on higher education, fiscal drag (notwith-
standing income tax cuts), and a move towards indirect taxation,
many workers with moderate incomes had to pay for improvements
in health, education, and welfare spending through higher taxes.
Between 1983 and 1988, tax rates for those with an income of
between 50 and 75 per cent of average weekly earnings declined,
but for those with average weekly earnings it increased and those
with double and quadruple the average received tax payment cuts.53

From Labor’s election in 1983 until the end of the 1980s, spending
on social welfare transfers gradually declined in both real and GDP
terms, reflecting a comparable decline in beneficiary numbers as a
percentage of the population. A major decline (33 per cent) in unem-
ployment benefit recipient numbers more than offset increases in the
numbers of disability support and sole parent pensioners.54

Despite programme cuts, however, the distribution of spending and
cuts did not mark a break from a traditional social democratic ethos.
Between 1983 and 1992, in education, health, social security, and
housing, new programmes offset cuts and expanded overall outlays.55

In 1985, the tax net was broadened through the introduction of cap-
ital gains and fringe benefits taxes, and in 1989 the government
moved to tax some foreign-source income. Strong opposition from
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the unions and the ALP left rebuffed then-Treasurer Keating’s attempt
to establish a new broadly based consumption or value-added tax.56

Later, in the 1993 election, Keating strongly opposed the Liberals’
promise of introducing a comprehensive consumption tax. At least
up until 1992—after Keating became Prime Minister—the Labor gov-
ernment was willing to redistribute some of the social costs of
economic adjustment. A case can be credibly made, then, that Labor
in government led to a modest renewal of the Australian welfare state.

Union relations with the Labor Party

The influence of industrial conciliation and arbitration

The story of the Australian compulsory arbitration system is much
the same as that of New Zealand. Federal arbitration legislation was
enacted in 1904, and compulsory arbitration was introduced at dif-
ferent times in the various Australian states.57 Despite an initial
ambivalence in the attitude of labour leaders to arbitration courts and
processes of labour law, most soon decided that arbitration’s spur to
the growth of trade unionism—union density reached 60 per cent
by 1951—and its provision of a minimum guarantee of industrial
conditions—to weaker unions in particular—was sufficient to make
it desirable.58 For several decades, as in New Zealand, most union
leaders—and employers—agreed that wage levels should not be deter-
mined purely by market forces, or ‘through the cut and thrust of class
conflict’, but instead through a ‘quasi-judicial process’.59

However, as in New Zealand, the special legal recognition awarded
to Australian unions brought with it a set of legislative constraints
that defined their existence narrowly. They operated under strictly
defined membership rules, which ensured a proliferation of small
unions and an array of unions in any workplace; their financial
resources were controlled by state limitations on membership fees;
and they were heavily restricted in their range of bargaining issues.
Strikes were prohibited, and the state could deploy a wide array of
sanctions against striking unions, including monetary fines and the
withdrawal of union registration under the arbitration system—that
is, the dissolution of the union. Further, a narrow syndicalist perspec-
tive, concerned only with wages and benefits, was dominant in the
Australian union movement as in that of New Zealand, reinforced
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by the relative absence of labour-party governments after the Second
World War.60

It was after the mid-1970s that divergences between the two cases
in bargaining structures and union strategy began. While in the
1960s and early 1970s decentralized bargaining at the industry, com-
pany, or workplace level outside the arbitration system had become
more important in both Australian and New Zealand, this trend was
reversed in Australia in 1975. There were various reasons for this.
The end of full employment no longer made it easy for unions
to put pressure on employers to offer wages and conditions better
than those provided; the introduction of wage indexation strength-
ened the authority of the Conciliation and Arbitration Commission;
and legislation was enacted by the Australian government to enforce
greater observance by unions of regulations and awards under the
Conciliation and Arbitration Act through stronger fines and penal
provisions.61 This restoration of centralized arbitration contributed
to the strengthening of the ACTU, through its coordination role at
an industry level and its role in national wage cases. Mergers with
white-collar peak organizations in 1978 and 198162 and the ideo-
logical reconciliation between left- and right-wing forces within the
labour movement also helped the ACTU grow in authority. Also of
relevance was that the ACTU, unlike the New Zealand FOL, had estab-
lished a research secretariat as early as 1959, when it employed an
economics and law graduate: Bob Hawke. When Hawke became pres-
ident of the ACTU in 1969, this research expertise expanded. By the
late 1970s, union leaders with university qualifications were starting
to take on crucial positions.63

These factors led the Australian labour movement to become some-
what more cohesive and united than the New Zealand labour move-
ment in the late 1970s and early 1980s. The ACTU began to cooperate
more effectively with the Labor Party, and the Party became receptive
to the possibility of a corporatist relationship. The ACTU demon-
strated both a similar interest and an organizational capacity to
move in a corporatist direction. It was no longer purely interested
in the defence of wage rates; in the face of rising unemployment,
unions became interested in taking on matters to do with social pol-
icy, which were traditionally considered ‘beyond their turf’.64 At the
same time, as shown previously, the New Zealand labour movement
remained essentially disunited and, apart from a few individuals, was
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not ready to participate in corporatist arrangements, nor—with the
FOL’s organizational weakness—did it have the capacity to do so.65

Furthermore, although both the ALP and the NZLP had seen declin-
ing numbers of manual workers and union officials who became
parliamentarians, Australian unions remained closer to their historic
party than New Zealand unions did to theirs because Australian
unions did not undergo the process of depoliticization that charac-
terized New Zealand unions. Former union officials assumed senior
policy positions in the ALP; in the NZLP, no similar process took
place.66

Union strategy through the Accord

With the election of the Hawke government, the ACTU leaders
gained unparalleled authority at the federal level of Australian pol-
itics, through representation on bodies such as the Economic Policy
Advisory Council and direct access to key Labor ministers during the
preparation of the annual federal budget and labour legislation.67

Hawke’s pledges in the Accord—to fight unemployment, increase
social spending, and preserve wages in cooperation with the ACTU—
seemed credible and attractive to Australian workers after the Lib-
eral/National government’s attacks on the unions, working-class
living standards, and the record of unemployment of 1982–83.68

A broad range of tripartite economic and industry consultative
forums involving government, union, and business spokespersons
were established.

It is generally agreed by commentators that union strategy went
through a fundamental change by the late 1970s. After the fall of
the Whitlam government, the ACTU began to distance itself from
pure distributive bargaining and the attitude that inflation was solely
the ‘bourgeoisie’s problem’.69 Rising unemployment led to increased
interest by the unions in social and industry policy with an aim
towards economic growth. By the time of election of Labor in
1983 Australian unionism seemed to have transcended its narrowly
economistic ‘labourist’ past and embraced a ‘political unionism’,
which would improve the wages and conditions of workers by affect-
ing state policy and legislation, not merely by collective bargaining.
This political unionism produced the Accord agreement with the ALP.
The Accord’s most enthusiastic supporters in the union movement
saw it as a means towards turning Australia into a sort of southern
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Sweden, where high value-added manufacturing exports were com-
bined with humane social policies.70 This goal was not reached,
despite the differences between Australian Labor and New Zealand
Labour in power in the 1980s. Some unionists’ hopes that industry
policy would play a central role in the Accord and erode man-
agerial prerogatives over investment were quickly disappointed.71

What occurred was that an accommodation was reached between
the government and the unions within the framework of making the
Australian economy more competitive—that is, of promoting capi-
tal accumulation in Australia—despite the fact that business was not
involved in the Accord and did not trust the Accord style of politics.
This did not mean that the unions simply ‘played dead’ for the sake
of business; as McEachern summarizes:

The ACTU did not give up its role of representing the claims of
workers nor did it passively concede to business what ever busi-
ness wanted but it did change the framework within which these
claims were recognized and pursued. Both the ACTU’s goals and
methods (such as the pursuit of national superannuation funded
from productivity increases) were sufficient to upset sections of
business and business organisations. Nonetheless, while pursu-
ing its objectives, ACTU strategies made room for business to
increase profits and to pursue growth and investment. Indeed,
the accomodationist stance of the trade unions, with an empha-
sis on productivity bargaining, award restructuring and union
amalgamations shifted the debates between capital and labour
more firmly in the direction of capitalist development than
before.72

Leading union figures agreed with the Labor governments that ques-
tions of profitability and competitiveness were primary. In 1989,
ACTU secretary Bill Kelty argued that the economy was in good shape
because the profit share had shifted back; seeing employer organiza-
tions as ‘hopeless’ and ‘troglodyte’, he saw the union movement as
a sort of saviour for Australian capitalism, accepting it ‘not only on
the basis of money being put into the hands of employers, but on
the basis of money being put into the hands of employers so they
can employ people’.73 But at the same time, the unions’ support for
the Accord was premised on the belief that workers generally would
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benefit from higher rates of economic and employment growth and
that wage restraint would be counterbalanced by supportive social
wage policies, industry policy, and favourable industrial relations
reforms.74

The first incarnation of the Accord, in 1983, initiated a new
incomes policy in which wages were very strictly regulated under
a new form of wage indexation administered by the Conciliation
and Arbitration Commission. It was strongly supported by the ACTU,
which wanted indexation to maintain real wages. In practice, the pol-
icy was effective in promoting wage restraint, which enabled rapid
employment growth. This apparent success helped the Hawke gov-
ernment deflect union demands for industry policy.75 From 1985
through 1996, the agenda of the Accord progressively narrowed, in
a sequence which echoed the deterioration of incomes policies in
Britain under Labour governments between 1964 and 1979.76 The
Accord Mark II (1985) began this process, as the partners debated
the effects on the Consumer Price Index of the sharp depreciation of
the Australian dollar and whether this should be considered in the
wage indexation process. The ACTU agreed to discounting for inter-
national factors—a major concession that would be compounded in
subsequent rounds of the Accord.77

In a situation characterized by degenerating terms of trade, a
growing foreign debt and inflation, many of the unions’ hopes for
the Accord were dashed. The continuing balance of payments cri-
sis exerted great pressure, with the ACTU leaders realizing that they
could not expect the government to continue to agree to full index-
ation. In response, rather than allowing the Accord relationship to
collapse, the ACTU offered a modified approach, which involved a
two-tiered system of generalized wage increases from national wage
cases and a second tier of specific increases for increased efficiency.
In March 1987, the Arbitration Commission adopted this proposal.
The unions were unable to prevent the government from announcing
major tariff reductions in May 1988; this undermined the industry
plans that were established in the Accord’s early years. They were,
however, able to ensure that the 1988 Industrial Relations Act was
designed to meet the ACTU’s desire to restructure the union move-
ment into a small number of large industry unions (in contrast to the
employers’ desire for enterprise bargaining).78 The ACTU also offered
a detailed strategic plan for addressing Australia’s economic woes,
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entitled Australia Reconstructed. Hampson and Morgan summarize the
plan:

[It] advocated recasting Australia’s chaotic pattern of over 300
occupational and general unions to German-style industry union-
ism. It also advocated reforming Australia’s skill formation and
training system, in particular shifting from ‘front-end training’
to ‘lifetime training’ . . . . In lifetime training, continual upskilling
required major changes to awards, in particular the construction
of skill-based career paths. This would become known as ‘award
restructuring’ . . . . Workers’ skills would be ‘objectively’ determined
by competency testing, rather than time served, or employer
favoritism, and pay would be linked to skills acquired, rather
than used. A national system of accreditation would help retain,
recognize, and transfer skills otherwise potentially underutilized
as industries restructure. National reference points for training,
policed by a National Training Board (NTB), would help prevent
workers being immersed in an organizational culture controlled
by their employer, at the expense of solidarity with their union.79

Australia Reconstructed argued in favour of ‘the Swedish Third Way
or Rehn-Meidner model’ and ‘Austro-Keynesianism’ and ‘revived the
issue of industrial democracy’, but in doing so it ‘[flew] in the face
of Canberra policies’.80 It ran up against strong employer opposition
and little interest from the Labor government, which became increas-
ingly interested in industrial relations decentralization via enterprise
bargaining, which would basis wage rises purely on increased pro-
ductivity. Surprisingly, the ACTU accepted the idea that wage rises
should be at least partly contingent on ‘productivity offsets’, and
the fourth version of the Accord made wage rises conditional on
union cooperation in award restructuring. The union leadership was
not abandoning political unionism; during Accord Mark IV negoti-
ations in 1988, it was at least implicitly trying to bring about the
creation of a Euro-Scandinavian-style ‘human-centered’ form of work
organization, which would provide workers with necessary skills.81

By 1989, the union leaders came to accept enterprise bargaining
as an inevitability, but believed they could shape this move towards
radical decentralization in union-friendly ways. They believed they
could achieve a ‘managed decentralism’ in which a ‘floor of rights’
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could be maintained and greater workplace bargaining could raise
union visibility and boost union membership. But as the Busi-
ness Council of Australia’s strong support for individual contrac-
tualism and the abolition of arbitration became the mainstream
position among employers and was embraced by the most influ-
ential sections of the federal bureaucracy, the course of reform
proved to be beyond the unions’ control. Most notably, in 1993,
under the new Labor Prime Minister Paul Keating, the government
further encouraged enterprise bargaining by amending the federal
arbitration legislation to allow non-union bargaining. The Indus-
trial Relations Reform Act undermined the unions’ prior privileged
position in bringing industrial issues before the federal tribunal.
Employers could now negotiate collective agreements (enterprise
agreements) directly with employees and have them certified with-
out unions being involved. Australian unions thereby lost their
monopoly bargaining rights.82 The political pressure that unions
mounted on the government in opposition to non-union bargain-
ing proved to be insufficient, and the fact that such provisions were
raised at all illustrates the waning of the unions’ power within the
Accord. Neoliberal reforms introduced at the state level encouraged
such developments at the federal level; conservative coalitions won
office in many states in the early 1990s (New South Wales (NSW)
in 1990, Victoria in 1992, South Australia and Tasmania in 1993,
Western Australia in 1994), implementing radical new labour laws
characterized by anti-union measures and individual employment
contracts.83

Enterprise agreements acted to eliminate common conditions for
people doing the same work, and commonly resulted in longer
working hours, increased use of shift work, more casual and part-
time employment, and fragmentation of workplace unionism and
redundancies. Between 1992 and 1996, the Industrial Relations Com-
mission gradually lost any genuine power to affect the content
of enterprise agreements. Though awards still operated, their role
was reduced to that of a safety net. Employees covered by awards
received modest wage increases through national wage cases, but
such increases lagged notably behind those available through enter-
prise bargaining. As Hampson and Morgan note, wage restraint made
workers more receptive to wage rises delivered via such mechanisms
as individual contracts, where employers could create and exploit a
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wage differential between unionized and non-unionized labour. This
contributed to a drop in union membership.84

The ACTU did not provide wholesale resistance to such attacks on
the award system and working conditions. Largely this was because
it hoped to pre-empt an even more extreme version of labour mar-
ket deregulation of the sort introduced in New Zealand under the
National government via the Employment Contracts Act of 1991.
Union leaders were afraid that if they broke off from the Accord,
the result would be the end of the ALP government and the loss of
the ACTU’s privileged position in Australian politics. Moreover, the
union leaders feared that if the Accord collapsed a conservative gov-
ernment with ‘distinct Thatcherist overtones’ would be the result.85

Bargaining changes, which were implemented by the government,
went sharply against the union movement’s basic interest in pre-
venting the segmentation of the labour market and the division of
organized labour, yet the unions lacked a clear alternative strategy.86

That said, the unions were still able to fight for and win legisla-
tive concessions such as the introduction of federal unfair dismissal
provisions and other employment rights. They were able to blunt
some of the practical effects of non-union enterprise agreements by
ensuring that the legal procedures for certification were very com-
plicated. In practice, unions remained the primary representatives of
workers when collective bargaining occurred.87 The changes in the
arbitration system were more incremental than revolutionary; links
with the established state-regulatory structure were preserved with
the continued operation of awards and periodic wage adjustments
available to workers, particularly the low-paid ones, in sectors where
enterprise agreements were not on offer.88 Even after the ALP lost the
federal election of 1996, unions were still able to blunt the sharpest
edges of the neoliberal trend in the party. For example, New South
Wales Labor leader Bob Carr may have supported the economic poli-
cies of the federal Labor governments, but in 1997 the unions swayed
his state government to repeal existing industrial legislation that
stressed enterprise bargaining at the expense of both the state indus-
trial tribunals and the unions. This experience provides evidence that
the union movement’s traditional view of the role of the state per-
sisted despite the Hawke-Keating governments’ emphasis on market
forces.89
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Assessing the Accord

Critics of the Accord have characterized it as an ‘engine of wage
restraint’ and a conduit for economic rationalism from the ALP
leadership to the base of the labour movement, as—in the face of
economic crisis and militantly right-wing employers pressuring the
government—the course of economic reform ran beyond the unions’
abilities to control it.90 When wage increases did occur, they point
out, it was through a centralized process that did not directly involve
the participation of the union ranks, and while the actual reduction
of real wages through the 1980s is debated, all Australian commenta-
tors claim that they fell by somewhere between 2 and 10 per cent.
According to Chris Lloyd, national research officer for the Amal-
gamated Metal Workers Union (AMWU)—a union which had been
key in formulating demands that led to the development of the
Accord91—the Accord removed from workers ‘the belief that they
actually have some power in the wage-fixing process . . . [this] has
led a lot of them to be somewhat uninterested and cynical about
the way industrial relations operates’, even if they believed that a
centralized wage-fixing system was still necessary to guarantee wage
protection.92

Accord critics have also noted that the ACTU did little to oppose
the privatizations that occurred under the ALP. The Labor govern-
ment privatized a shopping mall in Canberra in 1985, and two years
later the Williamstown Dockyard in Melbourne was sold. Little out-
rage was expressed in either case, except by the union concerned at
the dockyard when all its members lost their jobs. Opposition to
privatization by the unions was confined largely to the passage of
resolutions at ACTU and ALP congresses. The government ignored
these resolutions and approved the partial privatization of the Com-
monwealth Bank in August 1990, allegedly to prevent the state bank
of Victoria from collapsing. What remained of the Bank was sold
in 1993 and 1996. The publicly owned domestic airline was ulti-
mately sold to private interests in 1995. Other state enterprises such
as Australia Post and Telecom (now Telstra) were made to run along
commercial lines. By the time of the 1996 election, both Labor and
the conservative Coalition Party had identical privatization policies,
save that the Coalition promised to privatize 30 per cent of Telstra,
while Labor promised not to do so.93
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Some have argued that a more militant and confrontational strat-
egy by the unions, independent of government economic and indus-
trial policies and with an alternative policy package ready, might have
done more to stave off the neoliberal trend than did the Accord.
Kuhn claims:

it seems plausible to argue that given the international economic
recovery and in the absence of the Accord, Australian workers
could have achieved higher real wages during the 1980s, through
confrontations with employers and possibly governments. These
circumstances were much more propitious for effective responses
to problems faced by the union movement and the working class
than the recession of the early 1990s . . . . The experience of indus-
trial struggle may have its downside in terms of wages lost. But it
is also the essence of self-reliant shop-floor organization, necessary
to resist concerted attacks from employers, on wages, conditions
and jobs. The class-wide solidarity engendered by using indus-
trial action to safeguard workers’ living standards could have
defended industrially weaker workers more effectively than the
Accord, through ‘flow-ons’, not only of higher wages but also of
the militancy that makes them achievable.94

That said, even if the ACTU debatably had the wrong strategy, the
fact that it had a coherent strategy at all made it more effective than
British unions under the New Labour government or New Zealand
unions under the 1980s Labour government. The Australian unions
took their special relationship with the ALP seriously and were able to
negotiate effectively with the party leadership, with articulated objec-
tives and plans in detailed, public documents.95 Moreover, the union
movement centralized itself in such a way that it was able to main-
tain enough influence in the ALP to at least partially counteract the
middle-class character of much of the party’s membership and leader-
ship. Former ACTU leader Bob Hawke, for his part, proved willing to
restrict the Labor government’s autonomy in order to ensure the loy-
alty of the unions—even if this was largely due to his desire to ensure
that the unions refrain from industrial militancy.96 The neoliberal
Labour Party leaders in Britain and New Zealand, in contrast, felt
no need to worry seriously about alienating the strategically aimless
union leaders of their respective countries.
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Simply because the ACTU maintained a close connection with the
ALP—and did not merely acquiesce to Hawke as British unions ini-
tially did to Tony Blair—the Labor government was not able to pursue
full labour market deregulation as quickly or completely as the Busi-
ness Council of Australia wanted.97 Awards remained more significant
in Australia than multiemployer agreements in New Zealand, as they
covered a far higher proportion of employees in the former than in
the latter. Moreover, there was no equivalent in New Zealand to the
Australian national wage cases. Even after the ALP lost the federal
election of 1996, unions were still able to defeat neoliberal economic
policy proposals at the state level; most notably, a series of resolutions
opposing privatization were passed at the 1997 NSW ALP conference,
including the privatization of the Pacific Power company.98 Union
influence in its traditional party may have diminished, but it was
not as marginalized as in New Zealand or, later, in Britain. In com-
parison, the Accord—and the union authority within the ALP that it
reflected—appears as, if nothing else, a ‘kinder strategy’.99

Conclusion

Despite the justified criticisms of the ACTU’s corporatist strategy
during the Hawke-Keating years, one must take into account the dif-
ference between the fate of Australian unions vis-à-vis the Labor Party
in comparison to their New Zealand ‘cousins’, or the Trade Union
Congress under British New Labour. The ALP remained sufficiently
close to the unions, both in terms of personnel and policy, to see
advantages in cooperation with them, while the 1980s NZLP govern-
ment and Blair’s New Labour saw the unions simply as obstacles to
be overcome. Comparatively, the autonomy of the ALP government
was thus restricted.100 The Accord involved much wider and more
substantial policy trade-offs, including commitments to job creation
targets, by the Labor government than anything negotiated between
the British Labour Party and the TUC from the Social Contract of
the 1970s onwards, and was a relatively better deal for unionists.101

In addition, during the first half of the Accord, union membership
was stable in Australia while it fell in New Zealand, and between
1983 and 1991, the number of union members fell 17 per cent in
New Zealand while rising 13 per cent in Australia.102 Throughout the
entire period of the Accord, the ALP conference delegate proportion
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remained fixed at 60 per cent of delegates for trade unions and
40 per cent for ALP electorate branches. This made possible instances
of successful resistance to the Labor government’s neoliberal eco-
nomic agenda, such as the defeat of electricity privatization in NSW,
and enabled union pressure on state Labor governments towards
the removal of many aspects of industrial relations legislation that
handicapped unions in the state arena.103

The ALP leadership, unlike its New Zealand and British counter-
parts, saw the securing of trade union support as a priority coequal
with that of the modernization of Australian capitalism; indeed,
the former was seen as necessary to ensure the success of the lat-
ter. It did not attempt to genuinely resist the international trend
towards neoliberalism, but at least during the Hawke years under the
ALP remained ‘tied closely to the unions and led by a union man’,
and attempted to balance ‘historical tradition and contemporary loy-
alty against what seemed to be the weight of economic evidence’.104

Hence, Australia’s journey to neoliberalism was slower than in New
Zealand, with the consequences of restrictive monetary and fiscal pol-
icy delayed for about seven years; Labor introduced at least some
progressive changes in social welfare and social legislation, such as
Medicare and supplementary pensions; and party–union relations
were less antagonistic than in either David Lange’s New Zealand or
Tony Blair’s (and then Gordon Brown’s) Britain. Even under Keating,
when the movement to neoliberalism gathered speed, the govern-
ment was still bound to consultation with the union movement
in policy formation. Rather than splitting apart as in New Zealand,
the ALP remained the party of Australian trade unions, structurally
linked via federal and state industrial relations systems, most notably
through the union vote at ALP conferences, which itself was not
weakened as it was in Britain. And as the party of the unions, the ALP
could not drive Australia at full speed onto the neoliberal highway,
regardless of the desires of its leadership.



Conclusion

In this work, I have attempted to account for divergences in the
choice of neoliberal policies by labour-party governments. I have
focused upon labour parties rather than social democratic parties gen-
erally because of the particular common aspects of labour parties—
they are parties that were created to be the political expression of the
interests of trade unions and in which the unions had influence over
party policy. The ranks of the unions affiliated to labour parties were
(indirect) members of the parties, alongside the dues-paying mem-
bers of labour-party branches (as they are known in New Zealand and
Australia) or constituency parties (the British equivalent). Labour par-
ties could thus be guaranteed a virtual monopoly on working-class
political representation, while other social democratic parties could
not be so assured.

Explanations for the embrace of pro-market policies by social
democratic parties have pointed to various factors, most commonly
the globalization of production and finance, the shrinking of the
blue-collar working class, and the rise of so-called postmaterialist
politics. The dominant theme in the literature is the transforma-
tion of these parties—sometimes called ‘modernization’—under the
pressure of the global capitalist economy. Global wage competi-
tion is a reality; non-inflationary demand-led growth within single
countries is no longer possible; ‘profligate governments and uncom-
petitive economies’ are ‘mercilessly punished’, and social democratic
governments have no choice but to adapt to this reality by imple-
menting benefit cuts, market deregulation, and commercialization
and privatization of the public sector.1

89
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I have argued that such accounts are insufficient because they do
not take two important factors into account. The first factor is the
diminishing of the influence of the unions within the very parties
that are supposed to be their political representatives. The second
factor is the lack of a strategy by the union movement to ensure
that the party leadership must listen to them and take their inter-
ests into account when formulating policies. This may be due to a
long-standing lack of interest by the unions in engaging in politics
(New Zealand) or a passivity by the unions, which resulted from
many years of anti-union Conservative rule (Britain). In the case
of Australia, the unions were sufficiently united, disciplined, and
strategically minded to ensure that a Labor Party government would
integrate them into the making of policy—even before the ALP took
office in 1983.

Ultimately, it is union–labour-party relations which determine how
marginalized the unions affiliated to labour parties can become and,
by extension, how quickly the neoliberal leadership of labour-party
governments can initiate—or continue and deepen, as in the British
case—radically pro-market economic policies. Such parties in office
also seek to extend market mechanisms into social policy and indus-
trial relations. Effectively doing this requires blunting the ability of
trade unions to affect the party programme and how the party gov-
erns. The degree to which neoliberal labour-party leaderships are able
to marginalize the unions depends on whether or not the unions—
through their federation—have a coherent strategy to ensure that
their interests are taken seriously. This requires that the unions be
politically active within their historic parties and that they be both
politicized and strategically coherent before the labour party takes
office.

The experience of the Accord between the Australian Labor Party
and the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) suggests that the
central organization of union federations makes the union movement
appear as a credible force to labour-party leaderships. The Australian
unions communicated their objectives and plans in detailed pub-
lic documents and pursued a policy agenda that was considerably
broader than their previous ‘economistic’ concern with wages and
working conditions alone.2 As a result, rather than be dismissive of
or even antagonistic to the unions in the manner of the fourth New
Zealand Labour government or Tony Blair’s New Labour government
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in Britain, the ALP leadership saw it as necessary to incorporate the
union leadership into policy-making.

In this concluding chapter, I will first compare the economic,
social, and industrial relations policies of the three labour-party gov-
ernments that I have examined. The second section will compare
how the union movements in Britain, New Zealand, and Australia
attempted to influence the neoliberal governments of their respective
labour parties, that is, the strategies they employed. I will then argue
for the relevance of my work as regards to the theory of working-class
power resources, revisit the counter-arguments that were presented
in my initial chapter, and lastly discuss other relevant factors and
suggestions for further research.

Comparison of labour government policies

In this section, it will be demonstrated that the economic policies
of the three labour-party governments are quite similar, with the
1983–96 Australian Labor governments only slightly at variance;
that the social policy of the ALP governments was more in keep-
ing with social democratic tradition than that of the fourth New
Zealand Labour government or the British Labour government of
Tony Blair; and that Blair’s industrial policies stand out as the most
overtly anti-union of the three cases, with those of the New Zealand
and Australian Labour governments being essentially the same.

Economic policy

All three Labour governments under review made a turn towards
macroeconomic policies, which involved adaptation towards market
forces and a rejection of indicative economic planning. In the case
of British New Labour, policies inherited from the prior Conservative
government were simply not reversed. Tony Blair and his co-thinkers
unequivocally endorsed the idea that the only way for a country to
flourish under globalized capitalism is to guarantee monetary and fis-
cal stability and to ensure that its infrastructure and ‘flexible labour
markets’—low wages, low social costs, weak trade unions, and a
lack of legal constraints on firing surplus workers—are attractive to
investors.3 Within the Labour Party, they successfully depicted alter-
natives to this agenda as inefficient and part of ‘old Labour’, that
is an electoral liability. Notably, the ‘Blairites’ portrayed neoliberal
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economics as the most effective means with which to realize tra-
ditional Labour aims such as welfare provision, employment, and
economic growth, even as they sought to free themselves from the
remains of the old Labour Establishment and realign themselves with
capitalist forces.4 Where New Labour acted as a policy innovator was
in adopting such initiatives as public–private partnerships and pri-
vate finance initiatives (PPP/PFI) in transport, the prison service, edu-
cation, and health care, and in granting operational independence to
the monetary policy committee of the Bank of England.

In New Zealand, the 1984–90 Labour government of Prime Minis-
ter David Lange and Treasurer Roger Douglas executed a drastic and
sudden neoliberal programme. The tax system was simplified, with
marginal taxes and progressive tax programmes reduced. State-owned
assets and public enterprises were commercialized and corporatized.
Controls on capital movements were abolished. The financial sector
was deregulated; a value-added tax (VAT) was introduced; the dollar
was floated; and monetary policy was focused solely on keeping infla-
tion levels low by containing wages, a result of the independence
of the central bank.5 New Zealand’s party of the left thus volun-
tarily implemented orthodox macroeconomic stabilization policies
of the sort often imposed on developing countries by the Interna-
tional Monetary Fund, and it did so unilaterally, without outside
consultation. Those in the Labour government who designed this
programme—Finance Minister Roger Douglas and the Treasury—did
not merely argue that economic crisis made it necessary, but that
the values of classical liberalism and laissez-faire required the dis-
embedding of the economy from society through an autonomous,
self-regulating system of markets.6 After Labour’s re-election in 1987,
Douglas pushed an even more far-reaching economic programme to
privatize many state-owned assets, introduce market principles into
social policy, and implement a flat-rate income tax. Lange opposed
the flat-tax proposal, but the tax system was still flattened from three
to two steps.7

The Australian Labor government of Bob Hawke was elected in
1983 on a programme of fiscal expansion, one that was far less
vague in its details than the New Zealand Labour Party’s initial
programme.8 But international economic pressures soon overtook
the ALP’s initial neo-Keynesian optimism. The government floated
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the Australian dollar and deregulated the financial system with the
hope that this would encourage productive investment. In the run-
up to the November 1984 election, Labor pledged that it would
not increase public expenditure, taxes, or the deficit as percent-
ages of GDP; in mid-1986, a rapidly falling dollar led Treasurer Paul
Keating to declare that Australia was in danger of becoming a ‘banana
republic’.9 This sense of emergency allowed the Labor government
to accelerate economic restructuring to ensure the competitiveness
of Australian exports. Trade was deregulated through tariff cuts and
both bilateral and multilateral free trade agreements were entered
into. It rewrote tax laws, thereby exacerbating income inequality
despite the introduction of a capital gains tax, and by 1988 it began
to support privatization of state property on a case-by-case basis.10

After Keating became prime minister in December 1992, economic
policy increasingly embraced market forces, and privatization of state
enterprises was pursued further despite electoral promises to the con-
trary. Decisions on industry policy reflected a near-total reliance on
reductions in tariff protection and market forces to make Australian
business globally competitive.11

Though the Australian Labor governments were characterized by
consultation with the union movement while the British and New
Zealand Labour governments had no interest in incorporating unions
into policy decision-making, the differences in macroeconomic poli-
cies between the regimes were not especially great. In all cases,
privatization, financial deregulation, and the adoption of market
efficiency–based criteria for the performance of state enterprises were
embraced by Labour governments, though the degrees of privatiza-
tion differed, with New Zealand having implemented the greatest
amount of privatization.12 The Australian experience differs from
the others in that the tax system was made more progressive in
certain instances via the introduction of capital gains and fringe ben-
efits taxes, measures that ran against the regressive trend of 1980s
OECD tax reform.13 It also differs in that certain reforms which met
with substantial opposition by unions and welfare groups were with-
drawn. Most notably, a goods and services tax proposed by Labour
governments in both Australia and New Zealand in the l980s was
abandoned in the former country and imposed in the latter country
despite lack of popular support.14
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Social policy

British Labour’s social policy under Blair included various reforms
of a modestly social democratic character. These included the estab-
lishment of a legal minimum wage; a one-off tax on the windfall
profits of privatized utilities to pay for an unemployment pro-
gramme; increases in public expenditure on health and education; a
family tax credit; legal recognition of union organization in the work-
place; a maximum 48-hour working week; and new laws on sickness,
maternity leave, and redundancy payments.15 Other elements of New
Labour social policy design were more decidedly neoliberal, ‘reform-
ing’ welfare in ways that neither Margaret Thatcher nor John Major
dared. The Blair government introduced workfare for social assistance
recipients, which gave 18–25-year-olds who were unemployed for
over six months a series of routes back into work or training. Over
time the requirements became ever more stringent; the ‘carrot’ of
subsidized training and initial employment was joined to a ‘stick’
of reduced benefits.16 New Labour also introduced tuition fees for
students in tertiary education at the same time that it continued
means-testing in social assistance and went further with the intro-
duction of the market into pension systems.17 New Labour claimed
simply to be committed to the modernization of welfare provision,
modifying it in light of the reality of capitalist globalization. One
key element in that modernization was the extensive use of pri-
vate finance in the capital expenditure programmes of the health
service, which proved to be greatly controversial. National Health
Service (NHS) premises became increasingly owned and operated by
private corporations. Non-clinical work—hospital cleaning, laundry,
catering—was outsourced to private companies, and services such as
radiology also began to be privatized. Though assurances were given
that direct clinical work with patients would remain public—with
hospital doctors salaried, and general practitioners (GPs) indepen-
dently contracted with the NHS—clinical work also started being
handed to private companies in the year 2000.18

Indirect taxes under New Labour remained higher than under
Thatcher, while credits for low-paid parents and pensioners—which
gave the poorest 10 per cent an extra £15 per week—were offset
by larger changes in underlying income distribution, with the over-
all pattern of inequality remaining at historically high levels. The
minimum wage was set below labour-market rates for most of Britain,
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while the UK Gini coefficient continued on the upward trajectory it
had followed since 1979, reaching 0.35 in 2005–06.19 New Labour’s
overall social policy was constructed on the basis of reforms intro-
duced by the Conservatives. It did not involve a clean break with
Tory neoliberalism, but rather what Moschonas labels its ‘enlightened
and innovative administration’—a neoliberal ‘big picture’ with social
democratic ‘accompanying images’.20

In the 1980s, the New Zealand Labour Party’s initial social
policy measures contained a series of cost-containing modifica-
tions of the existing system. A tax surcharge was added to
national superannuation, which effectively amounted to an incomes
test. Previously a flat-rate, pure lump-sum transfer from age 60
(a ‘demogrant’), the Labour government announced the gradual
phased-out eligibility of the 60–65 age groups. In the realm of fam-
ily support, despite an increase in family poverty, the real value of
universal child benefits was allowed to decline, though a new tar-
get benefit was launched for low-income families.21 Finance Minister
Douglas and the Treasury clearly intended to bring about changes
in social policy akin to the changes they advocated in economic
policy. In 1984, the Treasury recommended targeted rather than
universal provision, provision-in-cash rather than provision-in-kind,
the ‘market process’ provision of social services, and greater indi-
vidual responsibility. Similarly, in 1987, the Treasury was primarily
concerned to ‘harmonise systems for choice, payment, benefit and
accountability’ and for social policy to recognize the constraints
of ‘scarcity, uncertainty, information costs, interdependence and
incentives’, that is, for there to be a significant rollback of social
expenditure.22 This view was most notably contested by a Royal Com-
mission on Social Policy, established by the government in October
1986. This was the largest exercise in public consultation ever under-
taken in New Zealand; it reaffirmed a commitment to a society in
which there is ‘a sense of community responsibility and collective
values that provide an environment of security’.23 Regardless, the
government established task forces and review committees, which
were headed by economists or people with business or management
expertise, not social policy expertise. All the committees’ recommen-
dations were ideologically consistent with the changes that Labour
had made in economic policy: changes in organizational structures,
improved efficiency, increased targeting of social services, increased
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reliance on market mechanisms, and the restraining of public expen-
diture, bureaucratic intervention, and public provision. Labour went
into the 1990 election with proposals for a single base-rate for all
benefits other than superannuation, which would have imposed
significant reductions for many categories of beneficiaries. These
proposals lapsed when the National Party proved victorious.24

Ultimately, regardless of the desires of Douglas and his co-thinkers,
it was primarily Labour’s continued support of popular social policies
which enabled it to win two consecutive terms in office, as they bal-
anced out the strong and unpopular neoliberalism of its economic
programme. Despite its introduction of competition into the welfare
system and its emphasis on market principles and user charges,25 the
Labour government remained fairly traditionalist with regard to wel-
fare policy. As British New Labour would later do, the New Zealand
Labour government claimed to be modernizing the welfare system in
order to save it, by making it more sustainable even as it increased
spending on social assistance. Similarly, Labour increased spending
in health and education even as it introduced greater competition
in the provision of education (e.g. through a voucher-like system
for primary education) and charged tuition fees for tertiary educa-
tion (which, however, provided low-income students with targeted
allowances, which made the reform redistributive).26

The case of the Australian Labor Party governments’ social policies
between 1983 and 1996 is less ambiguous and overall less neoliberal
than those of Britain under Blair or New Zealand under Lange (and
Douglas). The ALP maintained and in some ways expanded social
welfare, mainly due to its accommodating ‘Accord’ relationship in
the employment relations sphere which traded wage restraint for a
continued high level of social assistance (albeit means-tested) and
universal social services in health and education.27 Regarding social
security income maintenance expenditure, it is true that selectivism
was intensified during the years of Hawke and Keating, with an assets
test imposed on age pensions, and child allowance—the single non-
income-tested benefit—becoming tested against both income and
assets. Various other minor adjustments were made in order to target
need more precisely and to promote the transition from assistance
to labour market participation. But public expenditure was not radi-
cally cut back; its growth merely became more controlled. (The costs
of the new Medicare scheme led to a significant one-off increase
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in government expenditure during the early Hawke era, which was
funded by a 1 per cent tax levy on incomes.28) As Castles notes, means
tests were drawn not at the line separating the poor from the rest, but
rather at the line which precludes so-called middle-class welfare. As of
1993, this meant that a one-child family earning less than A$60,000
(approximately $42,000) still received child benefit funds, and 72 per
cent of the aged qualified for benefits.29

Even if, via privatization, Labor cut public spending to a greater
degree than did both Thatcher in Britain and Reagan in the United
States,30 real benefits did gradually increase over the course of the
1980s, despite the welfare system being made more selective.31 When
both social wage and indirect tax changes were taken into account,
the living standards of the bottom three income deciles improved
by 5 per cent or more between 1984 and 1988. Labor policy specif-
ically targeted one-parent families living in poverty, introducing an
additional child payment and a very sizeable augmentation of the
rent allowance as a way of combating family poverty arising from
the lack of private home ownership. These policies led to a consider-
able decline in both poverty rates and poverty gaps for families with
children between 1989–90 and early 1994.32 Also notable was the
Labor governments’ concern with the provision of superannuation.
Although the unions’ hopes for a national development fund which
would invest in new capacity for industry and be financed by a
levy on superannuation funds were never fulfilled, the approach that
Labor took—providing superannuation through privately run funds,
including industry-based schemes involving unions—provided better
and more lasting outcomes than were achieved by the prior, 1970s
Labor government of Gough Whitlam.33

On the whole, there was a greater balance between liberalizing the
economy and maintaining social policy during the ‘Labor decade’ in
Australia than there was in Britain under New Labour or New Zealand
under the 1980s Labour government. Australian Labor’s social pol-
icy essentially reflected a social democratic ethos which had to make
concessions to powerful neoliberal interests, while the British Labour
government’s social policies reflected a neoliberalism which had to
make concessions to the social democratic heritage and expecta-
tions of the electorate.34 Despite the image of ‘fiscal rectitude’ that
the ALP promoted, the majority of its budgets created more new
spending than savings through programme cuts, particularly with
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the post-1990 counter-cyclical strategies.35 The Blair government in
Britain, by contrast, was able to build upon what Margaret Thatcher
had already achieved in terms of social policy via the decidedly liberal
nature of its welfare-to-work programme, which sharply demarcated
the ‘deserving’ poor (those individuals who were poor despite their
best efforts to secure paid work, in particular working families) and
the ‘undeserving’ poor, and through its attempts to refigure the NHS
as ‘a logo attached to the provision of health care by private hos-
pitals and GP surgeries’.36 As for New Zealand Labour, it is obvious
that Roger Douglas and the Treasury aimed to radically restruc-
ture access to and provision of social services in the interests of
market-defined efficiency and fiscal constraint. Generally, they did
not succeed, and the neoliberal economic policies implemented by
the Labour Party in the 1980s did not lead to a great decline in
aggregate spending on the welfare state.37 Most Labour MPs calcu-
lated that despite supporting neoliberal economic policies they could
still expect to retain the loyalty of their traditional constituencies—
including poorer workers—provided that they continued to support
the welfare system.38 However, what Douglas and the Treasury were
able to achieve resulted in public sector job losses, greater commu-
nity responsibility, user pays, and cuts in public expenditure.39 Social
provision based on citizenship was no longer prioritized.

Union–Party relationships and industrial relations policies

Until 1991—when the conservative National government in New
Zealand implemented the Employment Contracts Act (ECA)—New
Zealand and Australia shared similar industrial relations regulation
and labour market outcomes. Many unions were organized on a
craft basis; wages and conditions were regulated through legally
enforceable rulings (known as ‘awards’) made by industrial tribunals;
individual enterprises were often characterized by multiple rulings,
the presence of multiple unions, and clear job delineation; the pos-
sibility existed for over-award payments and enterprise agreements
that differed from existing rulings; wage relativities were important
and fairly stable; and the government operated a public job place-
ment service.40 Such conditions did not exist in Britain and attempts
by the British Trade Union Congress (TUC) in the 1980s to introduce
the idea of state intervention in wage determination to the Labour
Party fell on deaf ears. Tony Blair was unambiguous in 1995 when he
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said that the next Labour government would not attempt to emulate
the ALP government’s corporatist Accord and that there would be no
further attempts at a ‘Social Contract’ between the unions and the
party as there were in the 1960s and 1970s.41

It was clear by the time of the 1997 election in Britain that the
relationship between the Labour Party and the union movement had
fundamentally changed. Blair promised the unions only ‘fairness, not
favours’, that is, no privileged position in determining governmental
policy. Though New Labour promised to support a statutory right
to trade union recognition and to end Britain’s opt-out from the
European Union’s Social Chapter, it also refused to revoke most of
the very restrictive labour laws imposed during the Thatcher years.
What little regulation of the labour market it allowed for generally
took the form of individual legal rights, enforceable through labour
courts and state agencies rather than collective rights designed to
strengthen trade unions, which would then take on the role of reg-
ulating social relations through collective bargaining. Notably, in
contrast to previous Labour governments, unions had very little for-
mal or institutional access to the Blair government. Union influence
was effectively informal, dependent upon personal relations between
individual—usually junior—ministers.42 The unions’ share of party
funding also fell from 90 per cent in 1994 to 40 per cent in 1998.
Correspondingly, unions donated 35 per cent of Labour’s 2001 elec-
tion campaign spending—half of what they contributed to the 1992
campaign.43 Blair also backed a sweeping overhaul of party funding
to further curb the remaining influence of the unions on the Labour
Party, which would have required union members to agree to annual
donations to the party through their unions and subject the total
donation made by each union to a cap.44

Particularly in its attempt to introduce private finance initiatives
and public–private partnerships, the Blair government found itself in
conflict with public sector unions. Strict public sector spending lim-
its made new spending dependent upon selling off national assets or
raising money from the private sector, resulting in the shrinking of
the relatively protected state sector and thereby affecting public sec-
tor unions’ ability to maintain recognition and full representational
rights and their ability to engage in industrial action. Blair was eager
to emphasize his commitment to efficiency and effectiveness within
a public sector he portrayed as resistant to change; his government’s
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Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR), conducted in the summer of
1998, set spending plans for the next three years and was intended
to expand performance-related pay in the public sector, as teachers
and health care professionals were told that real pay increases would
be dependent upon productivity improvements.45 It is clear that in
its industrial relations policy the Blair government consolidated the
legacy of Thatcherism rather than departing from it.

The fourth Labour government in New Zealand was ambigu-
ous in its labour market policy, even if its overall stance towards
industrial relations was driven by the idea that strong trade unions
were partially to blame for the crisis of the New Zealand economy.
In 1984, the government abolished compulsory arbitration of inter-
est disputes, which had been the heart of the industrial relations
system since 1894. This let employers in weakly organized indus-
tries to refuse to settle a national ruling that proscribed conditions of
employment and, on its expiration, to revert to individual contracts
or house arrangements.46 The Labour Relations Act of 1987 made an
even more significant step in undermining the framework of national
rulings. Though it restored compulsory unionism, it also prohib-
ited unions from seeking access to enterprise bargaining (second-tier
agreements) while still maintaining award coverage for the affected
workers. Though relatively few unions deserted the award system,
this stipulation promoted a process of union and award fragmen-
tation as stronger groups of workers were encouraged to opt out of
rulings, leaving their defence in the hands of weaker unions and non-
union workers; it promoted the devolution of collective bargaining
down to the enterprise level.47 In conditions of considerable unem-
ployment and economic recession, some employer groups were able
to use the Labour Relations Act to their advantage. Between 1983–84
and 1989–90, real wages fell by A$1032.21 on an annual basis, barely
offset by an increase in the social wage of A$57.07.48 The Labour gov-
ernment thus paved the way for the ultimate abolition of rulings on
conditions of employment and wages by its National Party succes-
sor in 1991.49 The State Sector Act of 1988 undermined public sector
unions, as it became easier for state organizations to hire and fire
(although redundancy conditions remained generous relative to pri-
vate sector norms) and the previous boundary in working conditions
and incentive structures between the public and private sectors was
broken down.50 And yet the Labour government also implemented
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legislation such as the Employment Equity Act (1990), which sought
to solve the problem of gender discrimination in the workplace by
requiring that employers provide ‘equal pay’ for work of ‘equal value’.
This reflected the government’s ‘internal contradictions’, or, rather,
its attempt to use concessions to its core labour constituency—and
to its militantly feminist members—to distract them from radical
economic changes.51

Regardless of these contradictions, the economic polices imposed
by the Labour government had a decidedly anti-union effect. A rise in
the exchange rate reduced the return in New Zealand dollars for most
export industries in 1986–87, which put those industries’ unions
under great pressure as enterprises closed, unemployment rose, and
the right wing of the business community became much more aggres-
sively anti-union. They were not willing to allow wages to keep up
with inflation; they demanded concessions in return; and they chal-
lenged established conditions such as bonus payment for weekend
and night work.52 But while its economic policies were objectively
anti-union, Labour’s industrial policies proved to be far less pro-
business than employer organizations expected. Despite the Labour
Relations Act, and despite the decline in real wages, the traditional
bargaining system remained untouched in most respects—until the
National Party was elected in 1990 and began to radically alter the
labour relations regime via the Employment Contracts Act.

The relationship between the Australian Labor Party and union
movement between 1983 and 1996 contrasts with the party–union
relationships of the other governments under review. The Labor gov-
ernments sought consultation and negotiation with the unions in
the Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU), and as a result the
liberalizing reforms sought by the ALP leadership were implemented
over a much longer period of time, with care taken to temper their
socioeconomic impact and to debate their merits with the ACTU in
order to assure consensus.53 In fact, the first version of the Accord
was negotiated before Labor was elected and was renegotiated several
times throughout both the Hawke (1983–91) and Keating (1991–96)
Labor governments. Initially, the Accord brought a new incomes
policy in which wages were strictly regulated under a new form
of wage indexation, administered between 1983 and 1986 by the
federal Conciliation and Arbitration Commission. This system was
nearly wholly centralized, effective in controlling wage increases,
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and strongly supported by the ACTU. Though some decentraliza-
tion to industry and workplace levels occurred between 1987 and
1990, this was closely ‘managed’ within a national framework by the
arbitration tribunals.54 Real wage decline fell primarily on public sec-
tor workers, but this was deemed acceptable by most of the labour
movement because it also generated above-average growth and a sig-
nificant decline in open unemployment—Australia generated jobs at
about twice the OECD average until the 1990 recession.55

By the late 1980s, the mix of substantive policy outcomes com-
ing out of the Labor government moved gradually away from
corporatism towards neoliberalism. The ALP government showed
little interest in the unions’ detailed strategic plan for addressing
Australia’s economic problems, Australia Reconstructed.56 It became
insistent on decentralizing bargaining towards the enterprise level,
particularly once Keating took over from Hawke as prime minister.
Over time, the increased importance of enterprise bargaining par-
alleled developments in New Zealand, as did the role of unions;
in 1993, the government made it possible for employers to nego-
tiate enterprise agreements directly with employees and have them
certified without union involvement.57 However, the arbitration
court still imposed minimum wages and conditions on enterprise
bargains. And while nonunionized firms could sign an enterprise
agreement, doing so exposed them to the possibility of union inter-
vention. Union pressure led to complications in the legal procedures
for certification of non-union enterprise agreements, thus blunt-
ing their practical effect. By 1995, individual contracts remained
uncommon—only 9 per cent of Australian employees in workplaces
of more than 20 employees worked under them.58

Overall, of the three cases, it is the British New Labour government
which stands out as the most aggressively anti-union in its indus-
trial relations policies. It inherited, without significant alteration,
the most stringent labour laws in Western Europe and attempted to
construct an industrial relations policy that envisioned ‘a dwindling
role for collective representation and action; in its place, individu-
als will have certain minimal rights at work, consistent with labour
market flexibility, and the encouragement of a skilled, coopera-
tive, and adaptable workforce’.59 The dominant forces in the fourth
New Zealand Labour government had much the same desires—to
make the industrial relations system more ‘flexible’—but failed to
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implement pro-market policies of ‘significant stringency’.60 Much
the same can be said of industrial relations in Australia under the
Labour governments of Hawke and Keating; the difference is that
changes to the system were implemented over a longer period of
time, a result of the process of negotiation between the govern-
ment and the union movement. If the New Zealand Labour Party
only ever conceded anything of importance to the unions within
their ‘core domain’—the industrial relations system itself—the ALP’s
strategy of cooperation with the union movement ensured that
the Labor government was bound to consultation in policy forma-
tion, which affected policy outcomes in a significant way at least
during the Hawke years.61 For a time, via the Accord, Australian
unions were able to affect not only industrial relations policy but
also economic and social policy, as the ‘social wage’ was used to
offset wage reductions and to move income support out of the
industrial relations system and into the social welfare budget. For
all the criticisms that one could make of labour market reforms
under the Accord,62 the ALP did not undermine Australia’s tradi-
tional labour market institutions as New Zealand Labour did via the
Labour Relations Act, which not only constrained wage growth but
reduced labour market flexibility via the elimination of second-tier
(enterprise) bargaining.63

Union strategies in relation to neoliberal Labour
governments

Both the British and New Zealand trade union federations acted pas-
sively in response to the neoliberal policies implemented by their
historic parties. The New Zealand Federation of Labour (FOL) had
long enjoyed the benefits of New Zealand’s arbitration system—
state protection and compulsory unionism—as well as a welfare state
and a healthy economy that had remained essentially unchanged
under governments of both the left and right. The result was that
for many years the FOL did little to involve itself in Labour Party
matters, as there appeared to be no need. It was only after the
onset of economic crisis and the National government of Robert
Muldoon antagonized the unions that they again made politics a pri-
ority. Though the unions worked hard to elect the Labour Party in
1984, their plan for a corporatist arrangement was dismissed by the
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party leadership. In their eyes, the FOL was insufficiently centralized,
and the union movement as a whole too divided between the FOL
and the public sector Combined State Unions (CSU) to make effec-
tive corporatism possible. Despite the belief propounded by Roger
Douglas and the Treasury that strong unions were in part responsible
for New Zealand’s economic woes, the unions did little to publicly
oppose market liberalization, instead acting as a loyal opposition to
the government. This loyalty was primarily based on the govern-
ment’s continued support for compulsory unionism, but little else
was gained by the unions’ stance.

In 1987, the FOL and CSU merged into the New Zealand Council
of Trade Unions (NZCTU) and advocated ‘strategic unionism’, agree-
ing to exercise real wage restraint and discourage industrial action
and political protest in exchange for greater union participation in
the development of economic, social, and industrial relations policies
by the government. But as the NZCTU still had little power over its
affiliates, the Labour government did not take its proposals seriously.
In fact, not all the NZCTU’s individual unions supported strategic
unionism, and moreover genuine corporatism had been ruled out by
the government’s wholesale embrace of radical neoliberal economic
policy. The NZCTU lacked real influence in the Labour Party beyond
the realm of industrial relations, yet its persistent loyalty to the gov-
ernment left it unable to openly criticize policies of privatization and
deregulation. Years of non-involvement in NZLP affairs combined
with a leadership committed to ‘Rogernomics’ were responsible for
the unions’ impotence in affecting how Labour governed.

British unions did not enjoy the benefits of compulsory unionism
and never became depoliticized in the manner of the New Zealand
union movement. However, they too became strategically adrift in
the face of a Labour government, which was, if anything, even more
hostile to union power than was the fourth NZLP government. British
unions’ passivity towards the Blair government was the result of
18 disastrous years under the Conservatives, during which the move-
ment lost 40 per cent of its members. By the early 1990s, British
union leaders were so desperate that they were willing to accept
that the anti-union legislation of the 1980s would not be reversed.
Throughout New Labour’s first term, the union leadership supported
the government essentially without criticism, in the vain hope that
it would reward their loyalty with pro-union legislation.
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By the middle of the second Blair government, the unions had
become more vocal in its frustration, particularly over private financ-
ing initiatives (PFI) in transport, education, the prison service and
the national health service, public sector spending limits, and pri-
vatization, all of which promised wage retrenchment, job insecurity
and/or job cuts, and the creation of a two-tier labour force.64 Strikes in
2002 and 2003 by council workers, teachers’ unions, London Under-
ground unions, and the firefighters’ union seemed to indicate that
the labour movement had moved towards a stance of challenging
the Blair agenda both inside and outside the Labour Party. But the
great chance given to the unions by Blair’s unpopularity over the
Iraq War was not taken; they made no attempt to find parliamen-
tary allies to force his resignation. Even though Blair himself was not
all that stood between New Labour policies and union preferences,
had the major affiliated unions taken the initiative to help force him
from office, it would have sent a clear message to the party leadership
that they were serious about challenging the neoliberal agenda. But
even after Blair announced his resignation in May 2007, the major
unions did not try to find Labour MPs competent to stand for leader
and deputy leader who would be supportive of the labour move-
ment. Ultimately, given the absence of a centralized wage bargaining
apparatus or the possibility of an Australian Accord-style agreement,
there was no other option for the union movement to achieve its
goals than consistent militancy both within the Labour Party and in
industrial relations; yet, despite temporary militancy in opposition to
public sector restructuring and privatization, the British union move-
ment proved just as passive and strategically uncertain as the New
Zealand movement.

The Australian union movement, however, was clear in its strate-
gic orientation towards its Labour Party prior to its election in 1983.
Never having had compulsory unionism to support them regard-
less of the party in government, Australian unions never became
depoliticized as did the New Zealand unions—they were even will-
ing to challenge the Labour government of Gough Whitlam in the
1970s—and they were not so demoralized by years of anti-union
right-wing government that they were willing to accept whatever
policies that a Labour government might implement. Also, unlike
the New Zealand union movement, Australian unions in the 1970s
broadened their concerns beyond wages and work conditions; they
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took up a ‘strategic unionism’ that concerned itself with economic
and social policy, particularly with industry development policy. The
ACTU had become a strong ‘peak’ organization which could credibly
sustain strategic unionism and participate in corporatist policymak-
ing, while the ALP remained sufficiently close to the unions, both
in terms of personnel and policy, to see advantages in corporatist
cooperation.65

The ACTU was not able to prevent the Hawke and Keating govern-
ments from instituting programmes of deregulation, corporatization,
and privatization. Left critics of the Accord find the ACTU complicit
in the erosion of many wage determination principles, the com-
promise of equity in favour of efficiency, and the failure to address
problems faced by disadvantaged groups in the labour market.66 They
critique the general drift of ACTU strategy ‘from asserting the merits
of economic intervention (the first Accord) to grudgingly accepting
economic deregulation and workplace change’.67 In comparison to
the strategies undertaken by the union movement under the fourth
Labour government in New Zealand and British New Labour, how-
ever, it is clear that Australian unions were able at least to slow
the ‘relentless process’ of labour market deregulation because of the
Labour government’s commitment to the Accord, despite how dimin-
ished that commitment became.68 The ACTU would not have been
able to accomplish this had it not radically consolidated itself in such
a way that it was able to maintain its influence within the Labor Party,
an influence that at least partially counteracted the middle-class char-
acter of much of the party’s membership and leadership. Both British
and New Zealand union federations failed to do this with respect
to their labour parties. Because of the ACTU’s influence, the ALP
of 1983–96—despite the counter-influence of a pro-neoliberal fed-
eral bureaucracy and employer organizations—remained more of a
genuine labour party than did the New Zealand Labour Party of the
1980s or the British Labour Party under Tony Blair.

Class politics and working-class power resources

From these cases, we can come to the conclusion that if union
movements cannot cohere around consistent political and economic
strategies, and if they do not attempt to limit the autonomy of
labour parties when they take office, then it ultimately will not
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matter if a governing party is a labour party; given the pressures
of the global capitalist economy, that party will instigate neoliberal
economic policies and even labour market deregulation, quickly
and decisively—especially when the nation is undergoing an eco-
nomic crisis. The party leadership may even seek to sever the link
between the unions and the party in order to more easily implement
a neoliberal agenda—and the unions will effectively be disenfran-
chised. If the popular parties of the left cease to be associations of
working people specifically organized as workers, then the organiza-
tion of politics in terms of class will have reached an end, unless new
parties emerge, which are explicitly organized along class lines and
capable of gaining mass votes and mass membership.

As Przeworski has correctly noted, there is nothing inherent in
capitalism or in the logic of history, which makes the emergence
of classes as collective subjects inevitable. Class only becomes rela-
tively salient as a determinant of voting behaviour as the result of
strategies pursued by leftist political parties. Class politics, strictly
defined, only exists when class is an issue raised by political parties;
specifically, parties which organize workers—the only class which
is a potential proponent of the image of a society divided into
class—as a class. In the absence of working-class political parties,
the class image of society does not exist within a country’s (main-
stream) political discourse.69 This is what makes the transformation
of social democratic and labour parties so profound. As Moschonas
remarks, this transformation is not purely ideological-programmatic;
it ‘simultaneously affects the power structure and class character of
the organizations, the membership culture, location in the arena
of partisan competition, ideas, economic and social policies, polit-
ical style, image—everything that goes to make up an identity’.70

What Moschonas labels the old coherence of social democracy—‘party
of the working class, organization with a strong working-class pres-
ence, strong link with the trade unions, bi- and tripartite negotiation,
semi-working-class/semi-catch-all ideological profile, etc.’—has near-
universally unraveled.71 Social democracy’s organizational tradition,
not merely its cultural tradition, has been mostly abandoned. As a
result, the party elites and the leadership—which, in the union-based
labour parties, have become dominated by professionals of prosper-
ous backgrounds—have gained a near-exclusive privilege in defining
party identity. That identity is not a class identity; not only is it not
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anti-business, it does not even seek to be organizationally separate
from business any more than are social democracy’s bourgeois party
rivals.72

With the rejection of social democracy’s organizational tradition
comes a rejection of a commitment to the active role of govern-
ment specifically on behalf of the popular classes. More often than
not, the content of state interventionism under centre–left parties is
deregulatory. Social democratic and labour parties may not embrace
market forces as surely as their right-wing opponents. But they have
moved from an approach of tempering and modifying markets to, at
least, one of adapting to them.73 This is certainly true of the Hawke
government in Australia (1983–91). The Blair government in Britain
may not have made a full ideological embrace of the market, but its
claim that capitalist globalization made neoliberalism unavoidable
provided a justification for policies that deepened the ‘Thatcher rev-
olution’. In the case of the fourth New Zealand Labour government,
there was indeed a full ideological embrace of the market. Moschonas
may claim that Friedrich Hayek ‘has not become the social democrats’
favourite prophet’,74 but in the 1980s the influence of the Hayekian,
‘rationalist’ Chicago School of economics was pervasive within the
New Zealand Treasury. It permeated crucial elements of the Labour
Party, Finance Minister Roger Douglas in particular.75 Such doctrine
had a similar influence in the Australian Treasury during the 1980s
and a similar effect on the Labour Party via Treasurer (and later Prime
Minister) Paul Keating between 1983 and 1996.

By the time of the victory of New Labour in the 2001 British
election, it largely appeared that the ‘left’ version of the ‘neoliberal
paradigm’ pioneered by the fourth New Zealand Labour govern-
ment had been largely consolidated. With social democratic parties
removing all traces of their self-images and perception as specifically
class parties, their electoral fortunes have been increasingly tied to
the middle classes rather than the increasingly disaffected working
class. With the working class no longer the ‘privileged sociological
marker of social-democratic electorates’, such electorates ‘are now
constructed on the basis of a profoundly inter-classist format, by far
the most inter-classist in the whole history of social democracy’.76

The sub-tradition of social democracy known as labourism—the tradi-
tion of the union-affiliated labour parties, characterized by a focus on
higher wages, wealth redistribution through social policies, a refusal
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of both highly defined ideology or theory, and long-term strategy,
with a core blue-collar membership base—has effectively died.77

That the labourist parties would attempt to reinvent themselves as
liberal parties in all but name, however, was by no means inevitable;
it was a conscious choice. With that choice comes what Howell dubs a
‘unitarist’ industrial relations project: one that recognizes ‘no distinc-
tion between the interests of labour and capital, no inherent sources
of conflict between them, and thus no need for labour to have power
to counterbalance that of the employer’.78 That project was explicit in
both the New Zealand and British cases; in the Australian case, given
the formal compact between the Labour Party and the unions, it
could not be so simply pursued. This is not to say that the Australian
unions could not have or should not have acted differently vis-à-vis
the Labor government. I am merely claiming that a Labour govern-
ment, which finds it necessary to govern through an arrangement
with the unions, will be forced to implement neoliberal policies more
gradually and with a greater concern for the ‘social wage’ than one
which tries to govern directly against the unions. It is, in fact, only the
persistence of this union link which mitigates the dominance of the
neoliberal leadership within labour-party and social democratic appa-
ratuses and permits the category of ‘class’ to exist within mainstream
political discourse.79 Union movements do this simply by virtue of
being movements specifically of workers, organized separately from
their employers and managers.

Unions are, to be sure, very imperfect vehicles for working-class
interests. The evidence suggests that Bramble’s assertions that the
unions’ full-time representatives ‘constitute a conservatizing layer
which . . . tends to restrain workers from militant struggles’ and that
there exists a ‘tendency towards a concentration of power in the
upper echelons of the union officialdom’ are correct.80 Trade unions
and the working class should not be conflated, nor should the rank
and file and the leadership. But as unions remain organizations con-
stituted by working people, and as they remain workers’ defense orga-
nizations, despite the distance between the union bureaucracy and
the rank and file, it remains a workers’ bureaucracy, an expression—
however distorted—of working-class power. When labour-party lead-
ers with neoliberal inclinations have to assent to the influence of the
union bureaucracy, they are assenting to a power based on the orga-
nized working class. Because of this, it is possible to apply working-class
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power resources theory to the question of how the strength of the
unions within their historic parties affects the parties’ policies.

The working-class power resources perspective claims that it is pri-
marily strong unions and left parties that account for the growth of
social programmes, which limit the economic vulnerability of wage
earners and increase worker solidarity. The relevance of this outlook
has been repeatedly challenged. Pierson, for example, states that the
power of the union movement and social democratic parties has
greatly diminished in many advanced capitalist societies, but there is
very little proof that this decline has fundamentally impacted welfare
states:

Cutbacks in social programs have been far more moderate than
the sharp drop in labor strength in many countries might
lead one to expect, and there appears to be little correlation
between declines in left power resources and magnitude of
retrenchment . . . . Cutbacks, if recognized, are likely to incense
voters, and political competitors stand ready to exploit such
opportunities . . . the unpopularity of program cutbacks . . . will give
politicians pause even where unions and left parties are weak.81

My work has demonstrated that it is, indeed, difficult for centre–
left parties to implement social programme cutbacks. The fourth
New Zealand Labour government did not cut welfare programmes or
benefit levels even as it engaged in wide-ranging privatization, corpo-
ratization, and financial deregulation. Though the Blair government
in Britain did not initially reverse the welfare-state retrenchment
that occurred under Conservative governance, it did not seek fur-
ther rollback (as opposed to restructuring), and over time there
were significant increases in public spending, particularly in health
care and education. And while spending on social welfare trans-
fers progressively declined under the Australian Labor governments
between 1983 and 1996, new programmes in education, health,
social security, and housing were introduced.82 Yet, the parties most
associated with the expansion of the welfare state, when in gov-
ernment, have shown little interest in their traditional goals—a
relatively equitable distribution of wealth, full employment, and the
strengthening of the labour movement. Given these parties’ lead-
ers’ commitment to neoliberalism—even if, as with Gordon Brown’s
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post-Blair Labour government, failing banks are nationalized and
Keynesian fiscal policies are implemented in the wake of the global
recession of 2008—one is left wondering how safe the welfare state
can ultimately be expected to be in their hands. Pierson writes of
welfare-state defenders and recipients of its programmes ‘exacting
punishment at the polls’83 against parties enacting cutbacks. But if all
major parties—of the left and right—have at most a minimal com-
mitment to the established policies of social democracy, how can
voters ‘exact punishment’? This is a particular problem in states with
Westminster-style electoral systems—such as Britain, Australia, and
New Zealand before 1993—where alternative left parties face great
barriers to electoral success.

The relevance of the working-class power resources theory becomes
more apparent when it is applied to left parties themselves. With
the diminution of the ‘privileged representative link between social
democracy and working class/popular strata’,84 the parties’ view of
market forces changes. The more a labour party has lost its base
in the working class—the less directly a political expression it is of
organized labour—the easier it is for the party leadership to quickly
and radically impose neoliberal policies. That is, the policy shift is a
result of the diminishing power resources that unions have within their
historic parties. These changes do not represent merely a pragmatic
adaptation to the world economy, or a (misguided) accommodation
to ascendant neoliberal values, norms, and practices, but an aban-
donment of the parties’ status as representatives of the political and
economic interests of the working class. They no longer challenge
any of the hierarchies that constitute capitalism. When British New
Labour echoes American New Democrats by espousing ‘welfare-to-
work’ programmes, which presume that social problems are the result
of individual failure, it is apparent that the party of Clement Atlee and
the National Health Service is not merely compromising in the face
of difficult conditions; that party is now a very different creature.85

Certain assumptions of the power resources perspective must now
be modified, however, in light of the transformation of mainstream
left parties. It was once obvious that when social democratic par-
ties were in office, they routinely made trade union organization
easier.86 This can no longer be presumed. Public sector unions in par-
ticular have been a favourite target for neoliberal left governments;
the fourth New Zealand Labour government made an overt attempt
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to undermine them by eliminating job tenure and reducing other
long-established employment conditions in the public sector, while
British New Labour found itself in struggle—and in an open war of
words—with public sector employees over the government’s attempt
to introduce private finance initiatives and public–private partner-
ships. Tony Blair repeatedly made it clear that the days ‘when a large
trade union would pass a policy and then it was assumed Labour
would follow suit’ were ‘over’87; New Labour clearly found its institu-
tional relationship with the unions an embarrassment, and British
unions were reduced to a ‘barely tolerated pressure group’ within
the party.88 Even the Australian Labor government of Paul Keating
(1991–96)—crucially, with the unions’ consent, though the unions
were able to win legislative concessions—gradually deregulated the
labour market, with the 1993 Industrial Relations Reform Act giving
employers the power to negotiate enterprise agreements directly with
employees and have them certified without unions being involved.
With the ebbing of trade union influence, centre–left parties cease
to be effective forces for even the moderate promotion of working-
class political influence and the limiting of inequality; they become
incorporated as active agents in the reproduction and hegemony of
neoliberal capitalism.89

Revisiting initial counter-arguments

In my introduction, I discussed the various other explanations
for the pro-market shift in the policies of left governments. The
idea that capitalist globalization forces a uniform response by all
governments—right or left—has been discredited, though certainly
the fear of un-competitiveness in the world market is ever present and
directly affects left governments’ economic policies, if not necessar-
ily their social policies or industrial relations policies. But the shape
of class politics inside each country affects how neoliberal economic
policy is realized—all at once or gradually through negotiation.

The idea that the shrinking of the industrial working class in
advanced capitalist societies requires a rightward shift by parties of
the left to remain electorally viable has also been discredited; in fact,
in the cases discussed, there is little evidence of a dramatic decline
in the number of people who could easily be categorized as working
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class. In New Zealand, in the mid-1980s, 47 per cent of the work-
force consisted of manual labourers and low-wage service workers,
with another 18 per cent in clerical occupations.90 Blue-collar workers
made up 48 per cent of the Australian workforce as of 1985.91 Though
by 1996 this number had dropped to 33 per cent—and Australia had
become a society with even higher rates of home ownership than in
Britain—the ALP still won five consecutive elections between 1983
and 1996.92

In Britain, by 2004 only 12.1 per cent of workers were employed
in manufacturing—their numbers having fallen by 32 per cent in
20 years—while finance and business services employment grew by
80 per cent over the same period, until they accounted for 19 per
cent of workers. But such figures ultimately exaggerate the changes
in the nature of the workforce; some of the shift from the ‘industry’
to the ‘service’ sector amounts to merely a change in name for essen-
tially similar jobs. A worker in a factory who puts food in a can for
people to warm up to eat at home is a ‘manufacturing worker’, while
one who works in the fast-food industry to provide near-identical
food to people who lack the time to warm it up at home is a ‘ser-
vice worker’.93 The working class—even narrowly defined as manual
workers—was still key to the electoral victories of the governments
I have examined.94

There also remains no evidence that the rise of postmaterialist
politics was responsible for the rightward drift of labour-party poli-
cies. Many activists in New Zealand who identified with feminism,
environmentalism, indigenous people’s rights, and opposition to
apartheid in South Africa may have joined the Labour Party in the
1970s and 1980s, but this did not reflect a lack of interest in class-
related issues by Labour Party voters. The British Labour Party was not
radically affected by the rise of postmaterialism and never attempted
to seriously integrate the themes of the ‘new politics’ into the way it
governed, despite frequent reference to the environment in its 1997
Election Manifesto. In Australia, while those concerned with postma-
terialist issues may have usually voted for the Labor Party, this had
nothing to do with how the ALP governed. There is also no proof
that the ALP had to become less of a class-identified party in order
to address issues apart from those of social class or to attract new
supporters.
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Other factors and suggestions for further research

Various other factors besides changes in labour-party class composi-
tion and union movement strategy must be given their proper weight
in explaining the policy choices of these labour-party governments.
While the single-member-district, first-past-the-post Westminster
parliamentary model is common to both Britain and New Zealand,
Australia differs slightly in having a single-member-district, preferen-
tial electoral system. This system has not been a factor in the absence
of any serious electoral challenge to Labor from the left at least since
the 1940s. There are, however, some other noteworthy differences.
Power in Australia is shared between the federal and state parliaments
on the basis of a written constitution. New Zealand and Britain, in
contrast, have unitary systems with single national governments.
Also, both state and federal jurisdictions in Australia have bicameral
parliaments, with the upper houses elected through different sys-
tems to the lower houses, while New Zealand is unicameral (since
1951), and the power of Britain’s House of Lords pales in compari-
son to its House of Commons. New Zealand and British governments
therefore have had considerably greater power than their Australian
counterparts to execute radical policy changes without substantial
challenge.95 In Schmidt’s view, this institutional difference partially
explains why Australia’s journey to neoliberalism differed from New
Zealand’s (or Britain’s):

Australia got adjustment with a human face not only because
change required consensus, given a more multi-actor system
that demanded much more consultation and negotiation, but
also because the politicians themselves, such as Prime Minister
Hawke, valued this, in sharp contrast to Douglas in New Zealand.
In Australia, the reforms themselves were implemented over a
much longer period of time, with care taken to moderate their
socioeconomic impact and to debate their merits with the rele-
vant actors in order to assure consensus. In multi-actor Australia,
this meant negotiating with a wide set of actors at the federal and
state level; with the House of Representatives, elected on the basis
of constituencies (like New Zealand), and the Senate, elected by
proportional representation; and with the trade union movement,
which most importantly for Australia and unlike New Zealand
were willing and able to be cooperative.96
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The existence of ranked-ballot preferential voting in Australia is
another institutional factor that has not figured into my analy-
sis because it has not affected the dominance of the ALP on the
Australian left. However, it would be worthwhile to investigate the
effect of Australia’s system of compulsory voting on the ALP, com-
pared with the system of voluntary voting in Britain and New
Zealand. Scott argues that Australian compulsory voting

may have tended to make the ALP take . . . safe seats for granted
and focus its policies on middle-class swinging voters in marginal
seats to a greater extent than the British Labour Party, which has
had to reaffirm its basic ideology in order to ensure the faithful
voters . . . actually have something to come out and vote for.97

Yet, with the rise of Tony Blair, Labour’s basic ideology changed deci-
sively, and the party leadership had become much less concerned
about the faithful voters even in the late 1980s.

In general, more research needs to be done on the changing class
character of individual social democratic parties, on what Moschonas
has termed the loss of social democracy’s ‘sociological specificity’.98

This research would extend beyond the ‘labour party’ sub-category
and extend to the entirety of the parties which were formed with
the intent of representing working-class interests. The ‘continen-
tal’ (European) social democratic party model differs significantly
from the labour-party model: it has no indirect membership because
unions do not affiliate with the party; there is no union bloc vote.
The influence which unions have—or no longer have—on such par-
ties therefore takes on an institutionally different character than with
the union-founded labour parties. More research also needs to be
done in the next few years regarding the ideological and sociologi-
cal directions of the parties, which I have discussed—two of which,
the Australian and New Zealand labour parties, have recently gov-
erned again—as well as the strategic directions of their affiliated
unions. For example, in 2007, British Labour Prime Minister Gordon
Brown further reduced the role of unions in his party by removing
the power of unions (and local labour parties) to submit political
motions for debate at party conferences through a ballot process.
The unions on Labour’s National Executive Council did not fight
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Brown on this issue, as they did not ‘wish to hand valuable ammu-
nition to the Tories by provoking an early confrontation with the
prime minister’.99 This was despite the fact that Labour had, after
2005, increasingly relied on union funding because of the drying-
up of contributions from wealthy donors as a result of the ‘cash for
honours’ affair.100 After the fall of Brown’s government in 2010, Ed
Miliband, the current Labour leader, won the backing of three of the
four biggest UK unions—Unite, Unison, and the GMB. Miliband has
explicitly distanced himself from the New Labour era and has often
sounded like an old-model social democrat101; notably, in July 2012,
he became the first Labour leader since Neil Kinnock to address the
Durham Miners’ Gala.

However, in March 2014, the Labour Party endorsed the Collins
Review at its special London conference.102 Initially motivated on
claims of misdeeds—later discredited—by the Unite union in Falkirk
Constituency Labour Party, the Review calls for a £50 per union per
candidate limit for all third parties including unions, requires union
members to ‘opt in’ to become second-tier members of Labour (ones
without the power to select the parliamentary candidate), introduces
‘one member, one vote’ for elections of the party leader, introduces
closed primaries for the selection of the candidate for London mayor
(regardless of the wishes of London Labour), and requires ‘registered
supporters’ to pay a fee. The requirement ‘to opt into paying affil-
iation fees [will] greatly reduce the amount of union cash given to
the party on an annual basis, rather than in one-off donations. Some
estimates suggest it will cut union funding of the party by more than
£4m a year’.103 However, the unions will retain their 12 National
Executive Committee seats and 50 per cent share of conference votes.

At the conference, a number of union general secretaries urged del-
egates to vote in favour of implementing the Review, including Paul
Kenny (GMB), Dave Prentis (Unison), Len McCluskey (Unite), John
Hannett (Usdaw), and Tosh McDonald (Aslef). Effectively, as one del-
egate remarked, through this choice to end collective affiliation, ‘the
trade unions themselves block-voted for Labour to “distance itself”
from them’.104 This choice by Britain’s unions to not mount an all-
out struggle for influence within their historic party may yet lead to
a firm end of the ‘organic link’ between the two. As Mark Ferguson
notes, ‘[i]t would be very hard for any union to justify continued
party affiliation if only a small fraction of their membership choose
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to affiliate’.105 Thus, a party founded to politically represent the work-
ing class—in however imperfect a fashion—would soon become a
pure-and-simple bourgeois party of ‘economic responsibility and fis-
cal rigour’, to quote Ed Balls MP’s speech to the 2013 Labour Party
Annual Conference.106 It would be proven that even in a labour party
the power resources of the union movement may become so depleted
that the unions lose all influence over ‘their’ party.

I will conclude with a quote from Perry Anderson:

once, in the founding years of the Second International, [social
democracy] was dedicated to the general overthrow of capitalism.
Then it pursued partial reforms as gradual steps towards socialism.
Finally it settled for welfare and full employment within capital-
ism. If it now accepts a scaling down of the one and the giving up
of the other, what kind of a movement will it change into?107
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